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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1  Research Questions 

This study seeks to answer two main research questions: (1) To what extent are the 

proportions of traditional and nontraditional orthography similar or different between 

twentysomethings and fiftysomethings? and (2) To what extent are specific nontraditional 

variants produced by twentysomethings and fiftysomethings? By addressing these questions, the 

present study will also explore various types of orthographic variation and how these variants are 

used. Some of the most frequently occurring terms, subject-verb pairs, and other expressions 

were selected for inclusion in this study.  

The analysis of an array of different types of orthographic variation serves as an 

important first step in understanding electronic French discourse. Each individual’s motivation to 

use (or not to use) orthographic variation while communicating in an electronic environment is 

not discernible within the scope of this study; however, users of electronic communication in the 

21st century may indeed benefit from knowing what kinds of orthographic variation they may 

encounter. 

 

1.2  French Orthography in the Digital Age 

 In the 21st century, digital literacy is, arguably, a necessity for communicating in the 

growing number of social media platforms. Regarding computer-mediated French discourse, 

there are many types of orthographic variation that are produced by participants who are 

communicating in chat rooms, discussion forums, blogs, social media pages, website comment 
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sections, and so on. In order to be moderately or fully literate in French while communicating 

online, it is necessary to be aware of the variety of these types of orthographic variation, since 

nontraditional forms of communication are used. One can no longer rely on simply knowing the 

standard or traditional forms of orthography in a digital era. One must be aware of the types of 

orthographic variation used in computer-mediated discourse in order to have facility of use and 

quick comprehension while decoding communication in electronic discourse. 

 Computer-mediated discourse in French has many types of nontraditional orthographic 

variations. The use of truncations, or shortened spellings, is one type of orthographic variation 

that is manifested in forms such as partial or full vowel deletion, truncation of the beginning or 

the end of the word, the merging of multiple terms together, and acronyms. The reduplication of 

letters and the reduplication of the term are also used in computer-mediated communication. 

Phonetic realizations, where words are spelled the way they sound, are common occurrences in 

electronic discourse. Symbolic realizations, where the use of numerals, symbols, punctuation, 

and accents are used to stylize messages, also appear in computer-mediated discourse. These 

types of orthographic variation are evident in a wide variety of uses by participants in online 

communication. 

A common assumption is that only young people tend to deviate from the standard 

French spellings taught in schools; however, orthographic variation is produced by younger and 

older generations of people communicating in synchronous, online discourse. Thus, this is not an 

isolated phenomenon that only affects a small group of young, interconnected users. 

Orthographic variation in French online communication crosses age groups. Thus, regardless of 

age, any participant in electronic French discourse would benefit from knowing what to expect in 

terms of variable expression, or orthographic variation. 
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From a pedagogical perspective, students of French would benefit from learning about 

the various types of orthographic variation in computer-mediated communication. In the 

standards for foreign language learning in the 21st century (National Standards in Foreign 

Language Education Project, 1999) set forth by ACTFL (the American Council on the Teaching 

of Foreign Languages), two of the five tenets are communications and communities. Standard 

1.2 of communication states that, “Students understand and interpret written and spoken 

language on a variety of topics.” In order for students to be able to understand and interpret 

written language in electronic discourse, they first need to be equipped with an awareness of the 

types of orthographic variation they may encounter. Standards 5.1 and 5.2 of communities state 

that, “Students use the language both within and beyond the school setting” and “Students show 

evidence of becoming life-long learners by using the language for personal enjoyment and 

enrichment.” Students who are users of social media platforms, such as Facebook and Twitter, 

may encounter orthographic variation if they choose to participate in synchronous online French 

discourse. Therefore, teachers and students alike would benefit from pedagogical activities that 

enhance their awareness of the various types of orthographic variations and that strengthen their 

ability to communicate effectively in electronic discourse environments. 

 The French language has long been influenced by the French Academy (l’Académie 

Française) which began to focus on standardizing the French language after the French 

Revolution. Prior to the Revolution, many dialects were spoken throughout the various regions 

of France. The French Academy sought to centralize efforts in Paris and standardize the French 

language across all regions, to the detriment of dialects in the country. The French that was 

taught in schools was based on the spellings and grammar rules set forth by the French 

Academy. Many generations of French people have taken pride in the beauty of their language, 
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wishing to preserve the language in its standardized form upheld by the French Academy (see 

Cerquiglini, 1995). 

 The standardization of the French language was no match, however, against the rapidly 

spreading use of nonstandard French spellings in digital communication spaces. From SMS 

(short-message service) mobile text messaging, to email, to online chat discussions, 

communication in French has taken a turn away from the traditional forms upheld by the French 

Academy and toward inventive, playful, and expressive nontraditional forms of orthography 

created by people communicating in the Digital Age. While movements like Stop SMS may 

attempt to thwart variable orthography, their efforts are futile since people, both young and old, 

create variable orthography while communicating in electronic discourse.1  

 There are many uses for nontraditional orthography in electronic discourse. On a 

practical level, truncations, or shortened spellings, may save people time if they wish to 

communicate efficiently. Rather than writing the full spelling, one can shorten the form in a 

variety of ways to keep up with real-time, or synchronous, online discourse. Since online 

communication can be rapid, in that clicking on the message allows it to post almost 

immediately, users may wish to economize their time while sending messages back and forth. On 

a stylistic level, the reduplication of letters or terms, phonetic realizations, and symbolic 

realization may not necessarily save time; however, these various forms of orthographic 

variation allow the users to be more expressive in their communication. It is human nature to 

express oneself through communication; therefore, it is not out of the ordinary for people to wish 

to make their communications more expressive through the use of these various types of 

orthography. 

1 It is important to recognize that nontraditional orthography has existed throughout time. The Internet has simply 
made it easier for nontraditional forms to spread more quickly and thrive in ways that are much more salient and/or 
visible. 
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 While the French Academy may have taken hold of traditional forms of communication 

prior to the 21st century, such as handwriting, typewriting, and printmaking, it is no match 

against nontraditional forms of communication in the 21st century, such as textmessaging, 

emailing, and posting messages to social media platforms like Facebook and Twitter, online 

discussion forums, chat rooms, and blogs. Thus, while being literate in French meant adhering to 

the spelling and grammar rules set forth by the French Academy before the digital age, being 

literate in French in the 21st century means knowing what to expect in terms of nontraditional 

orthographic variations that appear in electronic discourse.  

Being unaware of what electronic discourse looks like in French can put one at a 

disadvantage in terms of decoding computer-mediated communication. The benefit to being 

aware of orthographic variation in electronic discourse is knowing what to expect in terms of 

variable expressions used online. In order to be literate in the digital age, one must have facility 

of use and quick comprehension while decoding electronic discourse in an immediate, or “real-

time,” fashion. 

 

1.3  Organization of the Study 

 The following chapters provide summaries, methods, tables, analyses, and conclusions 

regarding orthographic variation in computer-mediated French communication. Chapter 2 

includes a summary of previous work that is related to orthographic variation in computer-

mediated communication. Chapter 3 provides the corpus of data used for this study, along with 

information regarding how the data was processed. Chapter 4 includes tables illustrating the 

traditional and nontraditional forms produced by twentysomethings and fiftysomethings, along 

with quantities and proportions of use by each age group, followed by a detailed examination of 
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the variants for each term. Chapter 5 includes a thorough analysis answering each of the two 

research questions for all the terms studied. Chapter 6 provides a summary and directions for 

future research. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF RELEVANT RESEARCH 

 

 This literature review includes only a few carefully selected studies that are directly 

relevant to the present study. It seems important to acknowledge that although a growing number 

of studies could offer some insight into the general nature of synchronous chat discourse, there is 

very little public research that deals specifically with orthographic variation in computer-

mediated French discourse. 

 

2.1  Anis (2007) 

 Jacques Anis (2007) describes the characteristics of short message service (SMS) 

orthography. He explains the background behind the French language academy’s 

“preoccupations with linguistic prescriptivism and language purism” (Anis, 2007, p. 88), but 

asserts that there is a general acceptance of French as a “living language.” Anis states that many 

SMS users are young and tend to write social, informal messages. Thus, they often abbreviate 

and provide nonstandard orthography and grammar in their SMS messages. He describes that 

SMS spellings are controversial and prohibited in some discussion groups.  

 Anis presents a linguistic analysis of neography (i.e., unconventional spellings) in SMS 

communication. He describes “a typology of neographical transformations” that includes 

“phonetic reductions, syllabograms (rebus writing), and logograms (symbols, unilateral 

abbreviations, acronyms)” (Anis, 2007, p. 88). He finds heterogeneity, polyvalence, and 

variation in orthography, and he proposes that neography is “a dynamic phenomenon based on 

local combinations of general mechanisms, which are also in evidence in other languages and in 
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other modes of computer-mediated communication (CMC)” (p. 88). He further describes 

“neography” as “not a standard, but a set of procedures writers use in particular communication 

situations, while writing a specific message, and under pressures from various constraints” (p. 

88).  

 Anis describes neography as “shorthand to designate unconventional spelling” (Anis, 

2007, p. 89). He differentiates between written French, where the rules of orthography are 

“considered to be absolute law,” and spoken French, which is not acceptable in writing (p. 89). 

He explains that in CMC, there is a widespread “permissiveness” by mostly young people who 

frequent these synchronous chat environments (p. 90). He describes how there seemed to be no 

orthographic law in cyberspace and how “the use of unconventional spellings in messages 

designed to be sent and received in a short time, which are informal, or intended for young 

people and their peers, is acceptable in many online environments” (p. 90). He suggests that 

SMS and chat spellings are not random, but follow “systematic processes” (p. 90).  

 Anis links neography to CMC in English and provides several examples such as “rebus 

writing (b4 for “before”), Internet-specific acronyms (lol, “laughing out loud”), reduplication of 

letters (“soooon”), exuberant repetitive punctuation (“wow!!!!!!”), and comics-like marking of 

words within asterisks (“*grins*”)” (Anis, 2007, p. 90). He describes a variety of motivations for 

use of neography including “to save time and typing effort through abbreviation, to make the 

message more expressive, to exhibit the user’s ego, to play with language and communication, to 

contest standards, to express solidarity with a group, or to manifest adherence to a 

counterculture” (p. 90). He further describes features of chat interfaces as including “omission of 

accents, substitution of k for qu, phonetic realizations, truncations, suppression of vowels, 

syllabograms, and numerals substituting for syllables” (p. 90). 
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 Anis asserts that neographic spelling in chat and instant messaging is due to “a function 

of a temporal dimension: instantaneity or very short term versus medium or long term; a 

relational dimension: intimacy or group dynamics versus a general audience; and differences of 

genre: ludic versus serious communication” (Anis, 2007, p. 91). He describes how, in contrast, 

neography is marginal “in email, newsgroup postings, and discussion list postings” (p. 91). 

 Anis outlines some constraints to written communication that is mobile-mediated (SMS). 

Some constraints include technical constraints, the terminal, economic constraints, 

communicative constraints, psychosocial constraints, linguistic constraints, writtenness, 

conciseness, dialogism, speed, and modified norms (Anis, 2007, pp. 91-95). Communicative 

constraints include, “satisfying immediate or short-term communicative aims” (p. 94). 

Psychosocial constraints include, “nonprofessional” messages being sent between “peers, most 

often intimate” when they “share some knowledge, references, and values” (p. 94). In describing 

“writtenness,” Anis states that although SMS is a written medium, “the adoption of oral features 

in CMC is often overestimated” and “the feeling of spokenness can be the simple result of the 

use of written language for linguistic interactions that are typically conveyed by spoken 

language” (p. 94). 

When describing conciseness, Anis asserts that “short spellings are the core of this 

variety of written language, which is often characterized by a set of . . . standard abbreviations . . 

. but also unconventional abbreviations and thus participate in the trend toward transgressive 

orthography” (Anis, 2007, pp. 94-95). When describing dialogism, Anis explains the phrase 

“dialogue dynamics” in that “most messages are components of regular exchanges” (p. 95). He 

also explains how dialogism “partially explains interferences with spoken language, since the 

SMS communication situation . . . is also linked to the use of colloquial lexicon” (p. 95). Anis 
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explains that speed “fosters short spellings (which save time), simplification of ritual formulas, 

and orthographic negligence” (p. 95). 

Anis explains how norms are modified due to “three causal factors: (1) orthographic 

negligence reflects the reduction of cognitive resources allocated to spelling, (2) transgression of 

orthography implies deliberate discrepancies, and (3) neography is an alternative orthography 

based on a few general processes whose nondeterministic combination generates numerous 

spelling variants” (Anis, 2007, pp. 95-96). Anis also differentiates “transgression of 

orthography” which leads to “neography” versus “orthographic negligence” which can be 

considered “negative interference, for both users and observers” (p. 96).  

Anis provides a “typology of neographic transformations” which he categorized into 

three general groups: “phonetic spelling, syllabograms (rebus writing), and logograms (symbols, 

unilateral abbreviations, acronyms)” (Anis, 2007, p. 97). Anis explains that “any typology of 

neographic transformation depends upon the levels of the linguistic units represented by the 

graphic units” (p. 97). A “syllabogram” is when “a character corresponds to a syllable,” while “a 

morpheme, a word, or a phrase” corresponds to a “logogram” (p. 97). 

In his section on neographic processes, Anis explains that phonetic spellings involve 

“transcription of standard pronunciations or socially marked variants” (Anis, 2007, p. 97). He 

provides an example for the reduction of qu to k, which is a phenomenon that occurs with high-

frequency words such as qui (“who”), que (“what” or “that”), and quoi (“what”) (p. 97). He 

provides an example for the substitution of k for c in nonabbreviated spellings (p. 97). He 

provides an example for the substitution of z for s (p. 98). He describes the simplification of 

digrams and trigrams, such as ss reduced to c following vowels e or i, au and eau reduced to o, ai 

reduced to é or è, and eu reduced to e (p. 98). Anis describes the substitution of certain digrams 
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for others, such as oi to wa or oa (p. 99). Anis describes the substitution of oo for ou. Anis 

explains that the substitution of o for a only affects the negative word pas, where the regional or 

colloquial variant, written as po, has become “a conventional marker of spokenness” (p. 99). 

 Anis describes the deletion of silent letters, or mutograms for consonants and for vowels 

(especially for e muet, or “silent e”) (Anis, 2007, p. 100). Anis explains that “amalgamated 

spellings” are “sequences of words written without the commas or spaces that normally separate 

them” (p. 101). He further describes the “phonostylistic variation” in this category, which often 

occurs in the example of je suis written as chui (p. 101). 

 In the section on consonantal skeletons, Anis explains that “a short text written in French 

or English deprived of all vowels can be read rather easily” and that the omission of vowels “has 

long been used to abbreviate words in lecture notes” (Anis, 2007, p. 101). He refers to an 

informational theory that has “long claimed that consonants have higher information value than 

do vowels” (p. 101). French has a heavy consonantal framework, so almost always the first and 

last consonant of each word is preserved (for example: toujours as tjs or tjrs, vous as vs, and avec 

as ac) (p. 102).  

 In the section on syllabograms or rebuslike spellings, Anis explains that “the use of a 

letter or a number to represent the phonetic sequence that constitutes its realization in spoken 

language [is] known as a syllabogram or rebus writing” (Anis, 2007, p. 102). He provides the 

English example of b4 for before and the French example of Kdo for cadeau (p. 102). He further 

explains that syllabograms “often allow a drastic reduction of the number of characters” and are 

often polyvalent, such as in the example of CT for c’était, or C for c’est, s’est, sais, sait, and so 

on (p. 103).  
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 Anis describes the function of elision in monosyllabic grammatical words such as ce, de, 

je, le, la, and so on. He explains how the apostrophe marks the elision when the monosyllabic 

word loses its vowel (Anis, 2007, p. 104). He further explains how writers “use a graphic 

marker, a capital letter, to indicate that a letter should be read as a syllabogram” to avoid 

misreadings (p. 104). 

 In his section on logograms, Anis describes orthographic phenomenon including word 

signs such as @ for at, single-letter abbreviations, and acronyms (Anis, 2007, p. 105). In French, 

he explains that 1 is used for the numeral un or the indefinite article un (p. 105). He also explains 

how the plus sign (+) is used to express plus, most often in the colloquial expression à plus, 

written as @+ (p. 105). He asserts that this is a frequent “message closure” (p. 105). He explains 

that single-letter abbreviations, such as k for que, are not frequent, “possibly to avoid confusion 

with syllabograms” (p. 105). He describes phrasal acronyms such as svp for s’il vous plaît as 

being common. Anis further describes that in chat, the English acronym lol for laughing out loud 

is used quite frequently (p. 106). He explains that the French acronym is mdr for mort de rire, 

and that it is “used only in electronic communication” (p. 106). 

 Anis addresses two more phenomena: truncations and other morpholexical alterations 

known as verlan. He defines apheresis (deletion of the beginning of a word, for example lu for 

salut) and apocope (deletion of the end of a word, for example ciné for cinéma), which can be 

lexicalized (Anis, 2007, p. 106). He describes verlan as a “form of spoken wordplay practiced by 

many teenagers in France” (p. 107). He explains that the “coding is based on the inversion of the 

syllables or syllabic elements” (p. 107). He provides examples like flic which becomes keuf and 

moi which becomes oim (p. 107). 
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 To introduce his section on spelling variation, Anis explains how French orthography is 

“an institutionalized norm, upon which all written documents are supposed to be modeled” 

(Anis, 2007, p. 107). He then explains that the “frequency of deviations is highly variable” (p. 

107). For example, in written work that is to be published, standard orthography is in high 

demand; however, in private correspondence, the “demand for conformity” is very low (p. 107). 

In SMS, “unconventional spelling occurs as an intentional strategy in short texts produced in 

informal and short-term communication with peers” (p. 107). 

 Anis defines heterogeneity in this context as the “co-currence of multiple strategies 

within the same textual unit” (Anis, 2007, p. 108). He asserts that most SMS messages are 

written in a combination of standard orthography and neography. Anis defines polyvalence as 

“spellings that can be assigned multiple values,” such as t for tu, tu es, t’es, t’est, and so on (p. 

109). He explains that frequent words may have many spelling variants, such as salut written as 

salut, salu, and slt. He also asserts that “a single writer can use variant spelling” (p. 109).  

 In conclusion, Anis describes how there are many deviations in SMS from standard 

French. He presents the different characteristics of neography in SMS communication. He 

widens this scope in saying that the spelling variations “demonstrate common human 

characteristics, documented for a variety of languages, including tendencies toward economy of 

expression and language play, seen earlier in many varieties of speech and paper-based writing, 

among children, young people, and adults, as well as in various modes of CMC and other new 

media” (Anis, 2007, p. 110).  

Anis raises questions for future research concerning the extent of neographic formations 

that are specific to French, to SMS, to specific languages, and to different modes of electronic 

and nonelectronic communication, in speech and on paper. Anis explains that neography is a 
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cross-linguistic phenomenon, “at least for Indo-European languages written in Latin characters” 

(Anis, 2007, p. 110). Anis writes that many of these same techniques are used in English chat 

and “may be characteristics of synchronous CMC in general” (p. 110). 

 Anis discusses the relation between text messaging and nonelectronic writing, and how 

neographic spellings “influence or at least coexist with conventional orthography” (Anis, 2007, 

p. 111). He also discusses similarities between SMS writing and informal daily communication. 

Anis addresses educational concerns regarding SMS-like neographies in formal written 

documents and as it pertains to the acquisition of orthography in students. Finally, Anis calls for 

further research to be done regarding SMS language, and proposes various criteria, an enlarged 

scope, and different languages in which this orthographic phenomenon can be studied. 

 

2.2  van Compernolle and Williams (2007) 

 In an article in Glottopol, van Compernolle and Williams (2007) discuss the recent 

sociolinguistic interest in online communication. The tendency is to associate characteristics of 

online communication with spoken language, as opposed to written language. However, there are 

not many studies based on empirical data that make comparisons between spoken language 

(informal and formal) and electronic discourse, especially in regard to linguistic variation. This 

study explores similarities and differences between linguistic variation in informal spoken 

language and orthographic variation in three kinds of electronic discourse: IRC (Internet Relay 

Chat), nonmoderated chat rooms, and moderated discussion forums (van Compernolle & 

Williams, 2007, p. 56). These six most frequently occurring and widely varying subject-verb 

pairs are studied: il y a, il faut, tu es, tu as, c’est, and j’ai (p. 56). 
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 First, the analysis is based on orthographic variation of these six subject-verb pairs to 

show similarities and differences between the three types of electronic discourse described above 

(van Compernolle & Williams, 2007, p. 56). The visual representation of orthographic variation 

demonstrates the system of counting, categorizing, and analyzing the data gathered from the 

internet (p. 57). Second, van Compernolle and Williams compare the data of electronic discourse 

with a corpus of data of spoken French based on sociolinguistic interviews with five subjects of 

French nationality. They explore two sociolinguistic phenomena that are often observed in 

spoken language: (1) the lack of il in the phrases il y a and il faut and (2) the dropping of ne in tu 

es, tu as, c’est, and j’ai (p. 57). 

 The data suggest that orthographic variation mimics spoken French; however, just as 

variation in grammar and phonology exists in spoken language, orthographic variation in 

electronic discourse also depends on many linguistic, sociopragmatic, and stylistic factors (van 

Compernolle & Williams, 2007, p. 57). The study of language variation, as proposed by William 

Labov (1972), can be applied to the study of electronic discourse (p. 57). The hypothesis is that 

all variation of a language in any form, whether written or oral, is the result of social interactions 

in the linguistic community in which it occurs (p. 57). The speaker’s age, gender, and social class 

play an important role in the linguistic variation, along with internal factors, such as syntax. One 

can also base his or her “style of speech” on the audience to whom the communication is 

destined (p. 57). 

 Labov (1972) stated that social pressures are constantly influencing language as an 

imminent and active social force (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007, p. 57). This point of view, 

however interpreted over the past three decades by sociolinguists, is at the base of every study on 

linguistic variation (p. 57). The study of linguistic variation depends on a currently-used term or 
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phrase that has at least two forms (one “standard” and at least one variant) that vary based on 

social, linguistic, and/or stylistic factors (p. 57). Labov’s definition of “variable” involves the 

linguistic term or phrase being frequent enough to occur often in conversation, important enough 

to be part of the functional structure of the sentence, and varying asymmetrically between age-

groups or hierarchical divisions in society (p. 57). van Compernolle and Williams’ choice of the 

six subject-verb pairs fit the mold of linguistic variation since they appear frequently in 

electronic discourse, are part of the structure of the communication online, and are distributed 

asymmetrically between different speakers (p. 58). 

 The idea of sociostylistic variation was described by Labov, who stated that the majority 

of speakers have diverse speech styles (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007, p. 58). Bell (1984) 

echoed this notion in saying that the same speaker has many speech styles (formal, informal, and 

so on) and modifies speech according to the communication environment to speak appropriately 

with other speakers (p. 58). Since the majority of studies on linguistic variation were based on 

informal interviews, the interviewer tried to elicit variable discourse from the interviewee by 

maintaining a casual or informal dialogue. Labov described the difficult challenge of finding 

stylistic variation in oral interviews. He paralleled stylistic variation with the style with which 

one speaks with his wife, scolds his children, or spends time with his friends (p. 58).  

 Since the 1970s, many researchers have been trying to minimize the effect of the 

interviewer on the interviewee (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007, p. 58). Meeting as a group 

seemed to resolve this issue, as it allowed the participants to interact without feeling like they 

were being observed. The interviewer would be present, along with a microphone to record the 

conversation, which could influence the response of the group (p. 58).  
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In the current study by van Compernolle and Williams (2007), this effect is greatly 

reduced because they make their observations unobtrusively (van Compernolle & Williams, 

2007, p. 58). Since electronic discourse occurs online between anonymous users, the language 

used represents day-to-day online communication. Anonymity has its limitations, however, in 

regard to collecting sociological information, such as age, gender, or social class. This is why 

van Compernolle and Williams chose to study linguistic variation in three distinct electronic 

communities (nonmoderated chat, moderated chat, and discussion forums) (p. 58). The perceived 

audience seems to influence the orthographic variation, which is why sociostylistic variation is 

occurring. The three essential questions for this study look at what kinds of orthographic 

variation occurs in the three types of electronic discourse studied, what kinds of similarities and 

differences occur between the electronic discourse and spoken language, and what some possible 

explanations may be for the similarities and differences between orthographic variation in 

electronic discourse and variation in spoken language (p. 59). 

The three corpora of data come from the Internet relay chat (IRC) which is 

nonmoderated, the moderated chat, and the discussion forum. The data were analyzed using the 

Concordance© software, which allowed them to search for each subject-verb pair and its 

variants. They added a sample of informal spoken French in order to draw conclusions regarding 

the similarities and differences between the three types of electronic discourse and spoken 

language (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007, p. 59). 

Internet Relay Chat (IRC) is an open-access, Internet-based venue for real-time, text-

based communication in the public sphere (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007, p. 59). The 

communication is synchronous and conversational because the message appears as soon as the 

user clicks to send the message. The conversation thread may be somewhat ambiguous, however, 
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because multiple users can send their messages at the same time. van Compernolle and Williams 

selected two chat rooms that are divided by age (18-25 and 25-35 years) and collected the data 

over four days (two weekdays and two weekend days), for a total of 16 hours of chatting. van 

Compernolle and Williams did not participate in the chat, nor did they inform the participants of 

their observation and data collection (p. 59). 

Chat rooms, or “forums de discussion,” are venues for asynchronous, nonmoderated 

internet-based communication that are typically organized by subjects or themes (van 

Compernolle & Williams, 2007, pp. 59-60). van Compernolle and Williams’ corpus of data 

comes from chat rooms based on house, car, and sports themes in order to vary the subject 

matters (p. 60). Each thematic domain represents one-third of the corpus of data (p. 60).   

 The moderated chat is a venue for synchronous electronic discourse where a moderator 

guides the conversation. Typically there is a guest who has been invited to the discussion, such 

as a celebrity or political figure, to whom the participants ask questions. Only the questions to 

which the guest responds appear in the chat. The moderated chat data comes from three different 

online archives: Libération (France), Le Monde (France), and Cyberpresse (Canada) (van 

Compernolle & Williams, 2007, p. 60). Each web archive represents one-third of the corpus of 

data. While a variety of French is represented from France and Canada, there is no indication that 

this affected the orthographic variation being studied in this article (p. 60). 

 The sample of spoken French comes from five interviews, totaling about two hours, 

between French people ages 19 to 26 years. There is an informal tone in the interviews. Four out 

of five interviewees used the tu form to address the interviewer, two of whom are friends of the 

interviewer (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007, p. 60). 
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 van Compernolle and Williams base the categorization of the orthographic forms on that 

of Pierozak (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007, p. 60). Pierozak identified four general 

categories of linguistic phenomena. The first category is non orthographique and includes fautes 

d’orthographe, or spelling errors (p. 60). The second category is ergographique which includes 

fautes de frappe and suppression des accents, or lack of accents (p. 60). The third category is 

para orthographique which includes onomatopées and smileys (or binettes) (p. 60). The fourth 

category is péri orthographique and includes l’écrit phonétique, l’oral, and les abréviations (p. 

60). Pierozak explains that there are two poles between which lies the continuum of orthographic 

variation. There is the non orthographique (or non intentional) pole which includes spelling 

errors, as well as the péri orthographique (or intentional) pole which includes forms that mimic 

oral communication (p. 60). 

 van Compernolle and Williams decided to label the standard form (or correctly-spelled 

subject-verb pair) forme traditionnelle (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007, p. 61). This 

category includes what Pierozak (2003) called non orthographique and ergographique forms, as 

they are not produced intentionally (p. 61). For example, tu es might be written as tu est, which is 

clearly an unintentional error. van Compernolle and Williams decided to label the nonstandard 

form (or incorrectly-spelled subject-verb pair) forme non traditionnelle (p. 61). This category 

includes what Pierozak called péri orthographique forms, as they are produced intentionally for 

stylistic purposes (p. 61). For example, tu es might be written as t’es. In the study, some 

orthographic forms did not pertain to one category or another, and seemed to fall between 

traditional and nontraditional; however, categorizing orthographic variants was not the focal 

point of this study. 
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 Table 1 displays the orthographic variation of il y a. In the non-moderated chat (IRC), the 

majority of the spellings were nontraditional, which reflected the informal and conversational 

nature of the discourse. In the discussion forum, the majority of the spellings were traditional. In 

the moderated chat, all of the spellings (except for one of the 177 occurrences) were traditional, 

which reflects the standard “written” nature of the discourse (van Compernolle & Williams, 

2007, p. 61). 

 Table 2 displays the orthographic variation of il faut. The same patterns of orthographic 

variation occurred for il faut as for il y a. The non-moderated chat displayed the majority of 

nontraditional spellings, the discussion forum displayed the majority of traditional spellings, and 

the moderated chat displayed all traditional spellings. One difference in this case is that the clitic 

il could be dropped, while the orthography of faut could vary (van Compernolle & Williams, 

2007, p. 62). Where il was dropped, van Compernolle and Williams considered the form 

nontraditional, even if the spelling of faut remained standard. There were a few examples of il 

fau, but they were so few that they were considered to be unintentional and thus part of the 

traditional orthography (p. 62). 

 Table 3 displays the orthographic variation of tu es. The verbalized forms t’es and t were 

considered nontraditional, while tu est was considered unintentional and thus traditional (van 

Compernolle & Williams, 2007, p. 62). The same patterns of orthographic variation occurred for 

tu es as for il faut and il y a. The non-moderated chat displayed the majority of nontraditional 

spellings, the discussion forum displayed the majority of traditional spellings, and the moderated 

chat displayed all traditional spellings. In this case, the variations reflect phonetic orthography 

(p. 63).  
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 Table 4 displays the orthographic variation of tu as. The verbalized forms t’a(s), ta(s), 

and t a(s) were considered nontraditional, while tu a(s) was considered traditional. As expected, 

the same patterns of orthographic variation occurred for tu as as for tu es, il faut, and il y a. The 

non-moderated chat displayed the majority of nontraditional spellings, the discussion forum 

displayed the majority of traditional spellings, and the moderated chat displayed nearly all (but 

one) traditional spellings (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007, p. 63). The use of the informal 

address pronoun tu, whether for tu es or tu as, was found heavily in the nonmoderated chat 

rooms; however, tu was used much less in the discussion forums and the moderated chat rooms, 

most likely due to the more formal nature of the discourse (where vous would be used more 

frequently) (p. 63). 

 Table 5 displays the orthographic variation of c’est. Nontraditional forms of c’est include 

c, ce, ces, and ses (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007, p. 63). Yet again, the same patterns of 

orthographic variation occurred for c’est as for tu as, tu es, il faut, and il y a. The non-moderated 

chat displayed the majority of nontraditional spellings, the discussion forum displayed the 

majority of traditional spellings, and the moderated chat displayed nearly all traditional spellings. 

One difference in this case, however, is that the traditional spelling of c’est was found at a much 

higher percentage in the IRC in contrast to the other subject-verb pairs examined (p. 64). 

 Table 6 displays the orthographic variation of j’ai. The nontraditional form of j’ai 

examined was g. The same patterns of orthographic variation occurred for j’ai as for c’est, tu as, 

tu es, il faut, and il y a, except in regard to the IRC. The discussion forum displayed the vast 

majority of traditional spellings and the moderated chat displayed all traditional spellings. 

However, in the non-moderated chat, the traditional spelling of j’ai occurred the majority of 

times (rather than the nontraditional form). While the nontraditional form g was still higher in the 
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IRC than in the discussion forum or the moderated chat, it was not in the majority, as compared 

to the other subject-verb pairs examined. This may be due, in part, to the fact that there was only 

one variant to the proper spelling (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007, p. 64). 

To summarize and discuss orthographic variation in electronic discourse, van 

Compernolle and Williams revisit the discrepancies between the three types of discourse studied. 

They maintain that nontraditional forms are favored in the IRC (non-moderated chat), but rarely 

occur in the moderated chat. They also describe how the discussion forums contain 

nontraditional forms, but in a much lower frequency than in the non-moderated chat (van 

Compernolle & Williams, 2007, p. 64).  

Table 7 displays the frequencies of traditional and nontraditional forms of all six subject-

verb pairs across all three types of electronic discourse. This table clearly displays that 

orthographic variation occurs on a continuum between two opposite poles, IRC (where there are 

many orthographic variations) and moderated chat (where little to no nontraditional spellings 

occur). Discussion forums lie closer to the moderated chat on the continuum, but there are still 

nontraditional spellings that occur in this type of electronic discourse. van Compernolle and 

Williams pose questions to determine what social, technological, and other factors may influence 

the electronic discourse in the three types of online communication environments (van 

Compernolle & Williams, 2007, p. 65). 

In studying the three types of electronic discourse, van Compernolle and Williams 

observe that the speed of exchange, or speed at which messages are sent, varies. In the non-

moderated chat (IRC), the speed of exchange is immediate because the online communication is 

in real-time and many users are sending messages at the same time; therefore, one can suppose 

that users preferred shortened spellings to save time (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007, p. 65). 
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In the discussion forum, the communication is asynchronous; therefore, one can supposed the 

users take their time to craft messages and, thus, avoid nontraditional spellings (p. 65).  

Another important factor that may affect communication online is the movement against 

SMS language on the internet. There is a group called the “Comité de lutte contre le langage 

SMS et les fautes volontaires sur Internet,” formerly known as “Stop SMS,” who proposed a 

system where users can place an image as part of their online signature that signals that 

nontraditional spellings are inappropriate in discussion forums (van Compernolle & Williams, 

2007, p. 65). This may explain why there is less orthographic variation in the discussion forums 

than in the non-moderated chat (IRC) (p. 65). 

In the moderated chat, the lack of variation is interesting since the communication is in 

real-time (like in the IRC). The overwhelming use of traditional spellings is most likely due to 

the fact that participants are asking questions to an invited guest under the guidance of a 

moderator, which is more like an interview than a casual conversation. Thus, this online 

environment requires a more formal communication style than the IRC (van Compernolle & 

Williams, 2007, p. 65).  

The communicational context, which has a socio-stylistic influence, may also affect the 

orthographic forms found in the three types of online communication settings. Orthographic 

variation seems to operate as a function of the audience, supposing that nontraditional forms are 

unacceptable or “stigmatized” in discussion forums and moderated chats but are part of IRC 

language (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007, p. 65). Participants may form their messages 

based on norms of the linguistic community in which they are communicating (p. 65).  

As mentioned before, synchronous or asynchronous communication may also affect the 

orthographic forms in terms of variation (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007, p. 65). In the 
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synchronous chat of IRC, users benefit from shortened spellings to save time. In the 

asynchronous chat of discussion forums, users do not have the same pressure to send their 

messages quickly, so they have time to writing using traditional orthography. In the synchronous 

moderated chat, it seems that nontraditional forms are perceived as inappropriate and are, thus, 

very rarely found. The perceived audience, which is a socio-stylistic factor, seems to have more 

of an impact on orthographic variation than the synchronicity of the communication or the 

presence or absence of a moderator (p. 66). 

Many nontraditional forms mimic spoken forms of communication (such as t’es or t for 

tu es). van Compernolle and Williams explore this idea by studying the extent to which 

nontraditional orthography compares to informal spoken French. They also compare the forms 

observed in all three corpora of electronic discourse to the sample of informal spoken French 

(van Compernolle & Williams, 2007, p. 66).  

They begin by exploring the lack of il in the subject-verb sequences il y a and il faut. For 

example, Table 7 exhibited the nontraditional forms y a and faut as occurring most frequently in 

the non-moderated chat (IRC). In informal spoken French, il disappears fully or partially. Table 

8 compares the data of spoken French to the three electronic discourse environments. In spoken 

French, the majority of the time, il is fully dropped, followed by il being partially dropped; 

moreover, il is almost never used in the phrases il y a and il faut (van Compernolle & Williams, 

2007, p. 66). The suppression of il in spoken French is clearly mimicked in the non-moderated 

chat environment of IRC, where it disappears fully. One can suppose that the user chooses to use 

the more “spoken” and informal form in the non-moderated chat, in contrast to the formal 

environments of the discussion forum or the moderated chat where traditional forms are used to 

mimic formal written language (p. 67). 
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van Compernolle and Williams also explore the dropping of ne in the negation, as it is 

one of the most well-known linguistic variables in modern French. In the informal spoken 

French, ne often disappears; however, in the formal spoken and written French, ne appears 

frequently. The variable use of ne is based on the formality of the communication style used. In 

electronic discourse, the presence of ne is affected by the orthography of the subject-verb 

sequence, which in many cases mimics the shortened, spoken forms (van Compernolle & 

Williams, 2007, p. 67). 

In Table 9, for example, ne is dropped from tu n’es in all occurrences in the IRC, and is 

most often written as t’es or t instead of as tu es. The same applies to ne being dropped from tu 

n’as (mostly written as t’as), ce n’est (mostly written as c), and je n’ai (mostly written as g) in all 

or the majority of occurrences in the IRC. These informal spoken forms dominate the written 

style in the IRC, where ne is dropped and where the syllabogram or phonetic orthography 

represents the subject-verb sequence (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007, p. 67). This indicates 

that the nature of non-moderated chat discourse is informal and conversation in style (p. 68). In 

the sample of spoken French, dropping ne occurred in the vast majority of cases for ce n’est and 

je n’ai (p. 67).  

The dropping of ne in the non-moderated chat (IRC) contrasts sharply to the retention of 

ne, which occurs the majority of the time in the discussion forums and almost always in 

moderated chat. This further emphasizes that non-moderated chat and moderated chat occupy the 

two extremes of the orthographic variation continuum. As expected, discussion forums fall 

between these two poles, but leans toward the side of moderated chat (van Compernolle & 

Williams, 2007, p. 68). 
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In conclusion, van Compernolle and Williams showed that orthographic variation occurs 

differently in three types of electronic discourse, and that the perceived audience plays a role in 

influencing the forms used in communication. The non-moderated chat environment is the most 

welcoming to linguistic variation, while nontraditional forms are stigmatized by the linguistic 

community in discussion forums and moderated chat environments.  The language used in the 

non-moderated chat environment of IRC most closely resembles informal spoken French, while 

the language used in the moderated chat environment most closely resembles that of a formal 

interview with a moderator. Future research regarding linguistic variation, such as the syntactic 

and phonologic environment and the pragmatic effects on nontraditional forms, can be useful for 

the study of orthographic variation and sociolinguistic studies on linguistic communities on the 

internet (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007, p. 68). 

2.3  Abraham and Williams (2011) 

 This article, published in Foreign Language Annals, analyzes computer-mediated 

discourse (CMD) in a pedagogical framework so students may explore and analyze online 

communication environments and communities outside the classroom. A corpus of excerpts of 

French and Spanish electronic discourse is used to demonstrate how “autonomous, lifelong 

participation and learning” can occur within online communication environments or 

communities (Abraham & Williams, 2011, p. 626). This analysis “allows students and instructors 

to explore similarities and divergences within and among different types of CMD and, by 

extension, more traditional types of discourse that are all shaped by technical and social 

affordances and constraints” (p. 626). Although much of this article is not directly related to the 

focus of the analysis in the present study, the findings seem important enough to include here as 
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a way to provide additional insight into language variation in CMD and to provide readers with 

possible pedagogical applications of the type of analysis used in the present study. 

The study by Abraham and Williams (2011) is in line with the communities component 

of the National Standards. Standards 5.1 and 5.2 of the standards for foreign language learning in 

the 21st century state that, “Students use the language both within and beyond the school setting” 

and “Students show evidence of becoming life-long learners by using the language for personal 

enjoyment and enrichment” (p. 627). While much instruction and “research on technology-

enhanced language learning” focuses on the classroom setting, this study expands beyond the 

classroom to broaden “access to discourse options” (p. 627).  

Simply using “networked technologies” for “synchronous (real-time) or asynchronous 

(delayed-time) communication” is not enough to turn textbook- and classroom-based students 

into “successful intercultural communicators” (Abraham & Williams, 2011, p. 627). Without any 

guidance toward authentic discourse, textbook- and classroom-based students could have “some 

sort of language- and culture-related shock” (p. 627). Therefore, the teacher’s role is to guide 

students “toward becoming autonomous, independent users of the language/culture” (p. 627). 

Students need to become aware of “what and how to investigate as they explore and analyze 

CMD” (p. 627). The instructor would determine how much time to place in each stage and to 

what extent the exploration “will be integrated into the curriculum as classwork, homework, or 

both” (p. 627). The instructor would also determine if the study would begin with “collaborative 

classwork, then gradually move toward homework,” or to what degree the learning is teacher-

centered or student-centered, independent, and autonomous (p. 627). 

A three-stage model is proposed in this article. A “classification scheme for CMD” is 

used to select the area(s) of inquiry (Abraham & Williams, 2011, p. 627). A “multiliteracies-
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based pedagogical framework” is used (p. 627). Then, the CMD data is presented from a corpus 

of nonmoderated and moderated chat (p. 627). This article posits that even learners with little to 

no knowledge or exposure could identify the French lexical item bon or the Spanish lexical item 

bueno in different syntactic environments (clause-initial versus non-clause-initial/within a noun 

phrase), which could lead to analysis of semantic differences (functioning as an adjective versus 

as a discourse particle) and, perhaps, a combination of syntactic and semantic levels and 

properties (p. 628). This could be a starting point for students to explore “other lexical items with 

variable meaning or pragmatic function” (p. 628). 

 The classification scheme by Herring is based on idea that the medium and the situation 

influence CMD. The medium includes “technological features that influence the creation, 

sending, receiving, and archiving of messages,” such as “anonymous messaging, private 

messaging, filtering, and quoting . . . synchronicity . . . persistence of transcript . . . size of 

message buffer (the number of allowable characters, bytes, lines, and so forth), and message 

format” (Abraham & Williams, 2011, p. 628). The situation factors include “those that refer to 

the social influences brought to a given communication environment by the participants,” such as 

“participation structure; purpose; topic/theme; and activity,” as well as “participant 

characteristics, tone, norms, and code” (p. 628). Students may need guidance in the latter aspects 

of participation (p. 628). Herring’s classification scheme is one of many methods for exploring 

patterns and variations. It can be modified for students with certain goals or a variety of tasks to 

achieve (p. 629). 

 The pedagogical framework used in this study is based on the New London Group’s 

“promotion of multiliteracies” (Abraham & Williams, 2011, p. 629). They proposed “four types 

of learning opportunities: Situated Practice, Overt Instruction, Critical Framing, and 
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Transformed Practice” (p. 629). Situated practice is defined as, “the part of pedagogy that is 

constituted by immersion in meaningful practices within a community of learners who are 

capable of playing multiple and different roles based on their backgrounds and experiences” (p. 

629). Overt instruction is defined as “all those active interventions on the part of the teacher and 

other experts that scaffold learning activities, that focus the learner on the important features of 

their experiences and activities within the community of learners, and that allow the learner to 

gain explicit information at times when it can most usefully organize and guide practice, building 

on and recruiting what the learner already knows and has accomplished” (p. 629). The goal of 

critical framing is “to help learners frame their growing mastery in practice (from situated 

practice) and conscious control and understanding (from overt instruction) in relation to the 

historical, social, cultural, political, ideological, and value-centered relations of particular 

systems of knowledge and social practice” (p. 629). Transformed practice is defined as, 

“[t]ransfer in meaning-making practice, which puts the transformed meaning to work in other 

contexts or cultural sites” (p. 629).  

 Using the pedagogical framework of the New London Group, students consider how 

texts/discourses are “designed,” how language is variable and meanings can be communicated in 

different ways, and how texts/discourses can be “redesigned” to “communicate in a variety of 

settings and for a wide range of purposes” (Abraham & Williams, 2011, p. 629). The New 

London Group’s pedagogical framework is used in this study as it applies to the exploration and 

analysis of CMD (p. 629).  

 In this study, three features of language have been selected that students are able to 

explore and analyze in CMD: “orthographic variation; different meanings/functions of bon 

(French) and bueno (Spanish); [and] second-person pronoun and verb forms” (Abraham & 
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Williams, 2011, p. 629). Orthographic variation “is one of the most immediately visible 

differences among different types of text-based (or transcribed) communication” (p. 630). 

Students would be familiar with orthographic variation in English if they use social media sites, 

send or receive text messages, and chat online. The adjectives bon and bueno demonstrate 

“semantico-pragmatic variation because they can be used as adjectives or as discourse particles” 

(p. 630). These words, which are presented as adjectives in textbooks for French and Spanish, 

are rarely described as discourse markers (p. 630). “Second-person pronoun and verb forms” are 

studied in this article because “the pronoun paradigm in both French and Spanish is quite 

different from that of English, and online communication is so novel and varied that it is 

impossible to provide any simple rules that would allow students to predict norms or tendencies 

in all online environments” (p. 630). 

 For the initial analysis in this article, situated practice and overt instruction are used. 

During situated practice, students explore French- or Spanish-language “chat rooms or archived 

transcripts of moderated chat sessions in order to familiarize themselves with observable medium 

and situation features” (Abraham & Williams, 2011, p. 630). They are not tested or evaluated on 

their performance at this early stage. Students and the instructor will then save 20 to 30 lines of 

chat as data for analysis to use for related tasks (p. 630).  

 During overt instruction, the class can work as a whole, in groups or teams, or otherwise. 

The instructor and students discuss their data and which discourse features are similar or 

different from their expectations. The teacher could use a worksheet with questions for students 

to answer, so students can narrow the direction of their analysis (Abraham & Williams, 2011, p. 

630). In the case of orthographic variation, which is easy to recognize, students can go beyond 
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identification of examples and toward identifying “different processes used to abbreviate words 

or phrases” (p. 631).  

 In Excerpt 1 of French nonmoderated chat, there are different types of orthographic 

variation throughout the chat discourse. Examples of vowel deletion include bsr for bonsoir, tt 

for tout, and tps for temps (Abraham & Williams, 2011, p. 632). Nasal vowels are often omitted 

(p. 632). Using only the first letter of a frequently expressed word is another type of orthographic 

variation. This includes h for homme and f for femme (p. 632). Another type of truncation 

includes lol for laughing out loud and its French equivalent mdr for mort(e) de rire, both of 

which are frequently used in French chat discourse (p. 632). Other examples of truncation 

include we for week-end and tlm for tout le monde (p. 632).  

 Excerpt 1 also includes “playful tweaking of graphophonemic representation” such as 

moa for moi and bisoussssssssssss for bisous (Abraham & Williams, 2011, p. 632). The 

“extension of s’s to provide emphasis and express emotion” is related to kissouxxx which 

includes a combination of the English kiss, the French bisou(s), and three x’s (which also 

symbolically represent kisses) (pp. 632-633). Another type of orthographic variation is c for 

c’est, ses, ces, and so on (p. 633). Single letters like d, g, and t can also be used to represent 

similar sounding words (p. 633). 

 Excerpt 1 demonstrates very little punctuation, including the apostrophe for elision with 

je followed by a verb beginning with a vowel, such as j’adore, j’aime, and j’attends (Abraham & 

Williams, 2011, p. 633). Question marks, emoticons, and diacritics (such as accents) are also 

evident in this excerpt (p. 633). The second-person pronoun tu is used to address other 

participants informally, unless all are being addressed (in which case the third-person pronoun 
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vous is used). The participants also do not seem to know one another personally, based on their 

questions about gender and marital status (p. 633).  

 Excerpt 2, which is a partial transcript of a moderated French chat session from Le 

Monde, contrasts greatly to Excerpt 1, which is from a nonmoderated French chat. In the 

moderated chat session, Excerpt 2 demonstrates that the formal register vous is used. This 

moderated chat session has very little orthographic variation from the standard or traditional 

spelling, grammar, and punctuation. This transcript includes a dialogue between Ms. Le Pen, of 

the political right-wing in France, and someone who may have been her former colleague and 

friend (based on her writing about their work and wishing him best of luck in the future) 

(Abraham & Williams, 2011, p. 633). 

 Other differences include moderated chat having punctuation, traditional spellings, the 

formal vous, and complete sentences, while nonmoderated chat does not have punctuation, has 

nontraditional spellings, uses the informal tu, and has incomplete sentences including fragments, 

interjections, or very simple syntax (Abraham & Williams, 2011, p. 634). In moderated chat, 

participants clearly take turns asking and answering questions, which in nonmoderated chat, 

there is a continuous stream of spontaneous interaction.  

 Excerpt 3, which is a nonmoderated Spanish chat from Univisión, exhibits similar traits 

to Excerpt 1 of nonmoderated French chat, where there is a wide range of orthographic variation 

and little to no punctuation. Similarities include patterns of different spellings of words with the 

same pronunciation and phonetic orthography (Abraham & Williams, 2011, p. 635). Excerpt 3 

also reveals vowel deletion as a type of orthographic variation, and the use of the informal 

register, that occur in both French and Spanish nonmoderated chat discourse (pp. 636-637). 
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 There are numerous benefits to exposing students to orthographic variation in 

nonmoderated discourse. First of all, academic language-learning textbooks and formal resources 

do not provide students with “access to a variety of discourse options” (Abraham & Williams, 

2011, p. 635). Secondly, students can become aware of orthographic variation and syntactic 

functions so they can better interpret the meaning of the communication. Students can be more 

prepared to interpret and comprehend the communication in other nonmoderated chat 

environments, such as social media websites (p. 635). 

 Many of the orthographic variations that occur in synchronous online discourse, or chat, 

are also found in mobile phone text messages, or SMS (Abraham & Williams, 2011, p. 636). 

Abbreviations and variants of words can be found on some online dictionaries (p. 636). This 

speaks to the widespread use of orthographic variation in mobile and online communication. 

Excerpt 4, which is taken from a moderated chat session from El País, a popular daily 

newspaper in Spain, displays similar patterns as Excerpt 2, the moderated French chat session 

(Abraham & Williams, 2011, p. 637). The discourse contains punctuation and does not exhibit 

orthographic variation (p. 637). One difference, however, is that there is an alternance between 

using the informal and the formal address pronouns in the moderated Spanish chat. This 

inconsistency can be analyzed by students who may investigate and “imagine possible 

explanations” for why the formal and informal registers are used in the Spanish moderated chat 

(p. 638).  

In the extended analysis portion of this article, critical framing and transformed practice 

are recommended for further analyzing the corpus of data. The authors encourage teachers to 

allow all levels of students, including lower or beginner levels, to explore questions about 

“activities in terms of their historical, social, cultural, political, and ideological contexts” 
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(Abraham & Williams, 2011, p. 638). In this example, they selected nonmoderated and 

moderated chat as two modes of computer-mediated discourse. This is called a “horizontal 

approach” because several different characteristics can be studied across the two modes of 

discourse (pp. 638-639). As an alternative, a “vertical approach” could be used to study various 

features in one sample of discourse (p. 639).  

 Students use critical framing to “narrow the focus of their exploration” and determine 

what kind of communication features they wish to explore further (Abraham & Williams, 2011, 

p. 639). They would use a large corpus of data “in order to discern patterns and anomalies” (p. 

639). Students can modify their essential questions and adjust as they delve further into the data 

exploration. Tables are used to summarize the findings and demonstrate to what degree the 

patterns or anomalies occur.  

 For example, in this study, there are about 25,000 words in each of the four sets of data, 

two French and two Spanish (one moderated and one nonmoderated each) (Abraham & 

Williams, 2011, p. 639). The specific items studied for orthographic variation include the French 

a or à (as a verb or as a preposition), the French ça or c’est, and the Spanish que and qué (pp. 

639-640). In Tables 1, 2, and 3 for orthographic variation, in nonmoderated chat, there is a 

pattern of about half use of the traditional orthography and half use of the variant(s); however, in 

moderated chat, there is a pattern of almost full use of the traditional orthography and nearly no 

use of the variant(s) (pp. 639-640).  

 This study also examines the use of bon or bueno as either adjectives or discourse 

particles “that provide links and connections between units of discourse” (Abraham & Williams, 

2011, p. 639). In Table 4, the French bon is used as an adjective about half of the time and as a 

discourse particle about half of the time in the nonmoderated chat; however, it is used all the 
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time as an adjective in the moderated chat. This pattern correlates to the orthographic variation 

patters for the French a or à (as a verb or as a preposition) and the French ça or c’est and their 

variants. The Spanish bueno exhibits a different pattern, where it is used about three-quarters of 

the time as a discourse particle and one-quarter of the time as an adjective in nonmoderated chat, 

and vice versa for the moderated chat (where it is more often used as an adjective than as a 

discourse particle) (p. 641). It is clear that discourse particles are much more common in 

nonmoderated chat, which reflects the nature of spoken discourse (p. 641). Students can take 

their knowledge of words having various meanings and functions and apply that to English 

words or to other words in French, such as bien, or in Spanish, such as pues (p. 641). 

 In this study, the use of the second-person pronoun (formal versus informal) is examined 

(Abraham & Williams, 2011, p. 639). In Table 5, it is clear that the French chat exhibits nearly 

full use of the informal tu in the nonmoderated chat, while there is nearly full use of the formal 

vous in the moderated chat (p. 641). In the Spanish moderated chat, the pattern is less clear. 

There is still a tendency to use the informal pronouns in the nonmoderated chat; however, the use 

of formal pronouns in the moderated chat has a more varied range (p. 641). This opens a new 

realm of investigation for Spanish students who can explore this further. 

 To summarize their findings, Abraham and Williams explain that moderated chat 

discourse contains much less occurrences of orthographic variation than nonmoderated chat, 

where nontraditional spellings are quite frequent. Students who are most likely familiar with 

orthographic variation in computer-mediated English discourse will not be surprised to find such 

variations in nonmoderated French chat. They can use Herring’s classification scheme to decide 

what aspects of chat discourse they would like to study. They may be surprised, however, to see 

bon and bueno used as adjectives and as discourse particles in nonmoderated chat, “especially if 
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they have had little or no exposure to the concepts of polysemy and parts of speech that can also 

function as a pragmatic device” (Abraham & Williams, 2011, p. 642).  

 To summarize the findings regarding second-person address forms, Abraham and 

Williams describe how the informal form is heavily used in both French and Spanish 

nonmoderated chat; however, there is a discrepancy in the moderated chat, where in French the 

formal form is heavily used, but in Spanish there is no clear trend for formal or informal use. 

Abraham and Williams propose several ways that these findings can be further examined in 

different online forums, or using a wider scope of vocatives, or even widening the research to 

different ways people are addressed (Abraham & Williams, 2011, p. 642). 

 Such possibilities for research and analysis are abundant when using corpus-based 

analysis and critical framing. Students can continue to modify their “assumptions and 

expectations” as they progress through their findings (Abraham & Williams, 2011, p. 643). The 

next step is transformed practice, where students can return to preferred forums or research new 

forums to gather and analyze new data. This is where “students apply their new understandings, 

knowledge, and skills both to create [i.e., design] new contexts and to transform familiar ones in 

creative and insightful ways [i.e., as part of the redesigning process]” (Abraham & Williams, 

2011, p. 643). The New London Group provides tools for various learning possibilities so 

students can become independent learners.  

 In conclusion, Abraham and Williams return to the analysis of patterns based on 

Herring’s classification scheme. This led them to their “approach to the systematic study of 

language use in online communities” (Abraham & Williams, 2011, p. 643). They narrowed their 

approach to choosing several “specific visible and salient discourse features” for their analysis, 

which can be used as a pedagogical model for language-learners (p. 643). They applied the New 
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London Group’s method to explore French and Spanish computer-mediated discourse and 

presented ideas regarding how the corpus of data could be further studied. This future-forward 

approach allows language-learners to “understand, explore, analyze, and ultimately, participate 

in online communities with gradually increasing autonomy” (p. 643). This “systematic approach, 

which is grounded in and driven by a pedagogical framework, will be able to promote lifelong 

learning and participation regardless of new technologies and reshaped communication 

environments with medium and situation factors that do not presently exist” (643). 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHOD 

 

3.1  Data Collection 

 The purpose of this study is to examine orthographic variation in synchronous computer-

mediated French discourse. The source of the data is EuropNet, a free chat website that does not 

require subscriptions. The URL for this network is www.europnet.org. This website 

(presumably) seeks to attract Europeans who wish to engage in real-time online discourse. 

EuropNet is part of a federation of European IRC networks. IRC stands for Internet relay chat, 

which is “an open-access, internet-based venue for real-time, text-based communication in the 

public sphere" (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007, p. 59). Communication on IRC is 

synchronous and conversational because the message appears as soon as the user clicks to send 

the message. A user who wishes to connect to EuropNet is only required to create a nickname; 

however, creating a password, selecting a room, one’s gender, theme, and language, as well as 

typing one’s age and city are all optional.  

 The dependent variable for this study is age. In order to compare and contrast the 

orthographic variations demonstrated by two age groups, the data was collected from two age-

based chat rooms: the vingtaine channel, or twentysomethings group, and the cinquantaine 

channel, or fiftysomethings group. Thus, age is based on self-selected participation in chat rooms 

organized by age.  
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3.2  The Corpus 

In Table 3.1 below, the data set is organized by the twentysomethings group (or vingtaine 

channel), followed by the fiftysomethings group (or cinquantaine channel). In order for the 

corpus of data to be balanced, the number of words examined should be similar between both 

age groups; thus, tokens from conversations that took place from May 1-10, 2008 for the 

twentysomethings and from May 1-6, 2008 for the fiftysomethings were used. The range of dates 

for the twentysomethings was increased to allow for both age groups to have a similar number of 

words, or tokens, examined. The total number of words for the twentysomethings during this 

expanded time frame is 68,970, while the total number of words for the fiftysomethings during 

this time frame is 68,554. The total number of words, or token, examined is 137,524. 

 

Table 3.1  

The Corpus 

Data set Source Number of words 

vingtaine channel, EuropNet May 1-10, 2008 transcripts     68,970 

cinquantaine channel, EuropNet May 1-6, 2008 transcripts     68,554 

Total   137,524 
 

 In order to analyze the corpus of data, the Concordance© software was used. This 

software was used to process each conversational thread within the limits of the dates set for 

each age group. One feature of the Concordance© software is the filtration of tokens, or words, 

based on selected criteria. In order to identify the most frequently-used terms, the tokens were 

organized from most to least frequent. An html-based “framconc” page was used to view the 

results based on frequency of occurrences. The frequency of occurrences was at the top of the 
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page, while the tokens were in a column on the left side of the page. Upon selecting a frequency 

of occurrences to examine, the column on the left side of the page would automatically scroll to 

feature the tokens that correspond to the number of occurrences selected. Upon selecting a token, 

or word, the midsection of the page would feature the word, followed by its number of 

occurrences. Then, the word would be highlighted and presented in each of its occurrences, 

followed by the line number in which each occurrence took place. Upon clicking the line 

number, the occurrence would be presented at the bottom of the page in its full context. 

 

3.3  Data Coding 

 After filtering the corpus of data for the most frequently used terms, it was necessary to 

categorize and quantify these terms to select and target the terms for use in this study. Thus, a 

Microsoft Excel spreadsheet was created. One spreadsheet was created for each age group, based 

on the dates used to balance the corpus of data across age groups. Three columns were created: 

traditional orthography (standard lexime), nontraditional orthography (non-standard lexime), and 

quantity. The term displaying traditional orthography (along with its quantity) would be at the 

top of each group, followed by each of its variants (and their quantities). The quantities for both 

the traditional and the nontraditional forms would be totaled for each term.  

 In order to thoroughly quantify the variants for each term, the Concordance© software 

was used once again; however, instead of filtering for the most frequently-used terms, the filter 

was modified to process the corpus of data alphabetically. A second html-based “framconc” page 

was used to view the results alphabetically for each data set. Since some variants displayed 

apheresis, or truncation of the first part of the term, it was necessary to account for alternative 
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spellings while using the alphabetical feature. This data was added to the Excel document to 

finalize the totals for each term. 

 Once the Excel document contained the totals for all of the most frequently-occurring 

terms in the traditional and nontraditional forms, the focus was narrowed to approximately 25-30 

of these terms. Most of these terms were individual words; however, some of the most 

frequently-occurring tokens were representations of subject-verb pairs, acronyms/initialisms, 

discourse particles, and emoticons. Thus, the top 25 most frequently-occurring items were 

selected and displayed in Table 3.2 below, in order of most to least frequently-occurring. Tables 

4.1-4.27 display the traditional and nontraditional forms of each item, along with the quantities; 

however, there are two additional tables (4.4 and 4.13) that display several related terms 

together.  

 Table 3.2 below organizes the terms in this study from most to least frequent. In the 

columns for the twentysomething and fiftysomething categories, the traditional orthography for 

the term, as well as its other variants, are included in the totals. The final column includes the 

totals for the twentysomethings (20s) and the fiftysomethings (50s) groups. 

 

Table 3.2 

Orthographic Variation: Most to Least Frequent 

Table Term 20s 50s Total 
4.1 pas 1,119 1,035 2,154 

4.2 laughing out loud 586 1,200 1,786 

4.3 mort(e) de rire 174 388 562 

4.4 laughing out loud, mort(e) de rire  
4.5 oui 680 844 1,524 

4.6 bien 684 637 1,321 (table continues) 
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Orthographic Variation: Most to Least Frequent (continued) 

Table Term 20s 50s Total 
4.7 moi 524 504 1,028 

4.8 tout, tous, toute, toutes 482 543 1,025 

4.9 toi 410 539 949 

4.10 bonjour 151 785 936 

4.11 bisou(s) 72 809 881 

4.12 bise(s) 77 287 364 

4.13 bisou(s), bise(s)  
4.14 bonsoir 183 695 878 

4.15 bon, bons, bonne, bonnes 288 567 855 

4.16 mais 356 343 699 

4.17 pour 345 263 608 

4.18 non 250 343 593 

4.19 j'ai 307 246 553 

4.20 salut 380 134 514 

4.21 coucou 155 343 498 

4.22 merci 148 303 451 

4.23 je suis 263 151 414 

4.24 dans 196 167 363 

4.25 tout le monde 145 95 240 

4.26 discourse particles 417 849 1,266 

4.27 emoticons 2,994 831 3,825 
 

 Since mort(e) de rire (mdr) is the French equivalent of laughing out loud (lol), Table 4.3 

mort(e) de rire follows Table 4.2 laughing out loud, regardless of the frequency of mort(e) de 

rire. Table 4.4 laughing out loud, mort(e) de rire does not include frequency totals since they are 

indicated in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3.  
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 Since bisou(s) is a morphological form of bise(s), Table 4.11 (bisou(s)) and Table 4.12 

(bise(s)) are grouped together, regardless of the frequency of bise(s). Table 4.13 (bisou(s), 

bise(s)) does not include frequency totals since they are indicated in Table 4.11 and Table 4.12.  

 Table 4.26 discourse particles and Table 4.27 emoticons are not organized by frequency 

because they do not measure the frequency of variants for one term. Rather, they are collections 

of a wide variety of discourse particles and emoticons. Since these two categories are of a 

different nature from the rest of the categories, they are located at the end of the set of tables. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

 

 In this chapter, examining the proportions of traditional and nontraditional orthography 

for both age groups, as well as the specific nontraditional variants expressed by both age groups, 

allows for patterns to emerge regarding orthographic variation of the words, phrases, acronyms, 

discourse particles, and emoticons selected in this study of synchronous computer-mediated 

French discourse. 

 

4.1  Variants of Pas 

 Table 4.1 quantifies variants of pas. The traditional form of pas is at the top of the table, 

followed by its variants. In the twentysomethings’ column, the variants are organized from most 

to least frequent. A shaded region represents no occurrence of the variant. The total number of 

traditional and nontraditional forms is located at the bottom of the table, followed by the 

percentages at which the traditional or nontraditional orthography occurs. 

 

Table 4.1  

Variants of Pas 

Forms 20s 50s 

 N N 

pas 969 967 

pa 93 5 

po 37 54 

aps 15 4 

ps 2 1 (table continues) 
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Variants of Pas (continued)   

Forms 20s 50s 

 N N 
pasd 1  

psa 1  

pas$* 1  

pô  2 

âs  1 

pazs  1 

Total 1,119 1,035 

Traditional Orthography    969 (86.6%)    967 (93.4%) 

Nontraditional Orthography    150 (13.4%)      68   (6.6%) 
 

 With 1,119 occurrences of pas in the twentysomethings group and 1,035 occurrences of 

pas in the fiftysomethings group, a side-by-side comparison is facilitated since the total number 

of occurrences is similar for each group. The proportion of traditional orthography is similar for 

the twentysomethings (86.5%) and the fiftysomethings (93.3%), as compared to the use of 

nontraditional orthography, indicating that both groups prefer using the traditional form of pas. 

This may be due, in part, to the fact that pas is a single-syllable word. The vast majority of 

occurrences display traditional orthography across both groups. The twentysomethings have a 

slightly lower use of the traditional orthography than the fiftysomethings group, but both groups 

use the traditional form of pas in the majority (over 50.0%) of occurrences.   

 Regarding nontraditional orthography, the twentysomethings use variants of pas in 13.4% 

of cases, which is twice as much as the fiftysomethings, who only use variants of pas in 6.6% of 

cases. There are 150 occurrences of variants of pas produced by the twentysomethings, and 68 

occurrences of variants of pas produced by the fiftysomethings. The variant pa is produced most 
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frequently by the twentysomethings (93 of 150 occurrences, or 62.0%), but is infrequently 

produced by the fiftysomethings (only 5 of 68 occurrences, or 7.4%). The variant po is produced 

most frequently by fiftysomethings (54 of 68 occurrences, or 79.4%), and is produced somewhat 

by the twentysomethings (37 of 150 occurrences, or 24.7%). The variant aps is the third most 

common variant for the twentysomethings, but only occurs in 15 of 150 cases (10.0%); 

moreover, it is infrequently produced by the fiftysomethings (only 4 of 68 occurrences, or 5.9%). 

Finally, forms such as ps, pasd, psa, pas$*, pô, âs, and pazs are very infrequently used by the 

twentysomethings and fiftysomethings, as they only occur twice, once, or not at all.  

 The two most frequently used variants for pas are pa (preferred by twentysomethings) 

and po (preferred by fiftysomethings). Both of these nontraditional forms display characteristics 

that are common to non-moderated chat discourse and SMS communication. The variant pa is a 

truncated form of the standard pas and displays deletion of the silent letter s. The variants pa and 

po mimic the spoken forms of pas. The twentysomethings produce pa and po in 130 of 150 

occurrences, or 86.7%, while the fiftysomethings produce pa and po in 59 of 68 occurrences, or 

86.8%. Clearly, both age groups prefer using these two variants of pas.  

The variant pa is a truncated, or shortened, form of the standard term pas.  Participants in 

synchronous, non-moderated chat environments prefer shortened spellings to save time (van 

Compernolle & Williams, 2007). Conciseness is at the heart of neography, or unconventional 

spellings, because it saves time for the participants who are in real-time, text-based 

communication situations (Anis, 2007, p. 88). One common feature of chat interfaces is 

truncation (Anis, 1999; Pierozak, 2003). The phenomenon of shortened spellings occurs across a 

variety of examples in computer-mediated discourse.  
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The nontraditional form pa also exhibits deletion of the silent letter s. The deletion of 

silent letters, or mutograms, for consonants is one form of orthographic variation (Anis, 2007, p. 

100). This type of orthographic variation is common in computer-mediated communication due 

to the nature of the French language, where consonants at the end of words are typically silent. 

The deletion of the final letter in the term pas demonstrates a kind of truncation called apocope, 

described as the “deletion of the end of a word, for example ciné for cinéma” (Anis, 2007, p. 

106). 

The variants pa and po mimic the spoken forms of pas since the final consonant s is 

silent. Many nontraditional forms mimic spoken forms of communication (van Compernolle & 

Williams, 2007). As seen above, the use of pa and po is produced in 86.7% of occurrences by 

twentysomethings and in 86.8% of occurrences by fiftysomethings. Both age groups prefer using 

the spoken forms of pas. Specifically in the case of the variant po, which is preferred by 

fiftysomethings (79.4% of occurrences), and is used somewhat by the twentysomethings (24.7% 

of occurrences), the substitution of o for a is a sociolinguistic phenomenon that only affects the 

negative word pas; in this case, the regional or colloquial variant po has become “a conventional 

marker of spokenness” (Anis, 2007, p. 99).2 The spoken form po is related to one common 

feature of chat interfaces called “phonetic realizations” (Anis, p. 90). The phonetic spelling 

mirrors the spoken form of the word, as one creates the spelling essentially by writing the word 

the way it sounds. 

 The variant aps was used by twentysomethings in 10.0% of occurrences and by 

fiftysomethings in 5.9% of occurrences could represent the sociolinguistic phenomenon called 

verlan. Verlan is a morpholexical alteration described as a “form of spoken wordplay practiced 

2 Although the form po is sometimes considered Canadian, this is also widely attested in France (see Huchon, 2002, 
p. 250). 
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by many teenagers in France” where the “coding is based on the inversion of the syllables or 

syllabic elements” (Anis, 2007, p. 107; see also Méla, 1997). The frequency of aps was greater 

in the twentysomethings group, which correlates to the idea that younger people prefer this type 

of sociolinguistic variation. 

 The variant ps was also shared by twentysomethings (2 of 150 occurrences, or 1.3%) and 

by fiftysomethings (1 of 68 occurrences, or 1.5%), but this was far less frequent than the other 

shared variants. This type of orthographic variation is called full vowel deletion, which 

frequently occurs in chat discourse (Abraham & Williams, 2011). This feature, also called 

suppression of vowels, is related to the consonantal skeleton of the French language, where 

almost always the first and last consonant of each word is preserved (Anis, 2007, p. 101-102). 

None of the other variants (pasd, psa, pas$*, pô, âs, and pazs) were shared by the 

twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings, and only occurred once or twice in either group. The 

variant pasd may have been the unintentional merging of pas d’, where the apostrophe for elision 

was replaced by a space. The variant psa may be a less frequently used form of verlan. The 

variant pas$* reveals a sociostylistic expression of neography, which is common in computer-

mediated communication (Anis, 2007). The use of the asterisk is a “comics-like marking of 

words” which may be used to “make the message more expressive, to exhibit the user’s ego, to 

play with language and communication, to contest standards, to express solidarity with a group, 

or to manifest adherence to a counterculture” (Anis, 2007, p. 90). The variant pô is a stylized 

form of po, most likely used to emphasize the spoken nature of this expression. The variant âs 

was most likely intended to be written as pâs, but had a typographical error in omitting the p, as 

it would otherwise be misunderstood as as or incomprehensible out of context. Finally, the 

variant pazs was also most likely the result of a typographical error, since the letter z is directly 
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above the letter s on the AZERTY keyboard. This category includes what Pierozak calls non 

orthographique and ergographique forms, as they are not produced intentionally (van 

Compernolle & Williams, 2007).  

 

4.2  Variants of Laughing Out Loud 

 Table 4.2 quantifies variants of laughing out loud. The traditional form of laughing out 

loud is at the top of the table, followed by its variants. In the twentysomethings’ column, the 

variants are organized from most to least frequent. A shaded region represents no occurrence of 

the variant. The total number of traditional and nontraditional forms is located at the bottom of 

the table, followed by the percentages at which the traditional or nontraditional orthography 

occurs. 

 Table 4.2 posits laughing out loud as the traditional orthography to which the other 

variants are compared; however, if, for example, lol were considered to be the standard term 

(i.e., traditional orthography) in computer-mediated discourse, the twentysomethings would 

demonstrate the following patterns of the variable use of this expression of laughter: traditional 

orthography, 90.1%; nontraditional orthography, 9.9%. The fiftysomethings would demonstrate 

the following patterns of the variable use of this expression: traditional orthography, 82.6%; 

nontraditional orthography, 17.4%. 
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Table 4.2 

Variants of Laughing Out Loud: English Equivalent of Mort(e) De Rire 

Forms 20s 50s 

 N N 
laughing out loud      0        0 

lol  528    991 

lool    35        3 

loool      9        4 

loo . . . ol      5  

loul      2  

loll      2      73 

lolll      2      55 

loll . . . l      2         54 

xlol      1  

lololol         6 

£o£         5 

lol*         1 

lolllllllet         1 

lolo          1 

lolol          1 

lolollll         1 

loo         1 

looll         1 

looool         1 

vlol         1 

Total 586 1200 

Traditional Orthography      0 (0%)        0 (0%) 

Nontraditional Orthography* 586 (100%) 1,200 (100%) 
 

 If laughing out loud is considered to be the traditional orthography for this expression, 

then the twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings show no use of the traditional orthography. 
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Both groups express laughing out loud as the acronym3 lol, which is a common expression in 

computer-mediated discourse and SMS (short message service) mobile phone messages. All the 

spellings across both groups are either lol or variants of lol. 

 If lol is considered to represent the standard form of the term, the twentysomethings 

would display 90.1% traditional orthography and 9.9% nontraditional orthography. The 

fiftysomethings would display 82.6% traditional orthography and 17.4% nontraditional 

orthography. The proportion of traditional orthography is similar between the twentysomethings 

(90.1%) and the fiftysomethings (82.6%), as compared to the use of nontraditional orthography, 

indicating that both groups prefer using the traditional form of lol. 

 The English acronym lol for laughing out loud is used quite frequently in chat 

environments, while its French counterpart, mdr for mort(e) de rire, is “used only in electronic 

communication” (Anis, 2007, p. 106). The acronyms lol and mdr are also considered types of 

truncation (Abraham & Williams, 2011). These two acronyms are also deemed Internet-specific 

acronyms (Anis, 2007). Due to the high frequency of use for these two acronyms in chat 

environments, one could posit that lol and mdr are both the standard or traditional forms of 

spelling. 

Even though the percentage of traditional orthography is nearly 10.0% higher for the 

twentysomethings, the total frequency of occurrences of lol (both traditional and nontraditional) 

is nearly half for the twentysomethings (586 occurrences) as for the fiftysomethings (1,200). 

This goes against the perception that computer-mediated communication contains a widespread 

“permissiveness” by mostly young people who frequent these synchronous chat environments 

(Anis, 2007, p. 90). It also contradicts the idea that “the use of unconventional spellings in 

messages . . . [is] informal, or intended for young people and their peers” (Anis, 2007, p. 90).  

3 Acronym is used as an umbrella term for acronyms and initialisms in the present study. 
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 In Table 4.2, the orthographic variation that both groups prefer is called the 

“reduplication of letters” (Anis, 2007, p. 90). Reduplications are a kind of “playful tweaking of 

graphophonemic representation” (Abraham & Williams, 2011, p. 632). There is, however, a 

discrepancy in the selection from each group of which letter to reduplicate. The 

twentysomethings produce 58 occurrences of variants of lol and tend to prefer variants of lol that 

display multiples of the letter o, such as lool (35 occurrences), loool (9 occurrences), and loo . . . 

ol (5 occurrences where there are more than three of the letter o). The fiftysomethings produce 

209 occurrences of variants of lol and tend to prefer variants of lol that display multiples of the 

letter l, such as loll (73 occurrences), lolll (55 occurrences), and loll . . . l (54 occurrences where 

there are more than three of the letter l). Thus, the twentysomethings produce 49 of 58, or 84.5%, 

of variants for lol with reduplication of letter o, while the fiftysomethings produce 182 of 209, or 

87.1%, of variants for lol with reduplication of letter l. While there is some crossover between 

the groups where twentysomethings use variants of lol that display multiples of the letter l and 

where fiftysomethings use variants of lol that display multiples of the letter o, these occurrences 

are in the single digits, ranging between 0 and 5 occurrences each.  

 Along the lines of reduplication, the fiftysomethings produce variants of lol where there 

are multiple representations of lol, or repetitions of lol, combined into one form. For example, 

there are 6 of 209, or 2.9%, occurrences of lololol and one occurrence each of lolo, lolol, and 

lolollll. This type of variant is not used by the twentysomethings.  

 There are several variants that the twentysomethings use that are not shared by the 

fiftysomethings. The twentysomethings produce two occurrences of loul (where the u could 

represent the commonly-used prefix ultra-) and one occurrence of xlol (where the x could 

represent extra); however, this is uncertain and unverified. In both of these examples, if the 
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letters u and x represent the addition of ultra- and extra, the expression of laughter would be 

intensified. 

 There are also variants that the fiftysomethings use that are not shared by the 

twentysomethings. There are five occurrences of £o£, in which the symbol for pound sterling 

replaces the letter l. This type of neography, or unconventional spelling, is called a “logogram” 

(Anis, 2007, p. 105). There is one occurrence of lol*, where the asterisk is used as “comics-like 

marking” previously described above (Anis, 2007). Even though the twentysomethings exhibited 

a preference for the reduplication of the letter o, the fiftysomethings produce one occurrence 

each of loo, looll, and looool. The fiftysomethings emphasize and add to their preference for the 

reduplication of the letter l in one occurrence of lolllllllet. The fiftysomethings produce one 

occurrence of vlol (where the v could represent very); however, this is uncertain and unverified. 

If the letter v is used to represent very, this could be used to intensify the expression of laughter.  

 Age is a factor that may affect the preference and use of the variants of lol. Labov’s 

(1972) principles on linguistic variation state that language variation can be the result of social 

interactions in the linguistic community in which it occurs; moreover, the speaker’s age, gender, 

and social class play an important role in the linguistic variation (van Compernolle & Williams, 

2007). In the case of variants of lol, age seems to have an impact on the sociostylistic trends 

within each age group.  

As seen above, the fiftysomethings use twice as many variants of lol as the 

twentysomethings. In variants of lol, the twentysomethings clearly prefer the reduplication of the 

letter o, while the fiftysomethings clearly prefer the reduplication of the letter l. The 

fiftysomethings prefer multiple representations of lol in one form (such as lololol), while the 

twentysomethings do not produce any of these variants. The twentysomethings may intensify 
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their expression of laughter with possible representations of the prefixes ultra and extra, while 

the fiftysomethings may represent the prefix very. The fiftysomethings employ the logogram £ 

and the asterisk, while the twentysomethings do not.  

 

4.3  Variants of Mort(e) De Rire 

 Table 4.3 quantifies variants of mort(e) de rire. The traditional form of mort(e) de rire is 

at the top of the table, followed by its variants. In the fiftysomethings’ column, the variants are 

organized from most to least frequent, with the exception of the traditional form of mort(e) de 

rire (see below). A shaded region represents no occurrence of the variant. The total number of 

traditional and nontraditional forms is located at the bottom of the table, followed by the 

percentages at which the traditional or nontraditional orthography occurs. 

Table 4.3 posits mort(e) de rire [laughing out loud] as the traditional orthography to 

which the other variants are compared; however, if, for example, mdr were considered to be the 

standard term (i.e., excluding all tokens of the full form mort/morte de rire) in computer-

mediated discourse, the twentysomethings would demonstrate the following patterns of the 

variable use of this expression of laughter: traditional orthography, 67.8%; nontraditional 

orthography, 32.2%. The fiftysomethings would demonstrate the following patterns of the 

variable use of this expression: traditional orthography, 63.7%; nontraditional orthography, 

36.3%. 
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Table 4.3 

Variants of Mort(e) De Rire: French Equivalent of Laughing Out Loud 

Forms 20s 50s 

 N N 
mort(e) de rire     0     4 

mdr 117 242 

mdrr . . . r   13   58 

mdrrr   16   45 

mdrr   26   33 

mdrdrrr      1 

mmmdrrrr      1 

mdsr     1   

mdr^^     1  

Total 174 388 

Traditional Orthography     0 (0%)     4 (1.0%) 

Nontraditional Orthography 174 (100%) 384 (99.0%) 
 

 If mort(e) de rire is considered to be the traditional orthography for this expression, then 

the twentysomethings show no use of the traditional orthography; however, the fiftysomethings 

show 4 of 388 uses (which equals 1.0%) of this standard spelling. The twentysomethings always 

(100%) express mort(e) de rire as the acronym mdr, while the fiftysomethings almost always 

(99.0%), express mort(e) de rire as the acronym mdr. The form mdr is a common expression in 

computer-mediated discourse and SMS (short message service) mobile phone messages. The 

vast majority of spellings across both groups are either mdr or variants of mdr. 

 If mdr is considered to represent the standard form of the term, excluding the few uses of 

the full form mort(e) de rire, the twentysomethings would display 67.8% traditional orthography 

and 32.2% nontraditional orthography. The fiftysomethings would display 63.7% traditional 
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orthography and 36.3% nontraditional orthography. The proportion of traditional orthography is 

similar between the twentysomethings (67.8%) and the fiftysomethings (63.7%), as compared to 

the use of nontraditional orthography, indicating that both groups prefer using the traditional 

form of mdr. 

 As explained previously, the French acronym mdr, for mort(e) de rire, is “used only in 

electronic communication” (Anis, 2007, p. 106). This acronym is considered to be a type of 

truncation (Abraham & Williams, 2011) and an Internet-specific acronym (Anis, 2007). Due to 

the high frequency of use for this acronym in chat environments, one could posit that mdr is the 

standard or traditional form of spelling. 

Even though the percentages of traditional orthography are nearly equivalent for the 

twentysomethings (67.8%) and the fiftysomethings (63.7%), the total frequency of occurrences 

of mdr (both traditional and nontraditional) is nearly half for the twentysomethings (174 

occurrences) as for the fiftysomethings (388). As in the case for the acronym lol, this goes 

against the perception that computer-mediated communication contains a widespread 

“permissiveness” by mostly young people who frequent these synchronous chat environments 

(Anis, 2007, p. 90). It also contradicts the idea that “the use of unconventional spellings in 

messages . . . [is] informal, or intended for young people and their peers” (Anis, 2007, p. 90).  

Clearly, the older age group (fiftysomethings) prefers using the acronym mdr and its variants as 

an expression of laughter to the younger age group (twentysomethings).  

 In Table 4.3, the orthographic variation that both age groups prefer is called the 

reduplication of letters (Anis, 2007). Both the twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings use the 

reduplication of the letter r in mdr; however, each age group demonstrates a preference in the 

number of r’s that are reduplicated. The twentysomethings prefer to reduplicate two, followed by 
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three, then four or more r’s, while the fiftysomethings prefer to reduplicate four or more r’s, 

followed by three, then two r’s. This is similar to the case of lol where each age group preferred 

the reduplication of a different letter (either the letter o, preferred by twentysomethings, or the 

letter l, preferred by fiftysomethings). The twentysomethings produce 55 of 57 occurrences, or 

96.5%, of variants of mdr, such as mdrr (26 occurrences, or 45.6%), mdrrr (16 occurrences), and 

mdrr . . . r (13 occurrences with four or more r’s). The fiftysomethings produce 136 of 142 

occurrences, or 95.8%, of variants of mdr and mort(e) de rire, such as mdrr . . . r (58 

occurrences, or 39.7%, with four or more r’s), mdrrr (45 occurrences), and mdrr (33 

occurrences). It is clear that both the twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings prefer the 

reduplication of the letter r in the vast majority of variants of the acronym mdr.  

 In addition to the use of reduplication, the fiftysomethings produce variants of mdr where 

there are multiple representations of mdr combined into one form. This parallels the 

fiftysomethings use of variants of lol with multiple representations of lol combined into one 

form. For example, there is one occurrence of mdrdrrr and one occurrence of mmmdrrrr. As in 

the case of lol, this type of variant of mdr is not used by the twentysomethings.  

 There are two variants that the twentysomethings use that are not shared by the 

fiftysomethings. The twentysomethings produce one occurrence of mdsr, where the s could 

represent the commonly-used prefix super-; however, this is uncertain and unverified, since the 

letter s is adjacent to the letter d on the QWERTY and AZERTY keyboards. The 

twentysomethings also produce one occurrence of mdr^^ (where the logogram ^^, which is a 

common emoticon, could represent cat ears/eyes). In both of these examples, the addition of the 

letter s (which could represent super-) and an emoticon, may be used to intensify the expression 

of laughter. 
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 Similarly to the preferences and uses of the variants of lol, age may be a factor that 

affects the preferences and uses of the variants of mdr where the reduplication of letters in 

concerned. Even though both age groups prefer reduplicating the letter r in mdr, each age group 

prefers a different number of reduplications for this letter. Labov’s idea that the speaker’s age 

can play a role in the linguistic variation is also evident in the fact that the fiftysomethings 

produced 4 uses of the traditional form of mort(e) de rire, whereas the twentysomethings did not 

(van Compernolle & Williams, 2007). This may be due, in part, to the fact that mort(e) de rire is 

the French equivalent of laughing out loud; therefore, perhaps French speakers feel more 

comfortable using the expression mort(e) de rire  than the expression laughing out loud. Age 

also seems to impact the sociostylistic trends within each age group, as the twentysomethings 

selected the prefix super and the cat ears/eyes emoticon ^^ to emphasize the expression of 

laughter, while the fiftysomethings produced two additional types of reduplication (mdrdrrr and 

mmmdrrrr). These types of variants were not shared between the two different age groups. 

 

4.4  Comparison of Laughing Out Loud and Mort(e) De Rire 

 Table 4.4 compares the total number of occurrences for the traditional orthography and 

the nontraditional orthography of two expressions of laughter: laughing out loud and mort(e) de 

rire. The breakdown of the variants for laughing out loud and mort(e) de rire are located in 

Table 4.2 and Table 4.3. These two expressions of laughter are compared directly in this table 

because laughing out loud is the English equivalent of mort(e) de rire.  
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Table 4.4 

Comparison of Laughing Out Loud and Mort(e) De Rire 

Form 20s 50s 

laughing out loud 586 1,200 

Traditional Orthography 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 

Nontraditional Orthography 586 (100%) 1,200 (100%) 
mort(e) de rire 174 388 

Traditional Orthography 0 (0%) 4 (1.0%) 

Nontraditional Orthography 174 (100%) 384 (99.0%) 
 

 As previously described in the case of laughing out loud (Table 4.2), the traditional 

orthography is not produced by either age group; however, in the case of mort(e) de rire (Table 

4.3), the traditional orthography is produced by the fiftysomethings in 4 of 388, or 1.0%, of 

occurrences, but not by the twentysomethings. Across both age groups, the uses of laughing out 

loud are nontraditional forms, or variants, of the acronym lol, which is a common expression in 

computer-mediated discourse and SMS (short message service) mobile phone messages; 

however, the fiftysomethings include both the use of the traditional form of mort(e) de rire and 

the nontraditional forms, or variants, of the acronym mdr, also a common expression in 

computer-mediated discourse and SMS mobile phone messages. The overwhelming use across 

both age groups of the English acronym lol and the French acronym mdr is most likely due to the 

fact that both acronyms are Internet-specific acronyms and types of truncation frequently used in 

electronic communication (Anis, 2007, p. 90).  

 As mentioned above, the total frequency of occurrences of laughing out loud and of 

mort(e) de rire (both traditional and nontraditional) is nearly half for the twentysomethings (760 

occurrences) as for the fiftysomethings (1,588 occurrences). This contradicts the widespread 
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belief that variants are created by mostly young people who engage in computer-mediated 

communication, and that unconventional spellings are “intended for young people and their 

peers” (Anis, 2007, p. 90).  

 

4.5  Variants of Oui 

 Table 4.5 quantifies variants of oui. The traditional form of oui is at the top of the table, 

followed by its variants. In the twentysomethings’ column, the variants are organized from most 

to least frequent. A shaded region represents no occurrence of the variant. The total number of 

traditional and nontraditional forms is located at the bottom of the table, followed by the 

percentages at which the traditional or nontraditional orthography occurs. 

 

Table 4.5 

Variants of Oui 

Forms 20s 50s 

 N N 
oui 372 514 

ouais 47 6 

ui 39 7 

vi 33 190 

oué 29 10 

ouai  21 9 

wai 16  

vouiii 12 1 

mouais 9 6 

wé 7 2 

ouep 6  

voui 5 28 (table continues) 
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Variants of Oui (continued)   

Forms 20s 50s 

 N N 
vouiiii 4 1 

ué 4 2 

ouii 4 2 

oauis 4  

wah 3  

ouiii 2 2 

oaui  2  

ouaii  2  

mwui 2  

hoé hoé 2  

uiii 2  

vouais 2  

waiii 2  

ouaich 2  

wi 1 5 

ouiiii 1 1 

oue 1 2 

viii 1 2 

viiii 1 2 

wééééé 1 1 

oais 1  

ooui 1  

ouaaaaah 1  

moui  1  

wouuuuai 1  

wouhou 1  

wouaaiii 1  

wiiii 1  (table continues) 
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Variants of Oui (continued)   

Forms 20s 50s 

 N N 
whouuu 1  

whou  1  

whay 1  

wech 1  

waaaah 1  

waa  1  

vouiiiiiiiiiii 1  

vouii 1  

uéué 1  

ouioui 1  

ouiiiii 1  

ouia 1  

ouaiss 1  

ouaismais 1  

ouaiiiis 1  

ouai* 1  

oua 1  

^^ oui  1  

*oui$* 1  

ouaip 1  

ouig 1  

ouép 1  

ouéé 1  

owiii 1  

owiiiiii 1  

uii 1  

viiiiiiiiiii 1  

we 1  (table continues) 
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Variants of Oui (continued)   

Forms 20s 50s 

 N N 
wui 1  

wéééééééé 1  

voué 1  

vui 1  

vué 1  

wiii  12 

ouah  6 

ouille  6 

vii  4 

viiiiiiiiii  1 

viiiiiiiiiiii  1 

vooui  1 

vouiiiiii  1 

vvvvviii  1 

wahh  3 

wii  3 

ouéééé  2 

viiiii  2 

ouaaa  1 

ouiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii  1 

ouiet  1 

ouik  1 

ouinnn  1 

ouinnnnnnnnnn  1 

wéé  1 

wéééé  1 

Total 680 844 

Traditional Orthography 372 (54.7%) 514 (60.9%) 

Nontraditional Orthography 308 (45.3%) 330 (39.1%) 
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 There are 680 occurrences of oui in the twentysomethings group and 844 occurrences of 

oui in the fiftysomethings group. The proportion of traditional orthography is slightly higher for 

the twentysomethings (54.7%) and the fiftysomethings (60.9%), as compared to the use of 

nontraditional orthography, indicating that both groups prefer using the traditional form of oui. 

This may be due, in part, to the fact that oui is a single-syllable word. The twentysomethings 

have a slightly lower use of the traditional orthography than the fiftysomethings group, but both 

groups use the traditional form of oui in just over half of the occurrences. This pattern of about 

half use of the traditional orthography and half use of the variants is analogous to patterns 

revealed about orthographic variation in nonmoderated chat environments (Abraham & 

Williams, 2011).  

 Regarding nontraditional orthography, the twentysomethings use variants of oui in 45.3% 

of cases, which is slightly greater than that of the fiftysomethings, who use variants of oui in 

39.1% of cases. There are 308 occurrences of variants of oui produced by the twentysomethings, 

and 330 occurrences of variants of oui produced by the fiftysomethings. Despite the fact that the 

number of occurrences for the twentysomethings (308) is slightly lower than that of the 

fiftysomethings (330), the different forms of variants represented by the twentysomethings are 

much higher (73 different variants of oui) than that of the fiftysomethings (50 different variants 

of oui). This indicates that the twentysomethings prefer to express the affirmative oui in a wide 

variety of fashions, as compared to the fiftysomethings who are more limited in their variable 

expression of oui. 

The most frequent, or preferred, variants of oui also correlate to the idea that the 

twentysomethings prefer a wider range of variants of oui than the fiftysomethings. Of the 308 

occurrences of variants of oui produced by the twentysomethings, the most frequent variants are 
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ouais (47 occurrences), ui (39 occurrences), vi (33 occurrences), oué (29 occurrences), ouai (21 

occurrences), wai (15 occurrences), and vouiii (12 occurrences). With seven variants occurring 

10 times or more, there seems to be a wide range of preferred variants, distributed rather evenly, 

for the twentysomethings. Of note is the variant ouais, which represents 15.3% of all variants 

produced by the twentysomethings and is clearly the most preferred variant for this age group. 

Of the 330 occurrences of variants of oui produced by the fiftysomethings, the most frequent 

variants are vi (190 occurrences), voui (28 occurrences), and wiii (12 occurrences). With only 

three variants occurring 10 times or more, there seems to be a more narrow range of preferred 

variants, distributed rather unevenly for the fiftysomethings. Of note is the variant vi, which 

represents 57.5% of all variants produced by the fiftysomethings and is clearly the most 

preferred variant for this age group.  

 Analyzing the frequency of unused variants also correlates to the fact that the 

twentysomethings prefer a wide range of variants for oui, while the fiftysomethings prefer a 

more narrow range of variants for oui. From this corpus of data, there are only 21 variants of oui 

produced by the fiftysomethings that the twentysomethings do not use; however, there are 54 

variants of oui produced by the twentysomethings that the fiftysomethings do not use. This 

further correlates to the fact that the fiftysomethings only produce 39.1% of nontraditional 

orthography for oui, while the twentysomethings produce 45.3% of nontraditional orthography 

for oui. The fiftysomethings exhibit a lower percentage and a more narrow range of variants for 

oui than the twentysomethings, who exhibit a higher percentage and a wider range of variants for 

oui. 

 Based on the data discussed above, age may be a factor that affects the preference and 

use of the variants of oui between twentysomethings and fiftysomethings. Age seems to impact 
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the sociostylistic trends within each age group, since the twentysomethings produce a higher 

proportion of nontraditional forms and prefer a wider range of variants for oui, while the 

fiftysomethings produce a lower proportion of nontraditional forms and prefer a more narrow 

range of variants for oui. This follows Labov’s principles of linguistic variation in that the 

speaker’s age can play a role in the linguistic variation (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007).  

Phonetic realizations, or spoken forms, of the term oui are represented by the majority of 

orthographic variation produced by both age groups. This sociolinguistic phenomenon also 

mirrors the orthographic representations of pas that mimic the spoken forms of the term. The 

following variants of oui represent occurrences for the twentysomethings and the 

fiftysomethings, respectively: ouais (47 and 6), ui (39 and 7), vi (33 and 190), oué (29 and 10), 

ouai (21 and 9), wai (16 and 0), wé (7 and 2), voui (5 and 28), ué (4 and 2), wah (3 and 0), vouais 

(2 and 0), oue (1 and 2), wi (1 and 5), we (1 and 0), ouah (0 and 6), and ouille (0 and 6). The 

twentysomethings produce one of each of the following variants of oui that represents the spoken 

forms of the term: who, whay, oua, wui, voué, vui, and vué. In addition, the twentysomethings 

produce the following variants of oui that seem to attempt representation of the spoken forms of 

the term, but appear to have nonintentional spelling errors: oauis (4 occurrences), oaui (2 

occurrences), oais (1 occurrence), and ouia (1 occurrence). The total number of occurrences of 

spoken forms of oui is 224 of 308, or 72.7%, for the twentysomethings and 273 of 330, or 

82.7%, for the fiftysomethings. This would indicate that both age groups produce spoken forms 

of oui in the majority of occurrences. These variants indicate that many nontraditional forms 

mimic spoken forms of communication (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007). The spoken forms 

of the term are also called phonetic realizations, which are a common feature of chat interfaces. 
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As described previously, the phonetic spelling mirrors the spoken form of the word, as one 

creates the spelling essentially by writing the word the way it sounds.  

The substitution of certain digrams (or digraphs) for others is one type of orthographic 

variation described by Anis (2007). For the term oui, this type of orthographic variation is 

evident in the substitutions of certain trigrams (or trigraphs) for others, and was seen in examples 

of most frequently-occurring variants and of spoken forms. The variants oué and wai were 

frequently produced variants by twentysomethings that also represent the substitution of 

trigraphs. The variants oué and oue were spoken forms produced by twentysomethings and 

fiftysomethings, while the variants wai, wah, who, oua, wui, vui, and vué were spoken forms 

produced by only the twentysomethings, that also represent the substitution of trigraphs. In both 

cases of most frequently produced variants and of spoken forms of oui, the twentysomethings 

produced the substitution of the trigraph oui more than the fiftysomethings. This reflects how age 

may be a factor that affects the preference for substituting certain trigraphs for others in the case 

of frequent variants and spoken forms of oui. 

The reduplication of letters is another type of variant of oui which is represented by a 

wide variety of orthographic variation produced by both age groups. This sociolinguistic 

phenomenon mirrors the orthographic representations of lol and mdr, which contain the 

reduplication of letters. The following variants of oui represent occurrences for the 

twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings, respectively: vouiii (12 and 1), vouiiii (4 and 1), ouii 

(4 and 2), ouiii (2 and 2), ouaii (2 and 0), uiii (2 and 0), waiii (2 and 0), ouiiii (1 and 1), viii (1 

and 2), viiii (1 and 2), and wééééé (1 and 1). The twentysomethings also produce one of each of 

the following variants of oui: ooui, ouaaaaah, wouuuuai, wouaaiii, wiiii, whouuu, waaaah, waa, 

vouiiiiiiiiiii, vouii, ouiiiii, ouaiss, ouaiiiis, ouéé, owiii, woiiiiii, uii, viiiiiiiiiii, and wéééééééé. In 
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addition, the fiftysomethings produce one of each of the following variants of oui: wiii, vii, 

viiiiiiiiii, viiiiiiiiiiii, vooui, vouiiiiii, vvvvviii, wahh, wii, ouéééé, viiiii, ouaaa, ouiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii, 

wéé, and wéééé. The total number of occurrences of the reduplication of letters in oui is 51 of 

308 (16.6%) for the twentysomethings and 27 of 330 (8.2%) for the fiftysomethings. This would 

indicate that the twentysomethings prefer using the reduplication of letters approximately twice 

as much as the fiftysomethings. Another parallel phenomenon is that both age groups have their 

own preferred forms of reduplication, just as in the case of lol (where twentysomethings 

preferred the reduplication of the letter o, while the fiftysomethings preferred the reduplication of 

the letter l). In verbalizing the reduplicated forms, it seems that there is also a correlation with 

the spoken forms of the term oui. Reduplications are a kind of “playful tweaking of 

graphophonemic representation” (Abraham & Williams, 2011, p. 632). 

There are some sociostylistic expressions of oui produced by the twentysomethings, but 

not by the fiftysomethings, that contain the asterisks, symbols, emoticons, and repetition. This 

category includes what Pierozak calls péri-orthographique forms, as they are produced 

intentionally for stylistic purposes (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007, p. 60). These 

expressions mirror some of the previously-seen orthographic representations of pas. The variants 

ouai* and *oui$* are each produced once by the twentysomethings, and reveal a sociostylistic 

expression of neography, which is common in computer-mediated communication (Anis, 2007). 

As explained previously, the use of the asterisk is a “comics-like marking of words” which may 

be used to “make the message more expressive, to exhibit the user’s ego, to play with language 

and communication, to contest standards, to express solidarity with a group, or to manifest 

adherence to a counterculture” (Anis, 2007, p. 90). The use of the dollar sign ($) in the variant 

*oui$* may be to replace the letter s. This type of neography, or unconventional spelling, is 
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called a “logogram” (Anis, 2007, p. 105). The variant ^^oui, also produced once by the 

twentysomethings, includes the use of the emoticon ^^, which represents cat ears/eyes to make 

the term more expressive. The twentysomethings also use repetition in the variants hoé hoé (2 

occurrences), wouhou (1 occurrence), uéué (1 occurrence), and ouioui (1 occurrence). All of 

these sociostylistic examples are used by the twentysomethings but not by the fiftysomethings, 

which indicates that age may play a role in the sociolinguistic trends of the group and on what 

types of expressions are accepted and preferred, as well as unaccepted or dispreferred. The 

fiftysomethings clearly disprefer the use of asterisks, symbols, emoticons, and repetition in their 

variable use of oui. 

One final category of variants for oui includes those where there appears to be a 

seemingly unintentional addition of one or two letters, either at the beginning or at the end of the 

variant, and most likely coming from the previous or following word. This category includes 

what Pierozak calls non orthographique and ergographique forms, as they are not produced 

intentionally (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007). The variant mouais occurs 9 times for the 

twentysomethings and 6 times for the fiftysomethings; however, the following variants only 

occur for the twentysomethings: ouep (6 occurrences), mwui (2 occurrences), and ouaich (2 

occurrences), followed by one occurrence of each of the following: moui, wech, ouaismais, 

ouaip, ouig, ouép, ouiet, ouik, ouinnn, and ouinnnnnnnnnn. In the examples of ouaismais and 

ouiet, it seems that the author meant to separate the terms ouais mais and oui et, but 

unintentionally did not include a space between the words. Even in this case of unintentional 

spellings, age seems to be a factor, since 29 of these occurrences were produced by the 

twentysomethings, while only 6 of these occurrences were produced by the fiftysomethings.  
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4.6  Variants of Bien 

 Table 4.6 quantifies variants of bien. The traditional form of bien is at the top of the table, 

followed by its variants. In the fiftysomethings’ column, the variants are organized from most to 

least frequent. A shaded region represents no occurrence of the variant. The total number of 

traditional and nontraditional forms is located at the bottom of the table, followed by the 

percentages at which the traditional or nontraditional orthography occurs. Even though bien 

could be used as discourse particle, it is included in this table in order to examine the 

orthographic variations of this term. 

 

Table 4.6 

Variants of Bien 

Forms 20s 50s 

 N N 
bien 351 308 

ben   97 227 

bah 142   33 

be     18 

bin 33   14 

bé   5   12 

ba  41 5 

b  5 

ban  3 

benn  3 

b1 1 2 

beh 1 2 

baaahhhh  1 

bene  1 

bine  1 (table continues) 
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Variants of Bien (continued)   

Forms 20s 50s 

 N N 
boin  1 

bè 3 1 

beng 2  

bien* 1  

BI 1  

bein 1  

bah* 1  

beuu 1  

bhe 1  

bieng 1  

biennnn 1  

Total 684 637 

Traditional Orthography 351 (51.3%) 308 (48.4%) 

Nontraditional Orthography 333 (48.7%) 329 (51.6%) 
 

 There are 684 occurrences of bien in the twentysomethings group and 637 occurrences of 

bien in the fiftysomethings group. The proportion of traditional to nontraditional orthography for 

both groups is approximately half, as the twentysomethings produce 51.3% traditional 

orthography and 48.7% nontraditional orthography, while the fiftysomethings produce 48.4% 

traditional orthography and 51.6% nontraditional orthography. This pattern of about half use of 

the traditional orthography and half use of its variants is analogous to patterns revealed about 

orthographic variation in nonmoderated chat environments (see Abraham & Williams, 2011).  

Regarding nontraditional orthography, there are 333 occurrences of variants of bien 

produced by the twentysomethings, and 329 occurrences of variants of bien produced by the 

fiftysomethings. In addition to the fact that the number of occurrences is similar between the 
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twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings, the different forms of variants represented by both 

groups are similar (17 different variants of bien for the twentysomethings and 16 different 

variants of bien for the fiftysomethings). This indicates that both age groups tend to produce 

approximately the same number of nontraditional forms, as well as the same number of types of 

variants. 

Phonetic realizations, or spoken forms, of the term bien are represented by the vast 

majority of occurrences produced by both age groups. This sociolinguistic phenomenon also 

mirrors the orthographic representations of pas and oui that mimic the spoken forms of the term. 

The following variants of bien, which represent spoken forms of the term, represent occurrences 

for the twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings, respectively: ben (97 and 227), bah (142 and 

33), be (0 and 18), bin (33 and 14), bé (5 and 12), ba (41 and 5), b (0 and 5), ban (0 and 3), beh 

(1 and 2), bè (3 and 1), bhe (1 and 0), benn (0 and 3), baaahhhh (0 and 1), bene (0 and 1), bine (0 

and 1), boin (0 and 1), beuu (1 and 0), and biennnn (1 and 0). The total number of occurrences 

for spoken forms of bien is 325 of 333 (97.5%) for the twentysomethings and 327 of 329 

(99.4%) for the fiftysomethings. This would indicate that both age groups overwhelmingly prefer 

using spoken forms of bien while communicating in synchronous chat environments. The spoken 

forms of the term are also called phonetic realizations, which are a common feature of chat 

interfaces (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007). As described previously, the phonetic spelling 

mirrors the spoken form of the word, as one creates the spelling essentially by writing the word 

the way it sounds. 

The heavy use of the spoken forms of bien (97.5-99.4%) across both age groups speaks to 

the fact that bien can be used as an adjective or as a discourse particle. Just as in the case of bon, 

bien can be used as an adjective or as a discourse particle, “that provide[s] links and connections 
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between units of discourse” (Abraham & Williams, 2011, p. 639). Abraham and Williams (2011) 

find that the French term bon is used as an adjective approximately half of the time and as a 

discourse particle approximately half of the time in nonmoderated chat (p. 639). Discourse 

particles are “much more common in nonmoderated chat, which reflects the nature of spoken 

discourse” (Abraham & Williams, 2011).  

Truncated, or shortened, forms of the term bien are represented by the second highest 

frequency of occurrences of orthographic variation produced by fiftysomethings. The following 

variants of bien represent occurrences for the twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings, 

respectively: ben (97 and 227), be (0 and 18), bin (33 and 14), b (0 and 5), and bè (3 and 1). The 

total number of occurrences of shortened forms of bien is 133 of 333 (39.9%) for the 

twentysomethings and 265 of 329 (80.5%) for the fiftysomethings. This would indicate that the 

fiftysomethings prefer shortened forms of bien more than the twentysomethings.  The 

participants who prefer these shortened spellings may be attempting to save time in this 

synchronous chat environment (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007). As described previously, 

this conciseness, which is a form of truncation, is one characteristic that represents neography, or 

unconventional spellings, because of its time-saving benefit for participants in real-time, text-

based communication situations (Anis, 2007). These shortened forms of bien can also be 

considered under the category of the simplification of digrams and trigrams (or digraphs and 

trigraphs), which was a type of orthographic variation described previously (Anis, 2007).  

 The twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings exhibit differing preferences for their 

shortened and spoken forms of bien. The fiftysomethings prefer using ben in 227 of 329 variants 

(69%), followed by bah in 33 cases (10%) and be in 18 cases (5.5%); however, the 

twentysomethings prefer using bah in 142 of 333 variants (42.6%), followed by ben in 97 cases 
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(29.1%) and ba in 41 cases ( 12.3%). Both age groups share their top two preferences for 

variants of bien, which are ben and bah; moreover, these top two variants comprise 239 of 333 

(71.8%) nontraditional forms for the twentysomethings and 260 of 329 (79%) nontraditional 

forms for the fiftysomethings. Approximately three-quarters of the variants of bien for both age 

groups are represented by the two variants ben and bah.  

Many shortened and spoken forms of bien exhibit the deletion of the silent letter n. The 

deletion of silent letters, or mutograms, for consonants is one form of orthographic variation 

(Anis, 2007, p. 100). This type of orthographic variation is common in computer-mediated 

communication due to the nature of the French language, where consonants at the end of words 

are typically silent. The deletion of the silent letter n is produced in the following examples of 

variants for bien by the twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings, respectively: bah (142 and 

33), be (0 and 18), bé (5 and 12), ba (41 and 5), beh (1 and 2), baaahhhh (0 and 1), bè (3 and 1), 

beuu (1 and 0), and bhe (1 and 0). This type of variant constitutes 194 of 333 occurrences 

(58.3%) for twentysomethings, but only 72 of 329 occurrences (21.9%) for fiftysomethings. This 

indicates a higher preference for deleting the mutogram on the part of the twentysomethings, 

which is not as preferred by the fiftysomethings.  

There are some sociostylistic expressions of bien produced by both age groups that 

include the reduplication of letters, the use of asterisks, and numerals substituting for syllables, 

which in this case also falls into the category of syllabograms or rebuslike spellings. The 

reduplication of letters, as seen previously in examples of lol, mdr, and oui, is found in the 

following variants of bien as produced by the twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings, 

respectively: benn (0 and 3), baaahhhh (0 and 1), beuu (1 and 0), and biennnn (1 and 0). The 

reduplication of letters is a kind of “playful tweaking of graphophonemic representation” 
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(Abraham & Williams, 2011, p. 632). The use of asterisks is only produced by twentysomethings 

in the single use of each variant, bien* and bah*. As explained previously, the use of the asterisk 

is a “comics-like marking of words” (Anis, 2007, p. 90). The use of numerals substituting for 

syllables, which also falls into the category of syllabograms or rebuslike spellings, is produced 

by both age groups in the variant b1, once by the twentysomethings and twice by the 

fiftysomethings.  

These various forms of neography, including the reduplication of letters, the use of 

asterisks, and the use of numerals substituting for syllables (which, in the case of bien, also falls 

into the category of syllabograms or rebuslike spellings), are only produced in 5 of 333 variants 

(1.5%) by twentysomethings and in 6 of 329 variants (1.8%) by fiftysomethings. This illustrates 

that the péri-orthographique forms, which are produced intentionally for stylistic purposes 

according to Pierozak, are dispreferred nontraditional forms of bien for both age groups (see van 

Compernolle & Williams, 2007, p. 60). Unlike the case of variants for oui, age does not seem to 

play a role in the sociolinguistic trends of the group and on what types of expressions are 

accepted and preferred, as well as unaccepted or dispreferred, for variants of bien that fall into 

these categories of neography. Even though these variants reveal sociostylistic expressions of 

neography, which are common in computer-mediated communication, and may be used to “make 

the message more expressive, to exhibit the user’s ego, to play with language and 

communication, to contest standards, to express solidarity with a group, or to manifest adherence 

to a counterculture,” they are not preferred by the twentysomethings or the fiftysomethings with 

regard to nontraditional forms of bien (Anis, 2007, p. 90). Both age groups clearly disprefer the 

use of reduplication of letters, the use of asterisks, and the use of numerals (or syllabograms, or 

rebuslike spellings) in their variable use of bien.  
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One final category of variants for bien includes those where there appears to be a 

seemingly unintentional addition of one letter at the end of the variant that is most likely coming 

from the following word. This category includes what Pierozak calls non orthographique and 

ergographique forms, as they are not produced intentionally (van Compernolle & Williams, 

2007). The variants bine and bene, produced once each by the fiftysomethings, may be the 

unintentional merging of bin/ben e (for bien et); however, in the case of bene, the variant could 

be used to represent the Italian form of bien which is bene. The twentysomethings produce the 

variants beng (twice) and bieng (once), which may be the unintentional merging of ben/bien g 

(for bien j’ai). Finally, the variant bein, produced once by the twentysomethings, may have been 

a result of unintentionally flipping the letters e and i for bien.  Since these variants are only 

produced in 4 of 333 variants (1.2%) by twentysomethings and in 2 of 329 variants (0.6%) by 

fiftysomethings, it seems as though they were created unintentionally by both age groups.  

 

4.7  Variants of Moi 

 Table 4.7 quantifies variants of moi. The traditional form of moi is at the top of the table, 

followed by its variants. In the fiftysomethings’ column, the variants are organized from most to 

least frequent. A shaded region represents no occurrence of the variant. The total number of 

traditional and nontraditional forms is located at the bottom of the table, followed by the 

percentages at which the traditional or nontraditional orthography occurs. 
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Table 4.7 

Variants of Moi 

Forms 20s 50s 

 N N 
moi 497 474 

moua  2 18 

moa 2 3 

oi  2 

mwa 6 1 

moué 1 1 

moie 1 1 

môa  1 

maoi  1 

moé  1 

moiiii  2 1 

moii  3  

moiiiii 2  

moiii  2  

mi  1  

mua 1  

mouaa 1  

moi* 1  

mwaaa 1  

moaaaaa 1  

Total 524 504 

Traditional Orthography 497 (94.5%) 474 (94.0%) 

Nontraditional Orthography   27   (5.5%)   30   (6.0%) 
 

 With 524 occurrences of moi in the twentysomethings group and 504 occurrences of moi 

in the fiftysomethings group, a side-by-side comparison is facilitated since the total number of 
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occurrences is similar for each group. The proportion of traditional orthography is similar for the 

twentysomethings (94.5%) and the fiftysomethings (94.0%), as compared to the use of 

nontraditional orthography, indicating that both groups prefer using the traditional form of moi. 

This may be due, in part, to the fact that moi is a single-syllable word. The vast majority of 

occurrences display traditional orthography across both groups.  

 Regarding nontraditional orthography, the twentysomethings use variants of moi in 5.5% 

of cases, which is similar to the fiftysomethings who use variants of moi in 6% of cases. There 

are 27 occurrences of variants of moi produced by the twentysomethings, and 30 occurrences of 

variants of moi produced by the fiftysomethings. The variant moua is preferred by the 

fiftysomethings (18 of 30 occurrences, or 60.0%), but is dispreferred by the twentysomethings 

(only 2 of 27 occurrences, or 7.4%). The variant mwa is preferred by twentysomethings (6 of 27 

occurrences, or 22.2%), and is dispreferred by the fiftysomethings (1 of 30 occurrences, or 

3.3%). Despite the fact that the number of occurrences for the twentysomethings (27) is similar 

to that of the fiftysomethings (30), the different forms of variants represented by the 

twentysomethings are higher (15 different variants of moi) than that of the fiftysomethings (10 

different variants of moi). As in the case of variants for oui, this indicates that the 

twentysomethings prefer to express moi in a wide variety of fashions, as compared to the 

fiftysomethings who are more limited in their variable expression of moi. 

The most frequent, or preferred, variants of moi also indicate that the twentysomethings 

prefer a wider range of variants of moi than the fiftysomethings. Of the 27 occurrences of 

variants of moi produced by the twentysomethings, the most frequent variants are mwa (6 

occurrences), moii (3 occurrences), moua (2 occurrences), moa (2 occurrences), moiii (2 

occurrences), moiiii (2 occurrences), and moiiiii (2 occurrences). With seven variants above only 
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a single use, there seems to be a wide range of preferred variants, distributed rather evenly, for 

the twentysomethings. Of the 30 occurrences of variants of moi produced by the fiftysomethings, 

the most frequent variants are moua (18 occurrences), moa (3 occurrences), and oi (2 

occurrences). With only three variants above only a single use, there seems to be a more narrow 

range of preferred variants, distributed rather unevenly, for the fiftysomethings. Of note is the 

variant moua which represents 60.0% of all variants produced by the fiftysomethings and is 

clearly the most preferred variant for this age group. The most preferred variant for the 

twentysomethings is mwa, which represents only 22.2% of all variants for this age group.  

 Analyzing the frequency of unused variants also indicates that the twentysomethings 

prefer a wide range of variants for moi, while the fiftysomethings prefer a more narrow range of 

variants for moi. From this corpus of data, there are only 4 variants of moi produced by the 

fiftysomethings that the twentysomethings do not use; however, there are 9 variants of moi 

produced by the twentysomethings that the fiftysomethings do not use. The fiftysomethings 

exhibit a more narrow range of variants for moi than the twentysomethings, who exhibit a wider 

range of variants for moi. 

 Based on the data discussed above, and as seen previously in the case of oui, age may be 

a factor that affects the preference and use of the variants of moi between twentysomethings and 

fiftysomethings. Age clearly impacts the sociostylistic trends within each age group, since the 

twentysomethings prefer a wider and more evenly-distributed range of variants for moi, while the 

fiftysomethings prefer a more narrow and unevely-distributed range of variants for moi. This 

follows Labov’s principles on linguistic variation in that the speaker’s age can play a role in the 

linguistic variation (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007).  
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Spoken forms of the term moi are represented by a wide variety of orthographic variation 

produced by both age groups. This sociolinguistic phenomenon also mirrors the orthographic 

representations of pas and oui that mimic the spoken forms of the terms. The following variants 

of moi represent occurrences for the twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings, respectively: 

moua (2 and 18), moa (2 and 3), mwa (6 and 1), moué (1 and 1), moie (1 and 1), môa (0 and 1), 

moé (0 and 1), and mua (1 and 0). The total number of occurrences of spoken forms of moi is 13 

of 27 (48.1%) for the twentysomethings and 26 of 30 (86.7%) for the fiftysomethings. This 

would indicate that the fiftysomethings prefer spoken forms as their variants of moi more than 

the twentysomethings. Nontraditional spellings such as moa for moi are considered to be “playful 

tweaking of graphophonemic representation” (Abraham & Williams, 2011, p. 632). The 

substitution of certain digrams for others, such as oi to wa or oa, is evident in the variants mwa 

and moa (Anis, 2007). The spoken forms of the term are also called phonetic realizations, which 

are a common feature of chat interfaces (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007). 

The reduplication of letters is a type of variant of moi which is represented by a wide 

range of orthographic variation. This sociolinguistic phenomenon mirrors the orthographic 

representations of lol and mdr, which contain the reduplication of letters. This type of variant is 

dispreferred by the fiftysomethings, who only produce one use of the variant moiiii; however, the 

twentysomethings clearly prefer this type of nontraditional spelling. The following variants of 

moi represent occurrences for the twentysomethings: moii (3 occurrences), moiii (2 occurrences), 

moiiii (2 occurrences), moiiiii (2 occurrences), mouaa (1 occurrence), mwaaa (1 occurrence), and 

moaaaaa (1 occurrence). The total number of occurrences of the reduplication of letters in moi is 

12 of 27 occurrences (44.4%) for the twentysomethings and only 1 of 30 occurrences (3.3%) for 

the fiftysomethings. This would indicate that the twentysomethings prefer using the reduplication 
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of letters nearly fifteen times as much as the fiftysomethings. In verbalizing the reduplicated 

forms, it seems that there is also a correlation with the spoken forms of the term moi. 

Reduplications are considered to be a kind of “playful tweaking of graphophonemic 

representation” (Abraham & Williams, 2011, p. 632). They are a kind of neography linked to 

computer-mediated communication in English (Anis, 2007).  

There are very few sociostylistic expressions of moi produced by both age groups that 

contain asterisks and accents. This category includes what Pierozak calls péri-othographique 

forms, as they are produced intentionally for stylistic purposes (van Compernolle & Williams, 

2007, p. 60). These expressions mirror some of the previously-seen orthographic representations 

of pas and oui. The variant moi* is produced only once by the twentysomethings, and reveals a 

sociostylistic expression of neography which is common in computer-mediated communication 

(Anis, 2007). As explained previously, the use of the asterisk is a “comics-like marking of 

words” which may be used to “make the message more expressive, to exhibit the user’s ego, to 

play with language and communication, to contest standards, to express solidarity with a group, 

or to manifest adherence to a counterculture” (Anis, 2007, p. 90). The fiftysomethings do not 

produce or prefer the use of the asterisks; however, the fiftysomethings express the variant môa 

to make the term more expressive. Since each age group produces only one sociostylistic 

expression of moi using either the asterisk or an additional accent, this indicates that age does not 

play a role in the sociolinguistic trends of the group and on what types of expressions are 

accepted and preferred, as well as unaccepted or dispreferred. The twentysomethings and the 

fiftysomethings clearly disprefer the use of asterisks or additional accents to stylize spellings in 

their variable use of moi. 
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One final category of variants for moi includes those where there appears to be a 

seemingly unintentional deletion or misplacement of one letter. This category includes what 

Pierozak calls non orthographique and ergographique forms, as they are not produced 

intentionally (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007). The variant oi occurs twice for the 

fiftysomethings, along with the variant maoi which occurs once for this age group. The variant 

mi occurs once for the twentysomethings. In the examples of oi and mi, it seems that one letter 

was unintentionally dropped. In the example of maoi, the a seems to be a typographical error.  

Age does not seem to be a factor, since there were only a total of 3 occurrences for the 

fiftysomethings and 1 occurrence for the twentysomethings.  

 

4.8  Variants of Tout, Tous, Toute, Toutes4 

 Table 4.8 quantifies variants of tout, tous, toute, and toutes. The traditional forms of tout, 

tous, toute, and toutes are at the top of the table, organized by gender and number (masculine 

singular, masculine plural, feminine singular, feminine plural). This coincides with the 

traditional forms being organized from most to least frequent in the twentysomethings’ column. 

The nontraditional forms, or variants, are in the second section of the table. The variants are 

organized from most to least frequent in the twentysomethings’ column, regardless of gender and 

number. A shaded region represents no occurrence of the variant. The total number of traditional 

and nontraditional forms is located at the bottom of the table, followed by the percentages at 

which the traditional or nontraditional orthography occurs. 

 

 

4 The term tout is used to refer to all forms of the term (masculine, feminine, singular, and plural), unless otherwise 
noted. 
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Table 4.8  

Variants of Tout, Tous, Toute, Toutes 

Forms 20s 50s 

 N N 

Traditional Orthography 

tout 199 215 

tous 108 166 

toute 26 32 

toutes 11 55 

Nontraditional Orthography 

tt 86 47 

ts 17 9 

tou 15 3 

tte 12 6 

toussss 2 1 

touse 2  

tyt 1  

tout* 1  

tousse 1  

tousssss 1  

touts  1 

ttes  8 

Total 482 543 

Traditional Orthography 344 (71.4%) 468 (86.2%) 

Nontraditional Orthography 138 (28.6%) 75 (13.8%) 
 

 There are 482 occurrences of tout in the twentysomethings group and 543 occurrences of 

tout in the fiftysomethings group. The proportion of traditional orthography is lower for the 

twentysomethings (71.4%) than for the fiftysomethings (86.2%), indicating that the 

fiftysomethings have a somewhat higher preference for using the traditional form of tout than the 
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twentysomethings. Across both groups, the majority of occurrences display traditional 

orthography.  

 Regarding nontraditional orthography, the twentysomethings use variants of tout in 

28.6% of cases, which is higher than the fiftysomethings who use variants of tout in 13.8% of 

cases. There are 138 occurrences of variants of tout produced by the twentysomethings, and 75 

occurrences of variants of tout produced by the fiftysomethings. The two most preferred variants 

are similar for both age groups, listed here in their proportions for the twentysomethings and the 

fiftysomethings, respectively: tt (62.3% and 62.7%) and ts (12.3% and 12.0%). The 

twentysomethings also prefer the variants tou (10.9%) and tte (8.7%), while the fiftysomethings 

prefer the variants ttes (10.7%) and tte (8.0%). The twentysomethings disprefer the variant ttes 

(0%), while the fiftysomethings disprefer the variant tou (4.0%). The different forms of variants 

represented by the twentysomethings are higher (10 different variants of tout) than that of the 

fiftysomethings (7 different variants of tout). As in the case of variants for oui and moi, this 

indicates that the twentysomethings prefer to express tout in a wider variety of fashions, as 

compared to the fiftysomethings who are slightly more limited in their variable expression of 

tout. 

 Vowel deletion is the most common orthographic variation produced by both age groups 

in variants of tout. In French nonmoderated chat, a common example of vowel deletion includes 

tt for tout (Abraham & Williams, 2011). Vowel deletion, also called the suppression of vowels, 

is related to the consonantal skeleton of the French language, where almost always the first and 

last consonant of each word is preserved (Anis, 2007). Variants of tout that produce vowel 

deletion are listed here in their proportions for the twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings, 

respectively: tt (62.3% and 62.7%), ts (12.3% and 12.0%), tte (8.7% and 8.0%), and ttes (0% and 
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10.7%). Of note is that the feminine singular and feminine plural forms keep the final e or es, 

omitting only the ou from toute or toutes.  

The next most frequent nontraditional form of tout involves the deletion of the silent 

letter t or s. The deletion of silent letters, or mutograms, for consonants is one form of 

orthographic variation (Anis, 2007, p. 100). This type of orthographic variation is common in 

computer-mediated communication due to the nature of the French language, where consonants 

at the end of words are typically silent. This type of orthographic variation also mimics spoken 

French, which is a common feature in electronic discourse (van Compernolle & Williams 2007). 

The variant tou is produced by twentysomethings in 10.9% of cases, as opposed to the 

fiftysomethings who only produce this variant in 4.0% of cases. The variant tou can also be 

considered a truncation, which is a common feature of chat interfaces, since the final t or s is 

dropped from the word (Anis, 2007). The twentysomethings prefer this type of variation more 

than twice as much as the fiftysomethings; therefore, age may play a role in the variable 

expression of tout with regard to the deletion of the final silent letter t or s. 

 The reduplication of letters in tout is an orthographic variation where age seems to exert 

influence. The twentysomethings express the reduplication of letters in toussss (2 occurrences), 

tousse (1 occurrence), and tousssss (1 occurrence), while the fiftysomethings only produce this 

type of variant in one occurrence of toussss. This extension of the letter s could be used to 

emphasize and express more emotion (Abraham & Williams, 2011). The twentysomethings 

produce the reduplication of letters for tout in 4 of 138 occurrences, or 2.9% of cases, while the 

fiftysomethings produce this type of variant in 1 of 75 occurrences, or 1.3% of cases. Since the 

twentysomethings produce the reduplication of letters more than twice as much as the 
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fiftysomethings, it seems as though age may be a factor in this type of nontraditional 

orthography.  

 There are two more sociostylistic expressions for tout in this corpus of data, each 

expressed once by the twentysomethings. The first is tout*, featuring the asterisk which is a 

“comics-like marking of words” and is common to computer-mediated communication (Anis, 

2007, p. 90). The second is the variant tyt, which replaces the vowels ou that were dropped in 

most cases; therefore, rather than dropping the ou, which seems to be a common form of 

nontraditional orthography for tout, the author chose to replace ou with y. This sociostylistic 

form shows “playful tweaking of graphophonemic representation” (Abraham & Williams, 2011, 

p. 632). These two examples exhibit what Pierozak calls péri-othographique forms, as they are 

produced intentionally for stylistic purposes (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007, p. 60). These 

expressions mirror some of the previously seen orthographic representations of pas and oui. Both 

of these examples may be used to “make the message more expressive, to exhibit the user’s ego, 

to play with language and communication, to contest standards, to express solidarity with a 

group, or to manifest adherence to a counterculture” (Anis, 2007, p. 90). The fiftysomethings do 

not produce or prefer the use of the asterisks or the replacement of ou with y; therefore, age 

seems to be a sociolinguistic variable in the variable expression of tout.  

One final category of variants for tout includes those where there appears to be a 

seemingly unintentional addition of one letter. This category includes what Pierozak calls non 

orthographique and ergographique forms, as they are not produced intentionally (van 

Compernolle & Williams, 2007). The variant touse occurs twice for the twentysomethings. The 

variant touts occurs once for the fiftysomethings. In the examples of touse and touts, it seems 

that one letter was unintentionally added to the original form of either tout or tous. Both 
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examples seem to be typographical errors.  Age does not seem to be a factor, since there were 

only a total of 2 occurrences for the twentysomethings and 1 occurrence for the fiftysomethings.  

 

4.9  Variants of Toi 

 Table 4.9 quantifies variants of toi. The traditional form of toi is at the top of the table, 

followed by its variants. In the twentysomethings’ column, the variants are organized from most 

to least frequent. A shaded region represents no occurrence of the variant. The total number of 

traditional and nontraditional forms is located at the bottom of the table, followed by the 

percentages at which the traditional or nontraditional orthography occurs. 

 

Table 4.9  

Variants of Toi 

Forms 20s 50s 

 N N 
toi 392 496 

twa 5  

toua 2 36 

ti 2  

toué 2 1 

twaaaa 1  

toa 1  

ouat 1  

toii 1  

toiii 1 1 

toiiii 1 1 

toiiiii 1  

toiiiiiiii  1 (table continues) 
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Variants of Toi (continued)   

Forms 20s 50s 
 N N 
touaaa  2 

toé  1 

Total 410 539 

Traditional Orthography 392 (95.6%) 496 (92.0%) 

Nontraditional Orthography   18   (4.4%)   43   (8.0%) 
 

 There are 410 occurrences of toi in the twentysomethings group and 539 occurrences of 

toi in the fiftysomethings group. The proportion of traditional orthography is similar for the 

twentysomethings (95.6%) and the fiftysomethings (92.0%), as compared to the use of 

nontraditional orthography, indicating that both groups prefer using the traditional form of toi. 

This may be due, in part, to the fact that toi is a single-syllable word. This is similar to the case 

of moi, where the vast majority of occurrences display traditional orthography across both age 

groups.  

 Regarding nontraditional orthography, the twentysomethings use variants of toi in 4.4% 

of cases, which is nearly half of the proportion for fiftysomethings who use variants of toi in 

8.0% of cases. There are 18 occurrences of variants of toi produced by the twentysomethings, 

and 43 occurrences of variants of toi produced by the fiftysomethings. Just as in the case of the 

variant moua for moi, the variant toua for toi is preferred by the fiftysomethings (36 of 43 

occurrences, or 83.7%), but is dispreferred by the twentysomethings (only 2 of 18 occurrences, 

or 11.1%). Just as in the case of the variant mwa for moi, the variant twa is preferred by 

twentysomethings (5 of 18 occurrences, or 27.8%), and is dispreferred by the fiftysomethings (no 

occurrences, or 0%). Despite the fact that the number of occurrences for the twentysomethings 
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(18) is less than half of the occurrences for the fiftysomethings (43), the different forms of 

variants represented by the twentysomethings are higher (11 different variants of toi) than that of 

the fiftysomethings (7 different variants of toi). As in the case of variants for oui and moi, this 

indicates that the twentysomethings prefer to express toi in a wide variety of fashions, as 

compared to the fiftysomethings who are more limited in their variable expression of toi. Thus, 

age may be a factor that affects the preference and use of the variants of toi between 

twentysomethings and fiftysomethings.  

Spoken forms of the term toi are represented by a variety of orthographic variation 

produced by both age groups. This sociolinguistic phenomenon also mirrors the orthographic 

representations of pas, oui, and moi that mimic the spoken forms of the terms. The following 

variants of toi represent occurrences for the twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings, 

respectively: toua (2 and 36), twa (5 and 0), toué (2 and 1), toa (1 and 0), and toé (0 and 1). The 

total number of occurrences of spoken forms of toi is 10 of 18 (55.6%) for the twentysomethings 

and 38 of 43 (88.4%) for the fiftysomethings. Just as in the case of moi, this would indicate that 

the fiftysomethings prefer spoken forms as their variants of toi more than the twentysomethings. 

Nontraditional spellings, as seen previously in moa for moi and as seen here in toa for toi, are 

considered to be “playful tweaking of graphophonemic representation” (Abraham & Williams, 

2011, p. 632). The substitution of certain digrams for others, such as oi to wa or oa, is evident in 

the variants twa and toa (Anis, 2007). The spoken forms of the term are also called phonetic 

realizations, which are a common feature of chat interfaces (van Compernolle & Williams, 

2007). As described previously, the phonetic spelling mirrors the spoken form of the word, as 

one creates the spelling essentially by writing the word the way it sounds. 
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The reduplication of letters is a type of variant of toi which is represented by a wide 

variety of orthographic variation. This sociolinguistic phenomenon mirrors the orthographic 

representations of lol, mdr, and moi, which contain the reduplication of letters. The following 

variants of toi represent occurrences for the twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings, 

respectively: twaaaa (1 and 0), toii (1 and 0), toiii (1 and 1), toiiii (1 and 1), toiiiii (1 and 0), 

toiiiiiiii (0 and 1), and touaaa (0 and 2). The total number of occurrences of the reduplication of 

letters in toi is 5 of 18 occurrences (27.8%) for the twentysomethings and 5 of 43 occurrences 

(11.6%) for the fiftysomethings. This would indicate that the twentysomethings prefer using the 

reduplication of letters over twice as much as the fiftysomethings. Thus, age may be a factor that 

affects the use of reduplicated letter in variants of toi. In verbalizing these reduplicated forms, it 

seems that there is also a correlation with the spoken forms of the term toi. Reduplications are 

also considered to be a kind of “playful tweaking of graphophonemic representation” (Abraham 

& Williams, 2011, p. 632).  

 The variant ouat was produced once by twentysomethings, but not by fiftysomethings. 

This form of toi could represent the sociolinguistic phenomenon called verlan. Verlan is a 

morpholexial alteration described as a “form of spoken wordplay practiced by many teenagers in 

France” where the “coding is based on the inversion of the syllables or syllabic elements” (Anis, 

2007, p. 107). Since the variant ouat occurred in the twentysomethings group, but not in the 

fiftysomethings group, this follows the idea that younger people sometimes prefer this type of 

sociolinguistic variation. 

One final category of variants for toi includes that where there appears to be a seemingly 

unintentional deletion of one letter. This category includes what Pierozak calls non 

orthographique and ergographique forms, as they are not produced intentionally (van 
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Compernolle & Williams, 2007). The variant ti occurs twice for the twentysomethings, but not 

for the fiftysomethings. It seems that the letter o being dropped may be unintentional, such as a 

typographical error.  

 

4.10  Variants of Bonjour 

 Table 4.10 quantifies variants of bonjour. The traditional form of bonjour is at the top of 

the table, followed by its variants. In the twentysomethings’ column, the variants are organized 

from most to least frequent. A shaded region represents no occurrence of the variant. The total 

number of traditional and nontraditional forms is located at the bottom of the table, followed by 

the percentages at which the traditional or nontraditional orthography occurs. 

 

Table 4.10 

Variants of Bonjour 

Forms 20s 50s 

 N N 
bonjour 92 652 

bjr 41 81 

bonjour* 3  

bjour 3  

bj  3 35 

jour 2  

bonj 2  

bonjouuuur 1  

bonjouuuuur 1  

b'jour 1  

bjt 1  

bonjoir 1  (table continues) 
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Variants of Bonjour (continued)   

Forms 20s 50s 
 N N 
bojour  3 

bonour  3 

bja  2 

bijour  1 

bnjour  1 

bon zour  1 

bonjours  1 

bonjhour  1 

bonjopur  1 

bonjourà  1 

bonjur  1 

Total 151 784 

Traditional Orthography   92 (60.9%) 652 (83.2%) 

Nontraditional Orthography   59 (39.1%) 132 (16.8%) 
 

 There are 151 occurrences of bonjour in the twentysomethings group and 784 

occurrences of bonjour in the fiftysomethings group. The proportion of traditional orthography is 

lower for the twentysomethings (60.9%) than for the fiftysomethings (83.1%), as compared to 

the use of nontraditional orthography, indicating that the fiftysomethings have a higher 

preference for using the traditional form of bonjour than the twentysomethings. Since the 

fiftysomethings also use the term bonjour in much greater frequency than the twenysomethings 

(784 occurrences for the fiftysomethings as compared to only 151 occurrences for the 

twentysomethings), it seems that age may play a role in both the frequency of use of the term 

bonjour as well as the traditional orthography for this term. Across both groups, the majority of 

occurrences display traditional orthography.  
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 Regarding nontraditional orthography, the twentysomethings use variants of bonjour in 

39.1% of cases, which is over twice as much as the fiftysomethings, who use variants of bonjour 

in only 16.8% of cases. There are 59 occurrences of variants of bonjour produced by the 

twentysomethings, and 132 occurrences of variants of bonjour produced by the fiftysomethings. 

The most preferred variant for both age groups is bjr, which is produced in 41 of 59 occurrences 

(or 69.5%) by twentysomethings and in 81 of 132 occurrences (or 61.4%) by fiftysomethings. 

The fiftysomethings also prefer the variant bj in 26.5% of cases, which is only produced in 5.1% 

of cases for the twentysomethings. All remaining variants of bonjour occur three or less times for 

both age groups. The total number of types of variants is 11 for the twentysomethings and 13 for 

the fiftysomethings, indicating that both groups have a similar range of types of variants for the 

expression of bonjour.  

 Vowel deletion is the most common orthographic variation produced by both age groups 

in variants of bonjour. In French nonmoderated chat, a common example of vowel deletion 

includes tt for tout, which was examined previously (Abraham & Williams, 2011). Vowel 

deletion, also called the suppression of vowels, is related to the consonantal skeleton of the 

French language, where almost always the first and last consonant of each word is preserved 

(Anis, 2007). Variants of bonjour that produce vowel deletion are those previously seen that 

occur in the highest frequency. They are listed here in their proportions for the twentysomethings 

and the fiftysomethings, respectively: bjr (69.5% and 61.3%) and bj (5.1% and 26.5%). There 

are two variants that seem to have typographical errors for the variant bjr, which are bjt (1.7% 

for twentysomethings) and bja (1.5% for fiftysomethings). 

Truncations, or shortened forms, of the term bonjour, not including the examples of 

vowel deletion in the variants bjr and bj described above, are represented by most of the 
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remaining types of variants and by both age groups. Of the 18 remaining types of variants, 8 

(nearly half) are shortened forms of the term bonjour. This is similar to the case of the single-

syllable words pas, oui, and bien, which are represented by shortened forms of the terms. The 

following variants of bonjour represent occurrences for the twentysomethings and the 

fiftysomethings, respectively: bjour (3 and 0), jour (2 and 0), bonj (2 and 0), b’jour (1 and 0), 

bojour (0 and 3), bonour (0 and 3), bnjour (0 and 1), and bonjur (0 and 1). The total number of 

occurrences of shortened forms of bonjour is 8 (13.6% of variants) for the twentysomethings and 

8 (6.1% of variants) for the fiftysomethings. This would indicate that the twentysomethings 

prefer using shortened forms of bonjour more than the fiftysomethings. The participants who 

prefer these shortened spellings may be attempting to save time in this synchronous chat 

environment (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007). As described previously, this conciseness, 

which is a form of truncation, is one characteristic that represents neography, or unconventional 

spellings, because of its time-saving benefit for participants in real-time, text-based 

communication situations (Anis, 2007).  

Several of the shortened forms of bonjour represent more specific types of shortened 

spellings. The variants bjour, b’jour, and bojour, as well as bijour, display the deletion of the 

silent letter n, sometimes along with its preceeding vowel o. The deletion of silent letters, or 

mutograms, for consonants and for vowels was seen previously in the examples of pas, bien, and 

tout (Anis, 2007, p. 100). Nasal vowels are often omitted in computer-mediated communication, 

as seen in these variants where n or on are deleted or replaced (Abraham & Williams, 2011). In 

the variant bjour, the letter b represents a syllabogram, since it is “the use of a letter . . . to 

represent the phonetic sequence that constitutes its realization in spoken language . . . [and that] 

allow[s] a drastic reduction of the number of characters” (Anis, 2007, pp. 102-103). The variants 
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jour and bonj represent trunctations, where jour exhibits apheresis, or the “deletion of the 

beginning of a word, for example lu for salut” while bonj exhibits apocope, or the “deletion of 

the end of a word, for example ciné for cinéma” (Anis, 2007, p. 106).  

 There are a variety of sociostylistic variants for bonjour where age seems to be a factor in 

terms of preferences between the two age groups. The reduplication of letters in bonjour is an 

orthographic variation produced only by the twentysomethings, who use the variants bonjouuuur 

and bonjouuuuur once each. As in the case of extending the letter s, the extension of the letter u 

could be used to emphasize and express more emotion (Abraham & Williams, 2011). Only the 

twentysomethings express the variant bonjour* (in three occurrences), featuring the asterisk 

which is a “comics-like marking of words” and is common in computer-mediated 

communication (Anis, 2007, p. 90). On the other hand, the fiftysomethings express the variants 

bon zour and bonjours once each, which shows “playful tweaking of graphophonemic 

representation” (Abraham & Williams, 2011, p. 632). These two examples exhibit what Pierozak 

calls péri-othographique forms, as they are produced intentionally for stylistic purposes (van 

Compernolle & Williams, 2007, p. 60). These expressions mirror some of the previously-seen 

orthographic representations of pas, oui, and tout. All of these examples of sociostylistic 

variation may be used to “make the message more expressive, to exhibit the user’s ego, to play 

with language and communication, to contest standards, to express solidarity with a group, or to 

manifest adherence to a counterculture” (Anis, 2007, p. 90). Since each age group produces 

different sociostylistic variants, age may be a factor in the variable expression of bonjour.  

One final category of variants for bonjour includes those where there appears to be a 

seemingly unintentional use or addition of one letter. This category includes what Pierozak calls 

non orthographique and ergographique forms, as they are not produced intentionally (van 
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Compernolle & Williams, 2007). The variant bonjoir occurs once for the twentysomethings. The 

variants bonjhour, bonjopur, and bonjourà occur once each for the fiftysomethings. In the case 

of bonjourà, it seems that the author unintentionally omitted the space between the two words 

bonjour à while addressing another participant in the chat. These examples seem to be 

typographical errors.  Age may not be a factor, since there was only one occurrence for the 

twentysomethings and three occurrences for the fiftysomethings.  

 

4.11  Variants of Bisou(s) 

 Table 4.11 quantifies variants of bisou(s).5 The traditional form of bisou(s) is at the top of 

the table, followed by its variants. In the fiftysomethings’ column, the variants are organized 

from most to least frequent. A shaded region represents no occurrence of the variant. The total 

number of traditional and nontraditional forms is located at the bottom of the table, followed by 

the percentages at which the traditional or nontraditional orthography occurs. 

 

Table 4.11 

Variants of Bisou(s) 

Forms 20s 50s 

 N N 
bisou(s) 52 590 

bizoux 1 55 

bisouss  34 

bisousss 1 33 

bizettes  10 

bizooo  10 

   

5 Derived from the term bise, which means kiss in English. 

(table continues) 
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Variants of Bisou(s) (continued) 

Forms 20s 50s 

 N N 

bisoussss  8 

bisousssss  5 

bisouilles  4 

bizoo  3 

bzoooo  3 

zibouilles  3 

ziboux  2 

bzoooooo  2 

biosus  2 

bisouillettes  2 

bisouuuu  2 

bizoooo  2 

bizou  2 

bizouillettes  2 

bizouxxxx  2 

bzoo  2 

bisouuu  1 2 

bisoussssssssssssssssssss 1 2 

bisouiller 1 1 

bisouille  1 1 

nisous  1 

bilou  1 

binsous  1 

bisoueillettes  1 

bisouillé  1 

bisoullettes  1 

bisounes  1 

bisoussssss   1 (table continues) 
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Variants of Bisou(s) (continued) 

Forms 20s 50s 

 N N 
bisoussssssss   1 

bisoussssssssss   1 

bisoutent  1 

bisouus  1 

bisouuusssssss  1 

bisouuuuuus  1 

bisouzillettes  1 

bissousss  1 

bizooooo  1 

bizouilloux  1 

bizouxxx   1 

bizouxxxxx  1 

bzooo   1 

bzoooooooo  1 

rbisous  1 

zibou  1 

ziboubou  1 

biboo 3  

bisoux 2  

bidou 2  

bidous 1  

bsous 1  

bissous 1  

bisouuxxx 1  

bisouuux 1  

bezu 1  

bizoute 1  
   

(table continues) 
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Variants of Bisou(s) (continued) 

Forms 20s 50s 

 N N 
Total 72 809 

Traditional Orthography 52 (72.2%) 587 (72.6%) 

Nontraditional Orthography 20 (27.8%) 222 (27.4%) 
 

  There are 72 occurrences of bisou(s) in the twentysomethings group and 809 occurrences 

of bisou(s) in the fiftysomethings group. The proportion of traditional orthography is similar for 

the twentysomethings (72.2%) and the fiftysomethings (72.6%), as compared to the use of 

nontraditional orthography, indicating that both age groups have a higher preference for using 

the traditional form of bisou(s). Since the fiftysomethings use the term bisou(s) in much greater 

frequency (809 occurrences) than the twenysomethings (72 occurrences), it seems that age may 

play a role in the frequency of use of the term bisou(s); however, the proportion of traditional 

and nontraditional orthography is nearly the same for both age groups. 

Even though the percentage of traditional orthography is nearly the same for both age 

groups, the total frequency of occurrences of bisou(s) (both traditional and nontraditional) is 

much lower for the twentysomethings, who express the term bisou(s) and its variants only 8.9% 

as much as the fiftysomethings (72 occurrences to 809 occurrences). In addition, the 

twentysomethings only produce 16 different types of variants for bisou(s), while the 

fiftysomethings produce 50 different types of variants for bisou(s); therefore, the fiftysomethings 

tend to use a much wider range of variants than the twentysomethings, who are more limited in 

their variable expression of bisou(s). This goes against the perception that computer-mediated 

communication contains a widespread “permissiveness” by mostly young people who frequent 

these synchronous chat environments (Anis, 2007, p. 90). It also contradicts the idea that “the 
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use of unconventional spellings in messages . . . [is] informal, or intended for young people and 

their peers” (Anis, 2007, p. 90).   

 In Table 4.11, the orthographic variation that both groups prefer is called the 

reduplication of letters (Anis, 2007). Reduplications are a kind of “playful tweaking of 

graphophonemic representation” (Abraham & Williams, 2011, p. 632). Of the 60 different 

variants produced by both age groups, there are 27 different variants (nearly half) that contain 

this orthographic phenomenon. Of these 27 different variants, the twentysomethings only 

produce the forms bisousss, bisouuu, bisoussssssssssssssssssss, bissous, bisouxxx, and bisouuux 

once each; however, the fiftysomethings produce the following forms of bisou(s), followed by 

the number of occurrences: bisouss (34), bisousss (33), bizooo (10), bisoussss (8), bisousssss (5), 

and bzoooo (3). The fiftysomethings also produce the following examples of reduplication, twice 

each:  bzoooooo, bisouuuu, bizoooo, bizouxxxx, bizouuu, and bisoussssssssssssssssssss. In 

addition, the fiftysomethings produce the following examples of reduplication, once each: 

bisoussssss, bisoussssssss, bisoussssssssss, bisouus, bisouuusssssss, bisouuuuuus, bissousss, 

bizooooo, bizouxxx, bizouzzzzz, bzooo, and bzoooooooo. The twentysomethings produce the 

reduplication of letters in 6 of 20 occurrences, or 30% of variants of bisou(s), while the 

fiftysomethings produce the reduplication of letter in 117 of 222 occurrences, or 52.7% of 

variants of bisou(s). This further suggests that age may be a variable that affects the reduplication 

of letters in the variable expression of bisou(s). 

 Some of the variants demonstrated in the examples above (with the reduplication of 

letters) exhibit other orthographic characteristics. Phonetic realizations, the suppression of 

vowels, and syllabograms are some features of chat interaces (Anis, 2007). Phonetic realizations 

are one type of orthographic variation that mimics spoken French, which is common in 
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electronic discourse (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007). Phonetic realizations that also contain 

the reduplication of letters include variants such as bizooo, bizoooo, bizooooo, bizouuu, bzooo, 

bzoooo, bzoooooo, and bzoooooooo, since the letter z replaces the s (which makes a z sound). 

Variants that exhibit the suppression of vowels as well as the reduplication of letters include 

bzooo, bzoooo, bzoooooo, and bzoooooooo, since the letter i which follows b is omitted; 

moreover, these examples fall into the category of syllabograms since the letter b represents the 

syllable bi. The suppression of vowels is also known as vowel deletion, which is common in chat 

discourse (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007). 

 In addition to phonetic realizations, the suppression of vowels, and syllabograms, there 

are other orthographic characteristics produced by the variants that also contain the reduplication 

of letters. The substitution of z for s and the substitution of oo for ou are two more types of 

orthographic variations that occur in computer-mediated communication (Anis, 2007). Variants 

that contain the substitution of z for s, as well as the reduplication of letters, include bzooo, 

bzoooo, bzoooooo, bzoooooooo, bizooo, bizoooo, bizooooo, bizouuu, bizouxxx, bizouxxxx, and 

bizouzzzzz. Variants that contain the substitution of oo for ou, as well as the reduplication of 

letters, include bzooo, bzoooo, bzoooooo, bzoooooooo, bizooo, bizoooo, and bizooooo. 

 The extension of the letters s or x is an especially interesting orthographic variation 

within the category of the reduplication of letters in variants of bisou(s). The extension of the 

letter s is used to emphasize and express more emotion (Abraham & Williams, 2011). This is 

produced by the variants bisouss, bisousss, bissousss, bisoussss, bisousssss, bisoussssss, 

bisoussssssss, bisouuusssssss, bisoussssssssss, and bisoussssssssssssssssssss. Sometimes, 

participants will create a combination of the French bisou(s) and multiples of the letter x (which 

also symbolically represent kisses) (Abraham & Williams, 2011). This is produced by the 
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variants bisouxxx, bizouxxx, and bizouxxxx. The use of x instead of s may also be due to the fact 

that it is following the letter u. Typically, pluralizing a French term ending in u calls for the 

addition of the letter x instead of the plural s; however, the term bisou(s) is an exception, where 

the plural form takes an s (instead of an x) after the letter u.  

Phonetic realizations, the substitution of z for s, and the substitution of oo for ou in 

variants of bisou(s) also occur without the reduplication of letters. These categories overlap in 

the few variants that do not have the reduplication of letters; therefore, they will be presented by 

age group and not by specific characteristics. The fiftysomethings produce the following variants 

of bisou(s): bizoo (3 occurrences), bizou (2 occurrences), and bzoo (2 occurrences); moreover, 

the twentysomethings produce the following variants of bisou(s) once each: bisoux, bsous, and 

bezu. These variants comprise 7 of 222 occurrences (3.2%) for the fiftysomethings and 3 of 20 

occurrences (15%) for the twentysomethings. In the variants bzoo and bsous, the letter b also 

functions as a syllabogram, since it replaces the syllable bi. 

There are variants of bisou(s) that reveal various sociostylistic expressions of neography, 

which are common in computer-mediated communication and may be used to “make the 

message more expressive, to exhibit the user’s ego, to play with language and communication, to 

contest standards, to express solidarity with a group, or to manifest adherence to a 

counterculture” (Anis, 2007, p. 90). The following examples produce playful twists on the end of 

the word bisou(s), where the author uses –ouille(s), -ette(s), a combination of the two in –

ouillette(s), or another twist in –ouilloux. The fiftysomethings produce the following variants, 

followed by the frequency of occurrences: bizettes (10), bisouilles (4), bisouillettes (2), and 

bizouillettes (2). The fiftysomethings also express the following variants once each: bisouiller, 

bisouille, bisoueillettes, bisouillé, bisoullettes, bisouzillettes, and bizouilloux. The 
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twentysomethings only produce the variants bisouiller and bisouille once each. The 

fiftysomethings thus produce 25 of 222 occurrences (11.3%) in this category, while the 

twentysomethings produce 2 of 20 occurrences (10%). Age does not seem to be a factor since the 

proportion of use of this type of stylized variant is very similar across both age groups.  

Some variants of bisou(s) expressed by the fiftysomethings represent the sociolinguistic 

phenomenon called verlan. Verlan is a morpholexial alteration described as a “form of spoken 

wordplay practiced by many teenagers in France” where the “coding is based on the inversion of 

the syllables or syllabic elements” (Anis, 2007, p. 107). The fiftysomethings produce the 

following variants, followed by the number of occurrences for each: zibouilles (3), ziboux (2), 

zibou (1), and ziboubou (1). Interestingly, each of these variants contains a twist in addition to 

the verlan form. The variant zibouilles contains the stylized ending –ouilles seen above, the 

variant ziboux contains the letter x replacing the s, and the variant ziboubou contains repetition of 

the syllable bou. All the variants, including zibou, exhibit z replacing s, for ease of pronunciation. 

The twentysomethings do not express bisou(s) in the verlan form; thus, age may be a factor in 

the sociostylistic expression of variants of bisou(s).  

One final category of variants for bisou(s) includes those where there appears to be a 

seemingly unintentional use or addition of one or more letters. This category includes what 

Pierozak calls non orthographique and ergographique forms, as they are not produced 

intentionally (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007). The fiftysomethings produce the following 

variants that seem to have typographical errors once each: nisou, bilou, binsous, bisounes, 

bisoutent, and rbisous; moreover, they produce the variant biosus twice. The twentysomethings 

produce the variants bidous and bizoute once each; moreover, they produce the variant biboo 

three times and the variant bidou twice.  In the cases of bisounes, bisoutent, and bizoute, it is 
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possible that the author was trying to stylize the term intentionally; however, these examples 

occurred only once each and are not part of a pattern that exhibits intentional stylization of the 

term. In the case of rbisous, it is possible that the author is attempting to express re-bisous; 

however, the addition of the letter r could be unintentional. Age may be a factor, since 7 of 20 

occurrences for the twentysomethings comprises 35.0% of the variable expression of bisou(s), 

while only 8 of 222 occurrences comprises 3.6% of the variable expression of bisou(s) for the 

fiftysomethings.  

 

4.12  Variants of Bise(s) 

 Table 4.12 quantifies variants of bise(s). The traditional form of bise(s) is at the top of the 

table, followed by its variants. In the fiftysomethings’ column, the variants are organized from 

most to least frequent. A shaded region represents no occurrence of the variant. The total number 

of traditional and nontraditional forms is located at the bottom of the table, followed by the 

percentages at which the traditional or nontraditional orthography occurs. 

 

Table 4.12 

Variants of Bise(s) 

Forms 20s 50s 

 N N 

bise(s) 52 245 

bizes  7 

bisettes  6 

biz 9 4 

bibises  3 

bizesss  3 (table continues) 
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Variants of Bise(s) (continued)  

Forms 20s 50s 

 N N 
bibis   2 

bisessssss  2 

bizzz  2 

bizzzz  2 

bzz,bzz  1 

bisee  1 

bisess   1 

bisesss   1 

bisette   1 

bizess   1 

bizessss  1 

bizette   1 

bizzzzzz  1 

bizzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz  1 

rebises  1 

bises* 9  

bis 4  

biises 1  

biss  1  

biiz 1  

Total 77 287 

Traditional Orthography 52 (67.5%) 245 (85.4%) 

Nontraditional Orthography 25 (32.5%)   42 (14.6%)  
 

 There are 77 occurrences of bise(s) in the twentysomethings group and 287 occurrences 

of bise(s) in the fiftysomethings group. The proportion of traditional orthography is lower for the 

twentysomethings (67.5%) than for the fiftysomethings (85.4%), as compared to the use of 
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nontraditional orthography, indicating that both age groups have a higher preference for using 

the traditional form of bise(s); however, the fiftysomethings use the traditional form nearly 20% 

more than the twentysomethings. In addition, since the fiftysomethings use the term bise(s) in 

much greater frequency than the twenysomethings (245 occurrences for the fiftysomethings as 

compared to only 77 occurrences for the twentysomethings), age may play a role in the 

frequency of use of the term bise(s), as well as in the proportion of traditional and nontraditional 

orthography. The frequency of use of the term bise(s) is similar to the case of its derivative 

bisou(s), seen previously, where the fiftysomethings use the term and its variants in much greater 

frequency than the twentysomethings. 

The total frequency of occurrences of bise(s) (both traditional and nontraditional) is lower 

for the twentysomethings, who express the term bise(s) and its variants only 21.2% as much as 

the fiftysomethings (52 occurrences to 245 occurrences). In addition, the twentysomethings only 

produce 6 different types of variants for bise(s), while the fiftysomethings produce 20 different 

types of variants for bise(s); therefore, the fiftysomethings tend to use a much wider range of 

variants than the twentysomethings, who are more limited in their variable expression of bise(s). 

This goes against the common perception that computer-mediated communication contains a 

widespread “permissiveness” by mostly young people who frequent these synchronous chat 

environments (Anis, 2007, p. 90). It also contradicts the idea that “the use of unconventional 

spellings in messages . . . [is] informal, or intended for young people and their peers” (Anis, 

2007, p. 90).  This is similar to the case of bisou(s), seen previously, where there are many more 

types of variants of bise(s) produced by the fiftysomethings than by the twentysomethings.  

In Table 4.12, the orthographic variation that both groups use, and that the 

fiftysomethings prefer, is called the reduplication of letters (Anis, 2007). Reduplications are a 
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kind of “playful tweaking of graphophonemic representation” (Abraham & Williams, 2011, p. 

632). Of the 25 different variants produced by both age groups, there are 15 different variants 

(60%) that contain this orthographic phenomenon. Of these 25 different variants, the 

twentysomethings only produce the forms biises, biss, and biiz once each; however, the 

fiftysomethings produce the following forms of bise(s), followed by the number of occurrences: 

bizesss (3), bisessssss (2), bizzz (2), and bizzzz (2). The fiftysomethings also produce the 

following examples of reduplication, once each:  bzz,bzz, bisee, bisess, bisesss, bizess, bizessss, 

bizzzzzz, and bizzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz. The twentysomethings produce the reduplication of letters in 3 

of 25 occurrences, or 12% of variants of bise(s), while the fiftysomethings produce the 

reduplication of letter in 17 of 42 occurrences, or 40.5% of variants of bise(s). This further 

suggests that age is a sociolinguistic variable that affects the reduplication of letters in the 

variable expression of bise(s). This is similar to the case of bisou(s), seen previously, where the 

reduplication of letters in variants of bise(s) is produced by the fiftysomethings in greater 

frequency than the twentysomethings.  

Some of the variants produced in the examples above containing the reduplication of 

letters also produce phonetic realizations, which are common features of chat interaces. Phonetic 

realizations are one type of orthographic variation that mimics spoken French, which is common 

in electronic discourse (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007). Phonetic realizations that also 

contain the reduplication of letters include variants such as bizesss, bizzz, bizzzz, bizess, bizessss, 

bizzzzzz, bizzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz, and biiz, since the letter z replaces s which makes a z sound. The 

substitution of z for s is one type of orthographic variations that occurs in computer-mediated 

communication (Anis, 2007). The replacement of z for s, which brings about the phonetic 
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realizations in these variants of bise(s), also occurred in the case of the term’s derivative, 

bisou(s). 

Some of the variants produced in the examples above containing the reduplication of 

letters also produce the extension of the letter s. The extension of the letter s is sometimes used 

to emphasize and express more emotion (Abraham & Williams, 2011). This is produced by the 

variants bizesss, bisessssss, bisess, bisesss, bizess, bizessss, and biss.  

Even though there are many similarities between variants of bise(s) and variants of its 

derivative bisou(s), there are some differences. In the case of bisou(s), some of the variants 

exhibit the suppression of vowels, or vowel deletion (where the letter i following b was omitted). 

This also falls into the category of syllabograms (since the letter b represents the syllable bi). 

However, this does not occur in variants of bise(s), even though the first syllable of bise(s) and 

bisou(s) is the same (bi-). Also, the use of the letter x to possibly represent symbolic kisses is not 

used in variants of bise(s) as it was in bisou(s). This may be due to the fact that the letter x is 

typically used in French to pluralize a term ending in the letter u. Since the singular form bisou 

ends in the letter u, a variant that mirrors other terms ending in u is to pluralize using the letter x 

instead of s. This may not occur for the term bise(s) because the singular form ends in the letter e 

instead of the letter u.   

Phonetic realizations and the substitution of z for s in variants of bise(s) also occur 

without the reduplication of letters. These categories overlap in the few variants that do not have 

the reduplication of letters; therefore, they will be presented by age group and not by specific 

characteristics. The fiftysomethings produce the following variants of bise(s): bizes (7 

occurrences) and biz (4 occurrences); moreover, the twentysomethings produce the following 

variants of bise(s): biz (9 occurrences) and bis (4 occurrences). These variants comprise 11 of 42 
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occurrences (26.2%) for fiftysomethings and 13 of 25 occurrences (52%) for twentysomethings. 

Age may be a factor in this case because the fiftysomethings produce phonetic realizations and 

the substitution of z for s in just over one quarter of variants for bise(s), while the 

twentysomethings produce one type of phonetic realization and one type of substitution of z for s 

in just over half of variants for bise(s). The twentysomethings seem to prefer these types of 

variants to the fiftysomethings, where there is no reduplication of letters included. 

There are variants of bise(s) that reveal various sociostylistic expressions of neography, 

which are common in computer-mediated communication and may be used to “make the 

message more expressive, to exhibit the user’s ego, to play with language and communication, to 

contest standards, to express solidarity with a group, or to manifest adherence to a 

counterculture” (Anis, 2007, p. 90). The following examples produce playful twists on the end of 

the word bise(s), where the fiftysomethings use -ette(s). The fiftysomethings produce the 

following variants, followed by the frequency of occurrences: bisettes (6), bisette (1), and bizette 

(1). The twentysomethings do not produce these types of variants of bise(s). The fiftysomethings 

thus produce 8 of 42 occurrences (19.0%) in this category, while the twentysomethings produce 

no occurrences (0%). Age may be a factor in variants of the term bis(es) since the use of this type 

of stylized variant is particular to the fiftysomethings and not to the twentysomethings.  

Another sociostylistic expression of bise(s) that is produced by the fiftysomethings, but 

not by the twentysomethings, is the use of repetition. This type of expression mirrors some of the 

previously-seen orthographic representations such as lol, oui, and bisou(s). The fiftysomethings 

produce repetition in the variants bibises (3 occurrences) and bibis (2 occurrences), for a total of 

5 of 42 occurrences, or 11.9%.  
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One sociostylistic expression of bise(s) that is produced by the twentysomethings, but not 

by the fiftysomethings, is the use of the asterisk. This category includes what Pierozak calls péri-

othographique forms, as they are produced intentionally for stylistic purposes (van Compernolle 

& Williams, 2007, p. 60). These expressions mirror some of the previously-seen orthographic 

representations such as pas, lol, oui, bien and so on. The variant bises* is produced in 9 of 25 

occurrences (36.0%) by the twentysomethings, and reveal a sociostylistic expression of 

neography, which is common in computer-mediated communication (Anis, 2007). As explained 

previously, the use of the asterisk is a “comics-like marking of words” which may be used to 

“make the message more expressive, to exhibit the user’s ego, to play with language and 

communication, to contest standards, to express solidarity with a group, or to manifest adherence 

to a counterculture” (Anis, 2007, p. 90).  

The differing preferences for the use of sociostylistic variants indicates that age may play 

a role in the sociolinguistic trends of the group and on what types of expressions are accepted 

and preferred, as well as unaccepted or dispreferred. The fiftysomethings seem to prefer using 

playful twists on the end of the word bise(s) with the ending -ette(s), as well as repetition; 

however, the fiftysomethings disprefer the use of asterisks. On the other hand, the 

twentysomethings seem to prefer the use of asterisks, while they disprefer the ending –ette(s) and 

the use of repetition. Thus, age may be a factor in the variable use of bise(s). 

Unlike all of the previously examined terms and their variants, there does not seem to be 

any unintentional use, addition, or deletion of letters in variants of bise(s). This category includes 

what Pierozak calls non orthographique and ergographique forms, as they are not produced 

intentionally (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007). One intentional orthographic variation that 

was produced once by the fiftysomethings was the use of the prefix re- in the variant rebises; 
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however, this has a semantic component which does not fall into reptition when looking 

specifically at orthography. It is similar to the variant rbisous (observed previously for bisou(s)); 

however, in that case, it was uncertain whether the author was attempting to express re-bisous, or 

simply had the unintentional addition of the letter r.  

 

4.13  Comparison of Bise(s) and Bisou(s) 

 Table 4.13 compares the total number of occurrences for the traditional orthography and 

the nontraditional orthography of bise(s) and bisou(s). The breakdown of the variants for bise(s) 

and bisou(s) are located in Table 4.11 and Table 4.12. These two terms are compared directly in 

this table because bisou(s) is a morphological form derived from bise(s). Both of these terms 

function as greetings in computer-mediated discourse. 

 

Table 4.13 

Comparison of Bise(s) and Bisou(s) 

Form 20s 50s 

bise(s) 77 287 

Traditional Orthography 52 (67.5%) 245 (85.4%) 

Nontraditional Orthography 25 (32.5%)   42 (14.6%)  
bisou(s) 72 809 

Traditional Orthography 52 (72.2%) 587 (72.6%) 

Nontraditional Orthography 20 (27.8%) 222 (27.4%) 
 

Table 4.13 makes a direct comparison between the total number of traditional and 

nontraditional forms of bise(s) and bisou(s). These two terms are compared directly because 
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bisou(s) is a morphological form derived from bise(s). Both of these terms function as greetings 

in computer-mediated discourse.  

As previously described in the case of bisou(s), in Table 4.11, the proportion of 

traditional to nontraditional orthography is nearly the same for both age groups. The 

twentysomethings produce 72.2% of traditional orthography and 27.8% of nontraditional 

orthography, while the fiftysomethings produce 72.6% of traditional orthography and 27.4% of 

nontraditional orthography for the term bisou(s). Age does not seem to be a factor in the 

preference for expressing the term bisou(s) in its traditional or nontraditional forms.  

On the other hand, as previously described in the case of bisou(s), in Table 4.11, there is 

a significant difference between the two age groups in terms of the frequency of use for the term 

and its variants. The twentysomethings only express the term bisou(s) and its variants in a total 

of 72 occurrences, while the fiftysomethings produce 809 occurrences. Since the 

twentysomethings only express this term and its variants 8.9% as much as the fiftysomethings, 

age may be a sociolinguistic variable that affects the frequency of use of bisou(s) and its variants. 

As previously described in the case of bise(s), in Table 4.12, the proportion of traditional 

to nontraditional orthography is different between the two age groups. The twentysomethings 

produce 67.5% of traditional orthography and 32.5% of nontraditional orthography, while the 

fiftysomethings produce 85.4% of traditional orthography and 14.6% of nontraditional 

orthography for the term bise(s). Age may be a factor in the preference for expressing the term 

bise(s) in its traditional or nontraditional forms. Since the twentysomethings prefer the use of 

nontraditional orthography more than twice as much as the fiftysomethings, this follows the 

common perception that computer-mediated communication contains a widespread 

“permissiveness” by mostly young people who frequent these synchronous chat environments 
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(Anis, 2007, p. 90). It also indicates that “the use of unconventional spellings in messages . . . 

[is] informal, or intended for young people and their peers” (Anis, 2007, p. 90).  

On the other hand, as previously described in the case of bise(s), in Table 4.12, there is a 

noticeable difference between the two age groups in terms of the frequency of use for the term 

and its variants. The twentysomethings only express the term bise(s) and its variants in a total of 

77 occurrences, while the fiftysomethings produce 287 occurrences. Since the twentysomethings 

only express this term and its variants 26.8% as much as the fiftysomethings, age may be a factor 

that affects the frequency of use of bise(s) and its variants. 

 

4.14  Variants of Bonsoir 

 Table 4.14 quantifies variants of bonsoir. The traditional form of bonsoir is at the top of 

the table, followed by its variants. In the twentysomethings’ column, the variants are organized 

from most to least frequent. A shaded region represents no occurrence of the variant. The total 

number of traditional and nontraditional forms is located at the bottom of the table, followed by 

the percentages at which the traditional or nontraditional orthography occurs. 

 

Table 4.14 

Variants of Bonsoir 

Forms 20s 50s 

 N N 

bonsoir 124 608 

bsr 32 55 

bsoir 5 10 

soir 5 9 

swar 2 1 (table continues) 
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Variants of Bonsoir (continued) 

Forms 20s 50s 

 N N 
bonsoir* 2  

'soir 2  

bonswar 2  

s'oir 1  

bpnsoir 1  

bonsuarre 1  

bonsoire 1  

bissoir 1  

bonsir 1  

bonsoiiiir 1  

bonsqoir 1  

bon soir 1 1 

bosoir  2 

bnonsoir  1 

bobsoir  1 

bon-soir  1 

bonsior  2 

bonsoirrrr  1 

bonspoir  1 

b soir  2 

Total 183 695 

Traditional Orthography 124 (67.8%) 608 (87.5%) 

Nontraditional Orthography   59 (32.2%)   87 (12.5%) 
 

 There are 183 occurrences of bonsoir in the twentysomethings group and 695 

occurrences of bonsoir in the fiftysomethings group. The proportion of traditional orthography is 

lower for the twentysomethings (67.8%) than for the fiftysomethings (87.5%), as compared to 
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the use of nontraditional orthography, indicating that the fiftysomethings have a higher 

preference for using the traditional form of bonsoir than the twentysomethings. Since the 

fiftysomethings also use the term bonsoir in much greater frequency than the twenysomethings 

(695 occurrences for the fiftysomethings as compared to only 183 occurrences for the 

twentysomethings), it seems that age may be a sociolinguistic variable in both the frequency of 

use of the term bonsoir as well as the traditional orthography for this term. Across both groups, 

the majority of occurrences display traditional orthography. These patterns are similar to those 

observed for the term bonjour.  

 Regarding nontraditional orthography, the twentysomethings use variants of bonsoir in 

32.2% of cases, which is over twice as much as the fiftysomethings who use variants of bonsoir 

in only 12.5% of cases. There are 59 occurrences of variants of bonsoir produced by the 

twentysomethings, and 87 occurrences of variants of bonsoir produced by the fiftysomethings. 

The most preferred variant for both age groups is bsr, which is produced in 32 of 59 occurrences 

(or 54.2%) by twentysomethings and in 55 of 87 occurrences (or 63.2%) by fiftysomethings. 

This is similar to the preferred use of bjr for bonjour, as seen previously. All remaining variants 

of bonsoir occur ten or less times for both age groups. The total number of types of variants is 16 

for the twentysomethings and 13 for the fiftysomethings, indicating that both groups have a 

similar range of types of variants for the expression of bonsoir.  

 Vowel deletion is the most common orthographic variation produced by both age groups 

in variants of bonsoir. In French nonmoderated chat, a common example of vowel deletion 

includes tt for tout, which was examined previously (Abraham & Williams, 2011). Vowel 

deletion, also called the suppression of vowels, is related to the consonantal skeleton of the 

French language, where almost always the first and last consonant of each word is preserved 
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(Anis, 2007). The variant of bonsoir that exhibits vowel deletion is bsr, which occurs in the 

highest frequency for both age groups (54.2% for the twentysomethings and 63.2% for the 

fiftysomethings). 

Shortened forms of the term bonsoir, not including the example of vowel deletion in the 

variant bjr described above, are represented by most of the remaining types of variants and by 

both age groups. Of the 23 remaining types of variants, 8 (nearly one-third) are shortened forms 

of the term bonsoir. This is similar to the cases of pas, bien, and bonjour, which are represented 

by shortened forms of the terms. The following variants of bonsoir represent occurrences for the 

twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings, respectively: bsoir (5 and 10), soir (5 and 9), ’soir (2 

and 0), s’oir (1 and 0), bonsir (1 and 0), bosoir (0 and 2), and b soir (0 and 2). The total number 

of occurrences of shortened forms of bonsoir is 14 of 57 (23.7% of variants) for the 

twentysomethings and 23 of 87 (26.4% of variants) for the fiftysomethings. This would indicate 

that both age groups use shortened forms of bonsoir in nearly the same proportion of variants. 

The participants who prefer these shortened spellings may be attempting to save time in this 

synchronous chat environment (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007). As described previously, 

this conciseness, which is a form of truncation, is one characteristic that represents neography, or 

unconventional spellings, because of its time-saving benefit for participants in real-time, text-

based communication situations (Anis, 2007).  

Several of the shortened forms of bonsoir represent more specific types of shortened 

spellings. The variants bsoir, bosoir, and b soir display the deletion of the silent letter n, 

sometimes along with its preceeding vowel o. The deletion of silent letters, or mutograms, for 

consonants and for vowels was seen previously in the examples of pas, bien, tout, and bonjour 

(Anis, 2007, p. 100). Nasal vowels are often omitted in computer-mediated communication, as 
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seen in these variants where n or on are deleted or replaced (Abraham & Williams, 2011). In the 

variants bsoir and b soir, the letter b represents a syllabogram, since it is “the use of a letter . . . 

to represent the phonetic sequence that constitutes its realization in spoken language . . . [and 

that] allow[s] a drastic reduction of the number of characters” (Anis, 2007, pp. 102-103). The 

variants soir, ‘soir, and s’oir represent trunctations, where soir produces apheresis, or the 

“deletion of the beginning of a word, for example lu for salut” (Anis, 2007, p. 106). The variant 

swar represents a combination of apheresis and phonetic orthography. This is very similar to the 

truncation (and specifically the apheresis) observed for bonjour; however, there are no 

representations of apocope, or the deletion of the end of a word, such as bons (even though the 

example of bonj occurred as one type of variant for bonjour). This is most likely due to the 

confusion bons would cause, as it would most likely be interpreted as the masculine plural form 

of the term bon, and not as an example of apocope for the term bonsoir.  

 The reduplication of letters in variants of bonsoir is one type of variant where age seems 

to be a factor in terms of preferences between the two age groups. The reduplication of letters in 

bonsoir is an orthographic variation produced once by each age group; however, each age group 

exhibits differing preferences for the type of reduplication used (similarly to the case of lol, 

where the twentysomethings preferred to reduplicate the letter o, but the fiftysomethings 

preferred to reduplication the letter l). The twentysomethings produce the variants bissoir and 

bonsoiiiir, while the fiftysomethings use the variant bonsoirrrr; thus, the twentysomethings 

prefer to reduplicate the letter s or the letter i, while the fiftysomethings prefer to reduplicate the 

letter r. In comparing the reduplication of letters between the expressions lol and bonsoir, it 

seems that the twentysomethings prefer to reduplicate a letter located at the interior of the term 

or expression, while the fiftysomethings prefer to reduplicate the final letter of the term or 
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expression. The extension of a letter could be used to emphasize and express more emotion, as 

suggested by Abraham & Williams (2011).  

There are a variety of sociostylistic variants for bonsoir where age seems to be a factor in 

terms of preferences between the two age groups. Only the twentysomethings express the variant 

bonsoir* (twice), featuring the asterisk which is a “comics-like marking of words” and is 

common to computer-mediated communication (Anis, 2007, p. 90). The twentysomethings also 

produce phonetic orthography in the variants bonswar (2 occurrences) and bonsuarre (1 

occurrence). On the other hand, the fiftysomethings express the variant bon-soir once. In the 

phonetic orthography of bonswar, as well as the shortened and phonetic form of swar, each of 

which are produced twice by the twentysomethings, the substitution of certain digrams for 

others, such as oi to wa, is evident in the variants bonswar and swar (Anis, 2007). These variants 

produce that many nontraditional forms mimic spoken forms of communication (van 

Compernolle & Williams, 2007). The spoken forms of the term are also called phonetic 

realizations, which are a common feature of chat interfaces. As described previously, the 

phonetic spelling mirrors the spoken form of the word, as one creates the spelling essentially by 

writing the word the way it sounds. These differing examples also show “playful tweaking of 

graphophonemic representation” (Abraham & Williams, 2011, p. 632). These examples also 

exhibit what Pierozak calls péri-othographique forms, as they are produced intentionally for 

stylistic purposes (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007, p. 60). These expressions mirror some of 

the previously-seen orthographic representations of pas, oui, tout, and bonjour. All of these 

examples of sociostylistic variation may be used to “make the message more expressive, to 

exhibit the user’s ego, to play with language and communication, to contest standards, to express 

solidarity with a group, or to manifest adherence to a counterculture” (Anis, 2007, p. 90). Since 
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each age group produces different sociostylistic variants, age seems to be a sociolinguistic 

variable in the variable expression of bonsoir.  

One final category of variants for bonsoir includes that where there appears to be a 

seemingly unintentional use or addition of one letter. This category includes what Pierozak calls 

non orthographique and ergographique forms, as they are not produced intentionally (van 

Compernolle & Williams, 2007). The variants bpnsoir, bonsoire, bonsqoir, and bon soir each 

occur once for the twentysomethings. The variants bnonsoir, bobsoir, bon soir, and bonspoir 

each occur once for the fiftysomethings, in addition to the variant bonsior, which occurs twice 

for this age group. The only shared variant for both age groups is bon soir, which has the 

addition of one space; however, since this variant only occurs once for each group, it may not be 

intentional. In the case of bonsoire, it seems that the author unintentionally omitted the space 

between the two words bonsoir et (while reducing the term et to e) while addressing another 

participant in the chat; however, it is also possible that the author was attempting to stylize the 

term with an Italian twist, to impact the variant’s pronunciation. These examples seem to be 

typographical errors. Age does not seem to be a factor, since there were only 4 occurrences for 

the twentysomethings and 6 occurrences for the fiftysomethings.  

 

4.15  Variants of Bon, Bons, Bonne, Bonnes6 

 Table 4.15 quantifies variants of bon, bons, bonne, and bonnes. The traditional forms of 

bon, bons, bonne, and bonnes are at the top of the table, organized by gender and number 

(masculine singular, masculine plural, feminine singular, feminine plural). The nontraditional 

forms, or variants, are in the second section of the table. The variants are loosely organized by 

6 The term bon is used to refer to all forms of the term (masculine, feminine, singular, and plural), unless otherwise 
noted. 
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gender and number. A shaded region represents no occurrence of the variant. The total number 

of traditional and nontraditional forms is located at the bottom of the table, followed by the 

percentages at which the traditional or nontraditional orthography occurs. Even though bon could 

be used as discourse particle, it is included in this table in order to study the orthographic 

variations of this term. 

 

Table 4.15 

Variants of Bon, Bons, Bonne, Bonnes 

Forms 20s 50s 

 N N 

Traditional Orthography 

bon 203 342 

bons 2 3 

bonne 71 212 

bonnes 2 4 

Nontraditional Orthography 

bn 7  

bon* 1  

bo 1  

boin  1 

bone 1 1 

bonn  4 

Total 288 567 

Traditional Orthography 278 (96.5%) 561 (98.9%) 

Nontraditional Orthography   10   (3.5%)     6   (1.1%) 
 

 There are 288 occurrences of bon in the twentysomethings group and 567 occurrences of 

bon in the fiftysomethings group. The proportion of traditional orthography is slightly lower for 
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the twentysomethings (96.5%) than for the fiftysomethings (98.9%), as compared to the use of 

nontraditional orthography, indicating that the fiftysomethings have a somewhat higher 

preference for using the traditional form of bon than the twentysomethings; however, both age 

groups overwhelmingly prefer the traditional over nontraditional orthography for this term. 

Across both groups, the vast majority of occurrences display traditional orthography.  

 Regarding nontraditional orthography, the twentysomethings use variants of bon in 3.5% 

of cases, which is higher than the fiftysomethings who use variants of bon in 1.1% of cases. 

There are 10 occurrences of variants of bon produced by the twentysomethings, and 6 

occurrences of variants of bon produced by the fiftysomethings. The most frequently used 

variant for the twentysomethings is bn (7 occurrences, or 70% of variants); however, the 

fiftysomethings do not use this variant (0 occurrences, or 0% of variants). The most frequently 

used variant for the fiftysomethings is bonn (4 occurrences, or 66.7% of variants); however, the 

twentysomethings do not use this variant (0 occurrences, or 0% of variants). This is similar to the 

case of tout, where the twentysomethings preferred tt, while the fiftysomethings preferred ttes 

and tte. 

 Vowel deletion is the most common orthographic variation produced by both age groups 

in variants of bon. In French nonmoderated chat, a common example of vowel deletion includes 

tt for tout (Abraham & Williams, 2011). Vowel deletion, also called the suppression of vowels, 

is related to the consonantal skeleton of the French language, where almost always the first and 

last consonant of each word is preserved (Anis, 2007). Variants of bon that exhibit vowel 

deletion are the variant bn, preferred by twentysomethings, and the variant bonn (where the 

vowel e is suppressed or dropped), preferred by fiftysomethings.  
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All other variants of bon occur only once per age group. The twentysomethings produce 

the deletion of the silent letter n. The deletion of silent letters, or mutograms, for consonants is 

one form of orthographic variation (Anis, 2007, p. 100). This type of orthographic variation is 

common in computer-mediated communication due to the nature of the French language, where 

consonants at the end of words are typically silent. This type of orthographic variation also 

mimics spoken French, which is a common feature in electronic discourse (van Compernolle & 

Williams 2007). The variant bo is produced by twentysomethings in one occurrence, which 

comprises 10.0% of cases, as opposed to the fiftysomethings who do not produce this type of 

variant. The variant bo can also be considered a truncation, which is a common feature of chat 

interfaces, since the final n is dropped from the word (Anis, 2007). Since the twentysomethings 

produce this type of variation, but the fiftysomethings do not, age may play a role in the variable 

expression of bon with regard to the deletion of the final silent letter n. 

 There is one sociostylistic expressions for bon in this corpus of data, expressed once by 

the twentysomethings. The variant bon* is produced once (10.0% of variants) by the 

twentysomethings. This variant features the asterisk which is a “comics-like marking of words” 

and is common to computer-mediated communication (Anis, 2007, p. 90). This example exhibits 

what Pierozak calls péri-othographique forms, as they are produced intentionally for stylistic 

purposes (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007, p. 60). This expression mirrors some of the 

previously-seen orthographic representations of pas, oui, and tout. This example may be used to 

“make the message more expressive, to exhibit the user’s ego, to play with language and 

communication, to contest standards, to express solidarity with a group, or to manifest adherence 

to a counterculture” (Anis, 2007, p. 90). The fiftysomethings do not produce or prefer the use of 

the asterisks; therefore, age may be a sociolinguistic variable in the variable expression of bon.  
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One final category of variants for bon includes that where there appears to be a seemingly 

unintentional addition or deletion of one letter. This category includes what Pierozak calls non 

orthographique and ergographique forms, as they are not produced intentionally (van 

Compernolle & Williams, 2007). The variant bone occurs once for both age groups. The 

intention could have been to drop one of the two letters n in the feminine plural form of the term; 

however, this spelling also could have been the unintentional merging of the two words bon et, 

written bon e, and merged as one. The variant boin, which occurred once for the fiftysomethings, 

could have been a result of the unintentional addition of the letter i in bon. In both examples, 

bone and boin, it seems that one letter was unintentionally added to or deleted from the original 

form of either bon or bonne. Both examples seem to be typographical errors.  Age may not be a 

factor, since there was only one occurrence of each form for either or both age groups.  

 

4.16  Variants of Mais 

 Table 4.16 quantifies variants of mais. The traditional form of mais is at the top of the 

table, followed by its variants. In the twentysomethings’ column, the variants are organized from 

most to least frequent. A shaded region represents no occurrence of the variant. The total number 

of traditional and nontraditional forms is located at the bottom of the table, followed by the 

percentages at which the traditional or nontraditional orthography occurs. 
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Table 4.16 

Variants of Mais 

Forms 20s 50s 

 N N 
mais 315 335 

mé 17 2 

mai 12 3 

may 4  

me 4  

mè 1  

maiis 1  

maiiis 1  

maiiiis 1  

maais  1 

mééé  1 

meis  1 

Total 356 343 

Traditional Orthography 315 (88.5%) 335 (97.7%) 

Nontraditional Orthography   41 (11.5%)     8   (2.3%) 
 

 There are 356 occurrences of mais in the twentysomethings group and 335 occurrences of 

mais in the fiftysomethings group. The proportion of traditional to nontraditional orthography for 

both groups varies, as the twentysomethings demonstrate 88.5% traditional orthography and 

11.5% nontraditional orthography, while the fiftysomethings demonstrate 97.7% traditional 

orthography and only 2.3% nontraditional orthography. Since the fiftysomethings demonstrate 

the vast majority of traditional spellings, while the twentysomethings have a higher proportion of 

nontraditional spelling, age may be a factor in the variable expression of mais. 
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 Regarding nontraditional orthography, there are 41 occurrences of variants of mais 

demonstrated by the twentysomethings, and only eight occurrences of variants of mais 

demonstrated by the fiftysomethings. In addition to the fact that the number of occurrences is 

much higher for the twentysomethings, the different forms of variants represented by the 

twentysomethings are also higher than the fiftysomethings (eight different variants of mais for 

the twentysomethings and only five different variants of mais for the fiftysomethings. Therefore, 

the twentysomethings tend to use a much higher frequency of variants, as well as a wider range 

of types of variants, than the fiftysomethings, who are more limited in their variable expression 

of mais. This follows the perception that computer-mediated communication contains a 

widespread “permissiveness” by mostly young people who frequent these synchronous chat 

environments (Anis, 2007). It also supports the idea that “the use of unconventional spellings in 

messages . . . [is] informal, or intended for young people and their peers” (Anis, 2007, p. 90).  

 Shortened forms of the term mais are represented by the vast majority of occurrences of 

orthographic variation demonstrated by both age groups. This is similar to the case of the single-

syllable words pas, tout, and bien, which are heavily represented by shortened forms of the term. 

The following variants of mais represent occurrences for the twentysomethings and the 

fiftysomethings, respectively: mé (17 and 2), mai (12 and 3), may (4 and 0), me (4 and 0), and mè 

(1 and 0). The total number of occurrences of shortened forms of mais is 38 (92.7%) for the 

twentysomethings and five (62.5%) for the fiftysomethings. This would indicate that both age 

groups prefer using shortened forms of mais while communicating in synchronous chat 

environments.  The participants who prefer these shortened spellings may be attempting to save 

time in this synchronous chat environment (van Compernolle and Williams, 2007). As described 

previously, this conciseness, which is a form of truncation, is one characteristic that represents 
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neography, or unconventional spellings, because of its time-saving benefit for participants in 

real-time, text-based communication situations (Anis, 2007). Some of these shortened forms of 

mais, such as mé, me, and mè, can also be considered under the category of the simplification of 

digrams (or digraphs), since ai is replaced by é, e, or è; this was a type of orthographic variation 

described previously (Anis, 2007).  

 Even though both age groups use shortened forms of mais in the majority of occurrences 

for variants of mais, the twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings exhibit differing preferences 

for their shortened forms of mais. The fiftysomethings prefer using mai in three of eight variants 

(37.5%), followed by mé in two occurrences (25.0%); however, the twentysomethings prefer 

using mé in 17 of 41 occurrences (41.4%), mai in 12 occurrences (29.3%), may and me in four 

occurrences each (9.8%), and finally mè in one occurrence (2.4%). Both age groups share their 

top two preferences for variants of mais, which are mé and mai; moreover, these top two variants 

comprise 29 of 41 (70.7%) nontraditional forms for the twentysomethings and five of eight 

(62.5%) nontraditional forms for the fiftysomethings. Approximately two-thirds of the variants 

of mais for both age groups are represented by the two variants mé and mai.  

 Spoken forms of the term mais are also represented by the shortened forms above, 

demonstrated by both age groups. This sociolinguistic phenomenon also mirrors the orthographic 

representations of pas, oui, and bien that mimic the spoken forms of the term. Since the 

shortened forms above share the dropping of the final silent letter s in mais, they represent a 

variety of phonetic orthography for this term. In addition to the shortened forms already 

illustrated above, the fiftysomethings also use the reduplicated form mééé once, which also 

represents the spoken form of the term. Including the variant mééé for the fiftysomethings, the 

total number of occurrences of shortened and spoken forms of mais is 38 (92.7%) for the 
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twentysomethings and six (75.0%) for the fiftysomethings. This would indicate that both age 

groups prefer using shortened and spoken forms of mais while communicating in synchronous 

chat environments. These various phonetic representations demonstrate that many nontraditional 

forms mimic spoken forms of communication (van Compernolle and Williams, 2007). The 

spoken forms of the term are also called phonetic realizations, which are a common feature of 

chat interfaces (Anis, 2007). As described previously, the phonetic spelling mirrors the spoken 

form of the word, as one creates the spelling by essentially writing the word the way it sounds. 

The shortened and spoken forms of mais described previously demonstrate the deletion of the 

silent letter s. The deletion of silent letters, or “mutograms,” for consonants is one form of 

orthographic variation (Anis, 2007). This type of orthographic variation is common in computer-

mediated communication due to the nature of the French language, where consonants at the end 

of words are typically silent. The twentysomethings exhibit a higher preference for deleting the 

mutogram than the fiftysomethings.  

 The reduplication of letters is one type of sociostylistic expression of mais demonstrated 

by both age groups. The reduplication of letters, as seen previously in examples of lol, mdr, oui, 

and bien, is found in the following variants of mais as demonstrated by the twentysomethings 

and the fiftysomethings, respectively: maiis (1 and 0), maiiis (1 and 0), maiiiis (1 and 0), and 

maais (0 and 1). As seen previously in the example of lol, each age group exhibits a preference 

for the selection of which letter to reduplicate. For the term mais, the twentysomethings prefer to 

reduplicate the letter i, while the fiftysomethings prefer to reduplicate the letter a. The 

twentysomethings demonstrate this sociostylistic expression in a total of three occurrences 

(7.3%), while the fiftysomethings demonstrate the reduplication of letters in one occurrence 

(12.5%). The reduplication of letters is a kind of “playful tweaking of graphophonemic 
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representation” (Abraham & Williams, 2011). Since the reduplication of letters occurs in a lower 

proportion to the spoken and shortened forms of mais, the péri-othographique forms, which are 

produced intentionally for stylistic purposes according to Pierozak, are less frequently used 

nontraditional forms of mais for both age groups (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007). Even 

though these variants reveal sociostylistic expressions of neography, which are common in 

computer-mediated communication, and may be used to “make the message more expressive, to 

exhibit the user’s ego, to play with language and communication, to contest standards, to express 

solidarity with a group, or to manifest adherence to a counterculture,” they are not preferred by 

the twentysomethings or the fiftysomethings with regard to other nontraditional forms of mais 

(Anis, 2007). Both age groups clearly disprefer the use of reduplication of letters in their variable 

expression of mais.  

 One final category of variants for mais includes those where there appears to be a 

seemingly unintentional use of one letter. This category includes what Pierozak called non 

orthographic and ergographic forms, as they are not produced intentionally (van Compernolle 

and Williams, 2007). The variant meis, demonstrated once by the fiftysomethings, may be the 

unintentional use of the letter e instead of the letter a; however, this spelling could also represent 

a fusion of phonetic orthography with the traditional spelling. Since this variant is only 

demonstrated once by the fiftysomethings, it seems as though it was created unintentionally. 

 

4.17  Variants of Pour 

 Table 4.17 quantifies variants of pour. The traditional form of pour is at the top of the 

table, followed by its variants. In the twentysomethings’ column, the variants are organized from 

most to least frequent. A shaded region represents no occurrence of the variant. The total number 
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of traditional and nontraditional forms is located at the bottom of the table, followed by the 

percentages at which the traditional or nontraditional orthography occurs. 

 

Table 4.17 

Variants of Pour 

Forms 20s 50s 

 N N 
pour 304 262 

pr 39 1 

poutr 1  

pur 1  

Total 345 263 

Traditional Orthography 304 (88.1%) 262 (99.6%) 

Nontraditional Orthography   41 (11.9%)     1   (0.4%) 
 

 There are 345 occurrences of pour produced by the twentysomethings and 263 

occurrences of pour produced by the fiftysomethings. The proportion of traditional to 

nontraditional orthography for both groups varies, as the twentysomethings produce 88.1% 

traditional orthography and 11.9% nontraditional orthography, while the fiftysomethings produce 

99.6% traditional orthography and only 0.4% nontraditional orthography. Since the 

fiftysomethings produce the vast majority of traditional spellings, while the twentysomethings 

have a higher proportion of nontraditional spelling, age may be a factor in the variable 

expression of pour. 

Regarding nontraditional orthography, there are 41 occurrences of variants of pour 

produced by the twentysomethings, and only one occurrence of variants of pour produced by the 

fiftysomethings. In addition to the fact that the number of occurrences is much higher for the 
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twentysomethings, the different forms of variants represented by the twentysomethings are also 

higher than the fiftysomethings (three different variants of pour for the twentysomethings and 

only one variant of pour for the fiftysomethings). Therefore, the twentysomethings tend to use a 

higher frequency of variants, as well as a wider range of types of variants, than the 

fiftysomethings, who are more limited in their variable expression of pour. This follows the 

perception that computer-mediated communication contains a widespread “permissiveness” by 

mostly young people who frequent these synchronous chat environments (Anis, 2007, p. 90). It 

also supports the idea that “the use of unconventional spellings in messages . . . [is] informal, or 

intended for young people and their peers” (Anis, 2007, p. 90).   

 With only one exception, all forms of nontraditional orthography for pour produced by 

both age groups are shortened forms of the traditional spelling. This is similar to the case of the 

single-syllable words pas and bien which are represented by shortened forms of the term. The 

following variants of pour represent occurrences for the twentysomethings and the 

fiftysomethings, respectively: pr (39 and 1) and pur (1 and 0). The total number of occurrences 

of shortened forms of pour is 40 (97.6%) for the twentysomethings and one (100%) for the 

fiftysomethings. This would indicate that both age groups overwhelmingly prefer using 

shortened forms of pour while communicating in synchronous chat environments.  The 

participants who prefer these shortened spellings may be attempting to save time in this 

synchronous chat environment (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007). As described previously, 

this conciseness, which is a form of truncation, is one characteristic that represents neography, or 

unconventional spellings, because of its time-saving benefit for participants in real-time, text-

based communication situations (Anis, 2007).  
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 Of the shortened forms above, vowel deletion is the most common type of orthographic 

variation produced by both age groups in variants of pour. In French nonmoderated chat, a 

common example of vowel deletion includes tt for tout, which was examined previously 

(Abraham & Williams, 2011). Vowel deletion, also called the suppression of vowels, is related to 

the consonantal skeleton of the French language, where almost always the first and last 

consonant of each word is preserved (Anis, 2007). Variants of pour that produce vowel deletion 

are those previously seen that occur in the highest frequency for both age groups: pr (39 

occurrences, or 95.1%, for twentysomethings and one occurrence, or 100%, for fiftysomethings).  

One final category of variants for pour includes a seemingly unintentional addition of one 

letter. This category includes what Pierozak calls non orthographique and ergographique forms, 

as they are not produced intentionally (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007). The variant poutr, 

produced once by the twentysomethings, may exhibit the unintentional addition of the letter t. 

Since this variant is only produced once by the twentysomethings, it may have been created 

unintentionally.  

 

4.18  Variants of Non 

Table 4.18 quantifies variants of non. The traditional form of non is at the top of the 

table, followed by its variants. In the twentysomethings’ column, the variants are organized from 

most to least frequent. A shaded region represents no occurrence of the variant. The total number 

of traditional and nontraditional forms is located at the bottom of the table, followed by the 

percentages at which the traditional or nontraditional orthography occurs. 
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Table 4.18 

Variants of Non  

Forms 20s 50s 

 N N 
non 150 283 

nan 53 37 

nn 14 5 

no 11 5 

na 9 1 

maynooooooooooooooo 4  

naaaan 3  

naaaaan 2  

nooon 1 5 

nonnnnnnnnnnn 1  

nonnn 1  

naaan 1  

noon  2 

naaaaa  1 

nannannannaèreuuuuuu  1 

nannnnnnn  1 

nonnnn  1 

non*  1 

Total 250 343 

Traditional Orthography 150 (60.0%) 283 (82.5%) 

Nontraditional 
Orthography 100 (40.0%)   60 (17.5%) 

 

There are 250 occurrences of non by the twentysomethings and 343 occurrences of non 

by the fiftysomethings. The proportion of traditional to nontraditional orthography varies 

between the two age groups, as the twentysomethings produce 60.0% traditional orthography and 
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40.0% nontraditional orthography, while the fiftysomethings produce 82.5% traditional 

orthography and 17.5% nontraditional orthography. This follows the perception that computer-

mediated communication contains a widespread “permissiveness” by mostly young people who 

frequent these synchronous chat environments (Anis, 2007, p. 90). It also supports the idea that 

“the use of unconventional spellings in messages . . . [is] informal, or intended for young people 

and their peers” (Anis, 2007, p. 90).   

Regarding nontraditional orthography, there are 100 occurrences of variants of non 

produced by the twentysomethings, and 60 occurrences of variants of non produced by the 

fiftysomethings. Even though the number of occurrences is different between the 

twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings, the different forms of variants represented by both 

groups is the same (11 different variants of non for each age group). This indicates that both age 

groups tend to produce the same number of types of variants. 

Spoken forms of the term non are represented by the majority of variants produced by 

both age groups. This phenomenon mirrors the orthographic representations of pas, oui, and bien 

that mimic the spoken forms of the term. The following variants of non, which represent spoken 

forms of the term, represent occurrences for the twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings, 

respectively: nan (53 and 37), no (11 and 5), and na (9 and 1). The total number of occurrences 

for spoken forms of non is 73 (73.0%) for the twentysomethings and 43 (71.7%) for the 

fiftysomethings. This would indicate that both age groups prefer using spoken forms of non in 

approximately three-quarters of occurrences while communicating in synchronous chat 

environments. The spoken forms of the term are also called phonetic realizations, which are a 

common feature of chat interfaces (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007). As described 
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previously, the phonetic spelling mirrors the spoken form of the word, as one creates the spelling 

essentially by writing the word the way it sounds. 

Shortened forms of the term non include some of the spoken forms above, and are 

represented by the second highest frequency of occurrences of orthographic variation produced 

by both age groups. This is similar to the case of the single-syllable words pas, bien, and pour, 

which are heavily represented by shortened forms of the term. The following variants of non 

represent occurrences for the twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings, respectively: nn (14 and 

5) and no (11 and 5). The total number of occurrences of shortened forms of non is 25 (25.0%) 

for the twentysomethings and 10 (16.7%) for the fiftysomethings. The participants who use these 

shortened spellings may be attempting to save time in this synchronous chat environment (van 

Compernolle & Williams, 2007). As described previously, this conciseness, which is a form of 

truncation, is one characteristic that represents neography, or unconventional spellings, because 

of its time-saving benefit for participants in real-time, text-based communication situations 

(Anis, 2007).  

 Of the shortened forms above, vowel deletion is represented by the variant nn by both age 

groups. In French nonmoderated chat, a common example of vowel deletion includes tt for tout, 

which was examined previously (Abraham & Williams, 2011). Vowel deletion, also called the 

suppression of vowels, is related to the consonantal skeleton of the French language, where 

almost always the first and last consonant of each word is preserved (Anis, 2007). The variant nn 

is produced in 14 occurrences, or 14.0%, by the twentysomethings and in five occurrences, or 

8.3%, by the fiftysomethings. 

In addition, of the shortened forms above, the deletion of the silent letter n is represented 

by the variants no and na by both age groups. The deletion of silent letters, or mutograms, for 
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consonants is one form of orthographic variation (Anis, 2007, p. 100). This type of orthographic 

variation is common in computer-mediated communication due to the nature of the French 

language, where consonants at the end of words are typically silent. The deletion of the silent 

letter n is produced in the following examples of variants for non by the twentysomethings and 

the fiftysomethings, respectively: no (11 and 5) and na (9 and 1). This type of variant constitutes 

20 of 100 occurrences (20.0%) for twentysomethings, and 6 of 60 occurrences (10.0%) for 

fiftysomethings. The twentysomethings demonstrate a higher preference for deleting the 

mutogram than the fiftysomethings. 

The reduplication of letters is the next most frequent type of variant produced by both age 

groups for variants of non; however, as seen previously in the example of lol, each age group 

prefers certain types of reduplication. The reduplication of letters in variants of non produced by 

the twentysomethings, followed by the number of occurrences, is as follows: 

maynoooooooooooooooo (4), naaaan (3), naaaaan (2), nooon (1), nonnnnnnnnnnn (1), nonnn 

(1), and naaan (1). The reduplication of letters in variants of non produced by the 

fiftysomethings, followed by the number of occurrences, is as follows: noon (2), naaaaa (1), 

nannannannaèreuuuuuu (1), nannnnnnn (1), and nonnnn (1). The only shared variant by both 

age groups is nooon. The variant used by the twentysomethings, maynoooooooooooooooo, most 

likely represents a merging of the two words mais non, as well as reduplication of letters. The 

twentysomethings use the reduplication of letters in a total of 13 occurrences (13.0%), while the 

fiftysomethings use the reduplication of letters in a total of 6 occurrences (10.0%). The 

reduplication of letters is a kind of “playful tweaking of graphophonemic representation” 

(Abraham & Williams, 2011, p. 632).  
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The fiftysomethings produce one sociostylistic expression of non that includes the use of 

asterisks in the variant non*. As explained previously, the use of the asterisk is a “comics-like 

marking of words” (Anis, 2007, p. 90). Unlike previous examples where the twentysomethings 

produce variants including the use of asterisks, in the case of non, the fiftysomethings produce 

this type of variant. There are no variants of non for either age group that seem to be produced 

unintentionally. 

 

4.19  Variants of J’ai 

Table 4.19 quantifies variants of j’ai. The traditional form of j’ai is at the top of the table, 

followed by its variants. In the twentysomethings’ column, the variants are organized from most 

to least frequent. A shaded region represents no occurrence of the variant. The total number of 

traditional and nontraditional forms is located at the bottom of the table, followed by the 

percentages at which the traditional or nontraditional orthography occurs. Even though j’ai is not 

a single term, its frequent use and wide variability is of interest. 

 

Table 4.19 

Variations of J’ai 

Forms 20s 50s 
 N N 

j’ai 179 185 

jai 61 20 

g 23 5 

j 23 1 

j ai 9 31 

jé 8 1 (table continues) 
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Variations of J’ai (continued)   

Forms 20s 50s 
 N N 
j'ia 3  

j'i 1  

ja  1 

z’ai  1 

ééé  1 

Total 307 246 

Traditional Orthography 179 (58.3%) 185 (75.2%) 

Nontraditional Orthography 128 (41.7%) 61 (24.8%) 
 

While the subject-verb pair j’ai is not a single term, its frequent use and wide variability 

is of interest. J’ai is one of the “most frequently occurring and widely varying subject-verb 

pairs” (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007, p. 56). There are 307 occurrences of j’ai by the 

twentysomethings and 246 occurrences of j’ai by the fiftysomethings. The proportion of 

traditional to nontraditional orthography varies between the two age groups, as the 

twentysomethings produce 58.3% traditional orthography and 41.7% nontraditional orthography, 

while the fiftysomethings produce 75.2% traditional orthography and 24.8% nontraditional 

orthography. This coincides with the perception that computer-mediated communication contains 

a widespread “permissiveness” by mostly young people who frequent these synchronous chat 

environments (Anis, 2007, p. 90). It also supports the idea that “the use of unconventional 

spellings in messages . . . [is] informal, or intended for young people and their peers” (Anis, 

2007, p. 90).   

Regarding nontraditional orthography, there are 128 occurrences of variants of j’ai 

produced by the twentysomethings, and 61 occurrences of variants of j’ai produced by the 
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fiftysomethings. Even though the number of occurrences is different between the 

twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings, the different forms of variants represented by both 

groups are similar (seven different variants of j’ai for the twentysomethings and eight different 

variants of j’ai for the fiftysomethings). This indicates that both age groups tend to produce a 

similar number of types of variants. 

 The most frequent variants of j’ai are the forms jai and j ai, where the apostrophe, which 

“marks the elision when the monosyllabic word loses its vowel,” is dropped (Anis, 2007, p. 104). 

In the variant jai, produced in 61 occurrences (47.7%) by twentysomethings and in 20 

occurrences (32.8%) by fiftysomethings, the apostrophe is simply dropped; however, in the 

variant j ai, produced in 9 occurrences (7.0%) by twentysomethings and in 31 occurrences 

(50.8%) by fiftysomethings, the apostrophe is dropped and replaced with a space. Each age 

group clearly prefers a different form of dropping the apostrophe in j’ai; however, the total 

proportion of use is in the majority for both age groups, at 70 occurrences (54.7%) for 

twentysomethings and 51 occurrences (83.6%) for fiftysomethings. The fiftysomethings seem to 

prefer dropping the apostrophe more than the twentysomethings; thus, age may be a factor in the 

variable expression of j’ai. In addition, the variant ja is produced once (1.6%) by 

fiftysomethings, where the apostrophe was dropped, along with the letter i.   

Spoken forms of j’ai are represented by the second highest frequency of variants 

produced by both age groups. This phenomenon mirrors the orthographic representations of pas, 

oui, and bien that mimic the spoken forms of the term. The following variants of j’ai, which 

represent spoken forms of the term, represent occurrences for the twentysomethings and the 

fiftysomethings, respectively: g (23 and 5), j (23 and 1), and jé (8 and 1). The total number of 

occurrences for spoken forms of j’ai is 54 (42.2%) for the twentysomethings and seven (11.5%) 
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for the fiftysomethings. This would indicate that the twentysomethings prefer using spoken 

forms of j’ai more than the fiftysomethings while communicating in synchronous chat 

environments. In addition, the fiftysomethings produce the variant z’ai in one occurrence, which 

is most likely used to represent phonetic orthography. The spoken forms of the term are also 

called phonetic realizations, which are a common feature of chat interfaces (van Compernolle & 

Williams, 2007). As described previously, the phonetic spelling mirrors the spoken form of the 

word, as one creates the spelling essentially by writing the word the way it sounds. 

Shortened forms of j’ai include the spoken forms above, such as g, j, jé, and ja. This is 

similar to the case of the single-syllable words pas, bien, and pour, which are heavily represented 

by shortened forms of the term. The following variants of j’ai, which represent shortened forms 

of the term, represent occurrences for the twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings, 

respectively: g (23 and 5), j (23 and 1), jé (8 and 1), and ja (0 and 1). The total number of 

occurrences for spoken forms of j’ai is 54 (42.2%) for the twentysomethings and eight (13.1%) 

for the fiftysomethings. The participants who use these shortened spellings may be attempting to 

save time in this synchronous chat environment (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007). As 

described previously, this conciseness, which is a form of truncation, is one characteristic that 

represents neography, or unconventional spellings, because of its time-saving benefit for 

participants in real-time, text-based communication situations (Anis, 2007). The shortened form 

jé can also be considered under the category of the simplification of digrams (or digraphs), since 

ai is replaced by é; this was a type of orthographic variation described previously (Anis, 2007).   

The shortened forms g and j also represented vowel deletion and syllabograms. In French 

nonmoderated chat, a common example of vowel deletion includes tt for tout, which was 

examined previously (Abraham & Williams, 2011). Vowel deletion, also called the suppression 
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of vowels, is related to the consonantal skeleton of the French language, where almost always the 

first and last consonant of each word is preserved (Anis, 2007). The forms g and j also represent 

syllabograms, since they illustrate “the use of a letter . . . to represent the phonetic sequence that 

constitutes its realization in spoken language . . . [and that] allow[s] a drastic reduction of the 

number of characters” (Anis, 2007, pp. 102-103).  

The fiftysomethings produce one sociostylistic expression of j’ai that is not shared by the 

twentysomethings: ééé. As in the case of non, the fiftysomethings produce one stylized type of 

variant that the twentysomethings do not produce.  The variant ééé reveals a sociostylistic 

expressions of neography, which is common in computer-mediated communication, and may be 

used to “make the message more expressive, to exhibit the user’s ego, to play with language and 

communication, to contest standards, to express solidarity with a group, or to manifest adherence 

to a counterculture” (Anis, 2007, p. 90). 

One final category of variants for j’ai includes that where there appears to be a seemingly 

unintentional placement or deletion of one letter. This category includes what Pierozak calls non 

orthographique and ergographique forms, as they are not produced intentionally (van 

Compernolle & Williams, 2007). The twentysomethings produce the variant j’ia (in three 

occurrences) and j’i (in one occurrence), which may indicate the misplacement or the deletion of 

the letter a. Since these variants are demonstrated infrequently by the twentysomethings, and 

alters the pronunciation of j’ai, it seems as though they were created unintentionally.  

 

4.20  Variants of Salut 

Table 4.20 quantifies variants of salut. The traditional form of salut is at the top of the 

table, followed by its variants. In the twentysomethings’ column, the variants are organized from 
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most to least frequent. A shaded region represents no occurrence of the variant. The total number 

of traditional and nontraditional forms is located at the bottom of the table, followed by the 

percentages at which the traditional or nontraditional orthography occurs. 

 

Table 4.20 

Variants of Salut  

Forms 20s 50s 

 N N 
salut 190 101 

slt 141 23 

lut 18 2 

lu 9  

salu 5 4 

saluut 3  

chalut 1 3 

alut 1  

slut 1  

slt> 1  

slllt 1  

saluuuu 1  

salutation 1  

saluity 1  

salit 1  

lut' 1  

lu$ 1  

salutt 1  

saluttt 1  

salutti 1  

salutr  1 
   

(table continues) 
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Variants of Salut (continued) 
 

Forms 20s 50s 

 N N 

Total 380 134 

Traditional Orthography 190 (50.0%) 101 (75.3%) 

Nontraditional Orthography 190 (50.0%)   33 (24.7%) 
 

 There are 380 occurrences of salut in the twentysomethings group and 134 occurrences 

of salut in the fiftysomethings group. The proportion of traditional orthography is lower for the 

twentysomethings (50.0%) than for the fiftysomethings (75.3%), as compared to the use of 

nontraditional orthography, indicating that the fiftysomethings have a higher preference for using 

the traditional form of salut than the twentysomethings. Since the twentysomethings also use the 

term salut in much greater frequency than the fiftysomethings (380 occurrences for the 

twentysomethings as compared to only 134 occurrences for the fiftysomethings), it seems that 

age may be a sociolinguistic variable in both the frequency of use of the term salut as well as the 

traditional orthography for this term. The twentysomethings produce the traditional orthography 

half of the time, while the fiftysomethings produce the traditional orthography three-quarters of 

the time. The twentysomethings’ pattern of about half use of the traditional orthography and half 

use of the variants is analogous to patterns revealed about orthographic variation in 

nonmoderated chat environments (Abraham & Williams, 2011). 

 Regarding nontraditional orthography, the twentysomethings use variants of salut in 

50.0% of cases, which is just over twice as much as the fiftysomethings, who use variants of 

salut in only 24.7% of cases. There are 190 occurrences of variants of salut produced by the 

twentysomethings, and 33 occurrences of variants of salut produced by the fiftysomethings. The 

most preferred variant for both age groups is slt, which is produced in 141 of 190 occurrences (or 
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74.2%) by twentysomethings and in 23 of 33 occurrences (or 69.7%) by fiftysomethings. The 

twentysomethings also prefer the variant lut in 9.5% of cases, which is only produced in 6.1% of 

cases for the fiftysomethings. All remaining variants of salut occur fewer than ten times for both 

age groups. The total number of types of variants is 19 for the twentysomethings, but only five 

for the fiftysomethings, indicating that the twentysomethings have a greater range of types of 

variants for the expression of salut. Thus, age may be a factor in the variable expression of salut.  

 Vowel deletion is the most common orthographic variation produced by both age groups 

in variants of salut. In French nonmoderated chat, a common example of vowel deletion includes 

tt for tout, which was examined previously (Abraham & Williams, 2011). Vowel deletion, also 

called the suppression of vowels, is related to the consonantal skeleton of the French language, 

where almost always the first and last consonant of each word is preserved (Anis, 2007). 

Variants of salut that produce vowel deletion are those previously seen that occur in the highest 

frequency. There are additional variants produced by the twentysomethings that exhibit vowel 

deletion as well as stylized expression, such as slt> (which is followed by a symbol) and slllt 

(which exhibits the reduplication of letters). All examples of vowel deletion are listed here in 

their proportions for the twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings, respectively: slt (74.2% and 

69.7%), slt> (0.5% and 0.0%), and slllt (0.5% and 0.0%).  

Shortened forms of the term salut, not including the examples of vowel deletion in the 

variants slt, slt>, and slllt described above, are represented by most of the remaining types of 

variants and by both age groups. Of the 17 remaining types of variants, 7 are shortened forms of 

the term salut. This is similar to the case of the terms pas, bien, bonjour, and bonsoir which are 

represented by shortened forms of the terms. The following variants of salut represent 

occurrences for the twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings, respectively: lut (18 and 2), lu (9 
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and 0), and salu (5 and 4). The twentysomethings also produce the following variants once each: 

alut, slut, lut’, and lu$. The total number of occurrences of shortened forms of salut is 36 (18.9% 

of variants) for the twentysomethings and six (18.2% of variants) for the fiftysomethings. This 

would indicate that both age groups exhibit a similar proportion of preference for using 

shortened forms of salut. The participants who prefer these shortened spellings may be 

attempting to save time in this synchronous chat environment (van Compernolle & Williams, 

2007). As described previously, this conciseness, which is a form of truncation, is one 

characteristic that represents neography, or unconventional spellings, because of its time-saving 

benefit for participants in real-time, text-based communication situations (Anis, 2007).  

Several of the shortened forms of salut represent more specific types of shortened 

spellings. The variants lu, salu, and lu$ display the deletion of the silent letter t. The deletion of 

silent letters, or mutograms, for consonants and for vowels was seen previously in the examples 

of pas, bien, tout, bonjour, and bonsoir (Anis, 2007, p. 100). In the variant slut, the letter s 

represents a syllabogram, since it is “the use of a letter . . . to represent the phonetic sequence 

that constitutes its realization in spoken language . . . [and that] allow[s] a drastic reduction of the 

number of characters” (Anis, 2007, pp. 102-103). The variants lut, lu, lut’, and lu$ represent a 

kind of truncation called apheresis, or the “deletion of the beginning of a word, for example lu 

for salut” (Anis, 2007, p. 106).  

Both age groups produce the variant chalut, once for the twentysomethings and three 

times for the fiftysomethings. This variant mimics a spoken form of communication (van 

Compernolle & Williams, 2007). The spoken forms of the term are also called phonetic 

realizations, which are common features of chat interfaces. As described previously, the phonetic 
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spelling mirrors the spoken form of the word, as one creates the spelling essentially by writing 

the word the way it sounds. 

 There are a variety of sociostylistic variants for salut where age may be a factor in terms 

of preferences between the two age groups. The reduplication of letters in salut is an 

orthographic variation produced only by the twentysomethings, who use the variants slllt, 

saluuuu, salutt, saluttt, and salutti once each, as well as the variant saluut three times. As in the 

case of extending the letter s, the extension of the letters l, u, and t could be used to emphasize 

and express more emotion (Abraham & Williams, 2011). The variant salutti exhibits the 

reduplication of letters and a stylized spelling with characterstics of the Italian language. As seen 

previously, the twentysomethings produce three shortened variants, once each, that contain 

symbols or punctuation: slt>, lut’, and lu$. The symbols > and $ are types of neography, or 

unconventional spelling, called “logograms” (Anis, 2007, p. 105). The punctuation in lut’ is an 

apostrophe that does not carry any function other than stylistic purposes. The twentysomethings 

also produce the variants salutation and saluity, which are elongated forms of the greeting salut. 

These stylized spellings show “playful tweaking of graphophonemic representation” (Abraham 

& Williams, 2011, p. 632). These examples exhibit what Pierozak calls péri-othographique 

forms, as they are produced intentionally for stylistic purposes (van Compernolle & Williams, 

2007, p. 60). These expressions mirror some of the previously-seen orthographic representations 

of pas, oui, tout, bonsoir, and bonjour. All of these examples of sociostylistic variation may be 

used to “make the message more expressive, to exhibit the user’s ego, to play with language and 

communication, to contest standards, to express solidarity with a group, or to manifest adherence 

to a counterculture” (Anis, 2007, p. 90). Since the twentysomethings produce a wider range of 

sociostylistic variants, age seems to be a factor in the variable expression of salut.  
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One final category of variants for salut includes those where there appears to be a 

seemingly unintentional use or addition of one letter. This category includes what Pierozak calls 

non orthographique and ergographique forms, as they are not produced intentionally (van 

Compernolle & Williams, 2007). The variant salit occurs once for the twentysomethings, while 

the variant salutr occurs once for the fiftysomethings. These examples seem to be typographical 

errors. Age does not seem to be a factor, since there was only one occurrence for each age group. 

 

4.21  Variants of Coucou 

Table 4.21 quantifies variants of coucou. The traditional form of coucou is at the top of 

the table, followed by its variants. In the fiftysomethings’ column, the variants are organized 

from most to least frequent. A shaded region represents no occurrence of the variant. The total 

number of traditional and nontraditional forms is located at the bottom of the table, followed by 

the percentages at which the traditional or nontraditional orthography occurs. 

 

Table 4.21 

Variants of Coucou  

Forms 20s 50s 

 N N 
coucou 119 205 

kikou 13 60 

kikoo 9 52 

kikooo  11 

kikoooo  3 

couocu  2 

koukou 7 1 

kikiou  1 (table continues) 
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Variants of Coucou (continued) 

Forms 20s 50s 
 N N 
kikoi  1 

kikooyoo  1 

kiku  1 

cucu  1 

roucoucou  1 

coucous  1 

coucouu  1 

coucuo  1 

coucou* 3  

ocuocu 1  

koukouu 1  

kik1kou 1  

kik 1  

Total 155 343 

Traditional Orthography 119 (76.8%) 205 (59.8%) 

Nontraditional 
Orthography   36 (23.2%) 138 (40.2%) 

 

There are 155 occurrences of coucou in the twentysomethings group and 343 occurrences 

of coucou in the fiftysomethings group. The twentysomethings produce 76.8% traditional 

orthography and 23.2% nontraditional orthography, while the fiftysomethings produce 59.8% 

traditional orthography and 40.2% nontraditional orthography. Age may be a factor in the 

variable expression of coucou, since the fiftysomethings produce more nontraditional 

orthography for this term than the twentysomethings, both in terms of frequency and of 

proportion regarding nontraditional to traditional orthography. This goes against the perception 

that computer-mediated communication contains a widespread “permissiveness” by mostly 
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young people who frequent these synchronous chat environments (Anis, 2007, p. 90). It also 

contradicts the idea that “the use of unconventional spellings in messages . . . [is] informal, or 

intended for young people and their peers” (Anis, 2007, p. 90).   

Regarding nontraditional orthography, there are 36 occurrences of variants of coucou 

produced by the twentysomethings, and 138 occurrences of variants of coucou produced by the 

fiftysomethings. In addition to the fact that the number of occurrences is greater for the 

fiftysomethings than for the twentysomethings, the different forms of variants represented by the 

fiftysomethings is greater (15 different variants of coucou for the fiftysomethings and eight 

different variants of coucou for the twentysomethings, which is nearly half). This indicates that 

the fiftysomethings tend to produce more nontraditional forms and more types of variants than 

the twentysomethings. 

The substitution of the letter k for the letter c in variants of coucou represents the vast 

majority of occurrences of orthographic variation produced by both age groups. The substitution 

of the letter k for the letter c is one type of orthographic variation (Anis, 2007, p. 97). This type 

of substitution is exhibited in the following variants for the twentysomethings and the 

fiftysomethings, respectively: kikou (13 and 60), kikoo (9 and 52), kikooo (0 and 11), kikoooo (0 

and 3), koukou (7 and 1), kikiou (0 and 1), kikoi (0 and 1), kikooyoo (0 and 1), kiku (0 and 1), 

koukouu (1 and 0), kik1kou (1 and 0), and kik (1 and 0). The substitution of the letter k for the 

letter c in variants of coucou is exhibited in 32 of 36 occurrences (88.9%) by twentysomethings 

and in 131 of 138 occurrences (94.9%) by fiftysomethings. Additionally, the substitution of the 

digram oo for ou is another type of orthographic variation (Anis, 2007, p. 99). This type of 

substitution is exhibited in the variant kikoo in 9 of 36 variants (25.0%) for the twentysomethings 

and in 52 of 138 (37.7%) for the fiftysomethings.  
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Shortened forms of the term coucou are represented by the second highest frequency of 

occurrences of orthographic variation produced by both age groups. This is similar to the case of 

the terms pas, bien, bonjour, and bonsoir, which are heavily represented by shortened forms of 

the term. The following variants of coucou represent occurrences for the twentysomethings and 

the fiftysomethings, respectively: kikou (13 and 60), kikoo (9 and 52), kikoi (0 and 1), kiku (0 and 

1), cucu (0 and 1), and kik (1 and 0). The total number of occurrences of shortened forms of 

coucou is 23 of 36 occurrences (63.9%) for the twentysomethings and 115 of 138 occurrences 

(83.3%) for the fiftysomethings. The variant kik also exhibits a kind of truncation, called 

apocope, where the end of the word is deleted (Anis, 2007, p. 106). In the manuscript, the variant 

cucu was produced specifically as a joke, and then changed to coucou immediately. This change 

was made to draw attention to the joke by correcting the deliberate error. Both age groups prefer 

using shortened forms of coucou in the majority of cases while communicating in synchronous 

chat environments.  The participants who prefer these shortened spellings may be attempting to 

save time in this synchronous chat environment (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007). As 

described previously, this conciseness, which is a form of truncation, is one characteristic that 

represents neography, or unconventional spellings, because of its time-saving benefit for 

participants in real-time, text-based communication situations (Anis, 2007). These shortened 

forms of coucou can also be considered under the category of the simplification of digrams (or 

digraphs), where ou is replaced by i or u, which was a type of orthographic variation described 

previously (Anis, 2007).  

Regarding these shortened forms of coucou, both age groups share their top two 

preferences for variants of coucou, which are kikou and kikoo. These top two variants comprise 

22 of 36 occurrences (61.1%) nontraditional forms for the twentysomethings and 112 of 138 
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occurrences (81.2%) nontraditional forms for the fiftysomethings. The majority of variants of 

coucou for both age groups are represented by the two variants kikou and kikoo.  

Spoken forms of the term coucou are also represented by the shortened forms above, 

produced by both age groups. This sociolinguistic phenomenon also mirrors the orthographic 

representations of pas, oui, bien, bonjour, and bonsoir that mimic the spoken forms of the term. 

The following variants of coucou, which represent spoken forms of the term (not including the 

shortened forms already illustrated above), represent occurrences for the twentysomethings and 

the fiftysomethings, respectively: kikooo (0 and 11), kikoooo (0 and 3), koukou (7 and 1), and 

koukouu (1 and 0). The total number of occurrences combined for shortened and spoken forms of 

coucou is 31 of 36 occurrences (86.1%) for the twentysomethings and 130 of 138 occurrences 

(94.2%) for the fiftysomethings. This would indicate that both age groups prefer using shortened 

and spoken forms of coucou while communicating in synchronous chat environments. The 

spoken forms of the term are also called phonetic realizations, which are a common feature of 

chat interfaces (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007). As described previously, the phonetic 

spelling mirrors the spoken form of the word, as one creates the spelling essentially by writing 

the word the way it sounds. The heavy use of the shortened and spoken forms of coucou (86.1-

94.2%) across both age groups may be due to the fact that coucou is often used as a greeting.  

There are some sociostylistic expressions of coucou that include the reduplication of 

letters, the use of asterisks, elongated spellings, and numerals substituting for syllables, which in 

this case also falls into the category of syllabograms or rebuslike spellings. The reduplication of 

letters, as seen previously in examples of lol, mdr, oui, bien, and bonjour is found in the 

following variants of coucou as produced by the twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings, 

respectively: kikooo (0 and 11), kikoooo (0 and 3), coucouu (0 and 1), and koukouu (1 and 0). 
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The reduplication of letters is a kind of “playful tweaking of graphophonemic representation” 

(Abraham & Williams, 2011, p. 632). The use of asterisks is only produced by twentysomethings 

in three occurrences of the variant coucou*. As explained previously, the use of the asterisk is a 

“comics-like marking of words” (Anis, 2007, p. 90). The use of elongated spellings for coucou is 

produced by the fiftysomethings in one occurrence of kikooyoo and in one occurrence of 

roucoucou. The use of numerals substituting for syllables, which also falls into the category of 

syllabograms or rebuslike spellings, is produced once by the twentysomethings in the variant 

kik1kou.  

These various forms of neography, including the reduplication of letters, the use of 

asterisks, the use of elongated spellings, and the use of numerals substituting for syllables 

(which, in the case of coucou, also falls into the category of syllabograms or rebuslike spellings), 

are produced in 5 of 36 variants (13.9%) by twentysomethings and in 17 of 138 variants (12.3%) 

by fiftysomethings. This illustrates that the péri-othographique forms, which are produced 

intentionally for stylistic purposes according to Pierozak, are used in approximately the same 

proportion of variants for both age groups (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007, p. 60). Like in 

the case of variants for oui, age may play a role in the sociolinguistic trends of the group and on 

what types of expressions are accepted and preferred, as well as unaccepted or dispreferred, for 

variants of coucou that fall into these categories of neography. The twentysomethings prefer to 

use the asterisk and the numeral substituting for a syllable, while the fiftysomethings prefer to 

use the reduplication of letters and elongated spellings, in the various sociostylistic expressions 

of coucou. These variants reveal sociostylistic expressions of neography, which are common in 

computer-mediated communication, and may be used to “make the message more expressive, to 
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exhibit the user’s ego, to play with language and communication, to contest standards, to express 

solidarity with a group, or to manifest adherence to a counterculture” (Anis, 2007, p. 90).  

One final category of variants for coucou includes that where there appears to be a 

seemingly unintentional addition or misplacement of one letter in the variant. This category 

includes what Pierozak calls non orthographique and ergographique forms, as they are not 

produced intentionally (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007). The variants couocu (produced 

twice by the fiftysomethings), coucuo (produced once by the fiftysomethings), and ocuocu 

(produced once by the twentysomethings), seem to exhibit the unintentional misplacement of one 

or two letters; however, in the case of ocuocu, the flipping of the letters o and c in coucou could 

be intentional. The fiftysomethings produce the variants kikiou and coucous once each, which 

may include the addition of one letter, i or s; however, in the case of coucous, the 

fiftysomethings could be stylistically pluralizing the term coucou. In all of these cases, while it 

seems as though the addition or misplacement of one or two letters were created unintentionally 

by both age groups, this was neither verified nor confirmed.  

 

 

4.22  Variants of Merci 

Table 4.22 quantifies variants of merci. The traditional form of merci is at the top of the 

table, followed by its variants. In the twentysomethings’ column, the variants are organized from 

most to least frequent. A shaded region represents no occurrence of the variant. The total number 

of traditional and nontraditional forms is located at the bottom of the table, followed by the 

percentages at which the traditional or nontraditional orthography occurs. 
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Table 4.22 
 
Variants of Merci 

Forms 20s 50s 

 N N 
merci 129 262 

mci 7  

merki  4  

mici 3 21 

mrci 1  

merkiii 1  

merciiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 1  

mcii 1  

merciii 1 1 

merciiiii  3 

marci  2 

merciiii   2 

miciii  2 

miciiiii  1 

miciiiiiii  1 

miciiiiiiiii  1 

miciiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii*  1 

erci  1 

merc  1 

mercie  1 

merciiiiiii  1 

merfci  1 

merc i  1 

Total 148 303 

Traditional Orthography 129 (87.2%) 262 (86.5%) 

Nontraditional Orthography   19 (12.8%)   41 (13.5%) 
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There are 148 occurrences of merci in the twentysomethings group and 303 occurrences 

of merci in the fiftysomethings group. The twentysomethings produce 87.2% traditional 

orthography and 12.8% nontraditional orthography, while the fiftysomethings produce 86.5% 

traditional orthography and 13.5% nontraditional orthography. Age may not be a factor in the 

variable expression of merci, since both age groups produce approximately the same proportion 

of nontraditional and tradtional orthography for this term. 

Age may be a factor in the variable expression of merci in terms of frequency of 

occurrences for variants of merci and in terms of the number of types of variants. The 

fiftysomethings express nontraditional forms of merci just over twice as much as the 

twentysomethings. There are 19 occurrences of variants of merci produced by the 

twentysomethings, and 41 occurrences of variants of merci produced by the fiftysomethings. In 

addition, the fiftysomethings produce 16 different types of variants for merci, while the 

twentysomethings produce only eight different types of variants for merci (which is exactly half 

the number of types of variants produced by the fiftysomethings). This indicates that the 

fiftysomethings tend to produce more nontraditional forms and more types of variants than the 

twentysomethings. This goes against the perception that computer-mediated communication 

contains a widespread “permissiveness” by mostly young people who frequent these 

synchronous chat environments (Anis, 2007, p. 90). It also contradicts the idea that “the use of 

unconventional spellings in messages . . . [is] informal, or intended for young people and their 

peers” (Anis, 2007, p. 90).   

Spoken forms of the term merci are produced by both age groups, in addition to some 

phonetic variants that also exhibit the reduplication of letters. This sociolinguistic phenomenon 

mirrors the orthographic representations of oui, bien, bonjour, and coucou that mimic the spoken 
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forms of the term. The twentysomethings express the terms mci (3 times), mici (3 times), mrci 

(once), and mcii (once), merciiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii (once), and merciii (once) for a total of 10 of 19, or 

52.6%, of occurences. The variants of merci, which represent spoken forms of the term, are 

followed by the number of occurrences for the fiftysomethings: mici (21), merciii (1), marci (2), 

merciiiii (3), merciiii (2),  miciii (2), mercie (1), merciiiiiii (1), miciiiii (1), miciiiiiii (1), 

miciiiiiiiii (1), and miciiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii* (1). The total number of occurrences combined for spoken 

and reduplicated forms of merci for the fiftysomethings is 37 of 41 (90.2%). This would indicate 

that the fiftysomethings use phonetic orthography, in combination with the reduplication of 

letters, for merci more than the twentysomethings while communicating in synchronous chat 

environments; however, both age groups use these variants of merci in the majority of 

occurrences. The spoken forms of the term are also called phonetic realizations, which are a 

common feature of chat interfaces (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007). As described 

previously, the phonetic spelling mirrors the spoken form of the word, as one creates the spelling 

essentially by writing the word the way it sounds. The use of the spoken and reduplicated forms 

of merci in the majority of expressions across both age groups speaks to the fact that this 

expression is used as a social courtesy.  

Shortened forms of the term merci represent another kind of orthographic variation 

produced by both age groups. This is similar to the case of the terms pas, bien, bonjour, and 

bonsoir, which are represented by shortened forms of the term. The following variants of merci 

represent occurrences for the twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings, respectively: mci (7 and 

0), mrci (1 and 0), erci (0 and 1), and merc (0 and 1). The total number of occurrences of 

shortened forms of merci is eight of 19 (42.1%) for the twentysomethings and only two of 41 

(4.9%) for the fiftysomethings. Thus, the twentysomethings use truncated forms of merci more 
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frequently than fiftysomethings.  The participants who prefer these shortened spellings may be 

attempting to save time in this synchronous chat environment (van Compernolle & Williams, 

2007). As described previously, this conciseness, which is a form of truncation, is one 

characteristic that represents neography, or unconventional spellings, because of its time-saving 

benefit for participants in real-time, text-based communication situations (Anis, 2007).  

The reduplication of letters, not including phonetic spellings and not excluding symbolic 

representations, is one type of orthographic variation that is shared by both age groups. The 

reduplication of letters was seen previously in examples of lol, mdr, oui, bien, bonjour, and 

coucou. The twentysomethings produce the following variants of merci once each: merkiii, 

merciiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii, mcii, and merciii. The fiftysomethings produce the following variants of 

merci once each: merciii, miciiiii, miciiiiiii, miciiiiiiiii, miciiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii*, and merciiiiiii. The 

fiftysomethings also produce the variant merciiiii three times, the variant merciiii twice, and the 

variant miciii twice. Thus, the reduplication of letters is exhibit in 4 of 19 occurrences, or 21.1%, 

by the twentysomethings and in 13 of 41, or 31.7%, by the fiftysomethings. The reduplication of 

letters is a kind of “playful tweaking of graphophonemic representation” (Abraham & Williams, 

2011, p. 632). 

There are some sociostylistic expressions of merci that include the substitution of the 

letter k for the letter c, the use of asterisks, and the addition of a space. As seen in many variants 

of coucou, the substitution of the letter k for the letter c is one type of orthographic variation 

(Anis, 2007, p. 97). This type of substitution is exhibited only by the twentysomethings in the 

variants merki (4 occurrences) and merkiii (1 occurrence). The use of asterisks is only produced 

by fiftysomethings in one occurrence of the variant miciiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii*. As explained previously, 
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the use of the asterisk is a “comics-like marking of words” (Anis, 2007, p. 90). The addition of a 

space is produced by the fiftysomethings in one occurrence of merc i. 

These various forms of neography, including the substitution of the letter k for the letter 

c, the use of asterisks, and the addition of a space, are produced in 5 of 19 variants (26.3%) by 

twentysomethings and in 2 of 41 variants (4.9%) by fiftysomethings. This illustrates that the 

péri-othographique forms, which are produced intentionally for stylistic purposes according to 

Pierozak, are preferred by twentysomethings and dispreferred by fiftysomethings (van 

Compernolle & Williams, 2007, p. 60). Like in the case of variants for oui, age seems to play a 

role in the sociolinguistic trends of the group and on what types of expressions are accepted and 

preferred, as well as unaccepted or dispreferred, for variants of merci that fall into these 

categories of neography. The twentysomethings prefer to substitute the letter k for the letter c, 

while the fiftysomethings prefer to use the asterisk and to add one additional space, in the 

various sociostylistic expressions of merci. These variants reveal sociostylistic expressions of 

neography, which are common in computer-mediated communication, and may be used to “make 

the message more expressive, to exhibit the user’s ego, to play with language and 

communication, to contest standards, to express solidarity with a group, or to manifest adherence 

to a counterculture” (Anis, 2007, p. 90).  

One final category of variants for merci includes that where there appears to be a 

seemingly unintentional addition of one letter in the variant. This category includes what 

Pierozak calls non orthographique and ergographique forms, as they are not produced 

intentionally (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007). The variants mercie and merfci and each 

produced once by the fiftysomethings and seem to exhibit the unintentional addition of one 

letter. The author of the variant mercie may have intended to write merci e (to represent merci 
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et); however, this is neither verified nor confirmed. In the case of the variant merfci, the author 

may have unintentionally typed the letter f, which is directly below the letter r in the AZERTY 

keyboard. In both of these cases, while it seems as though the addition of one letter was created 

unintentionally by the fiftysomethings, this was neither verified nor confirmed.  

 

4.23  Variants of Je Suis 

Table 4.23 quantifies variants of je suis. The traditional form of je suis is at the top of the 

table, followed by its variants. In the twentysomethings’ column, the variants are organized from 

most to least frequent. A shaded region represents no occurrence of the variant. The total number 

of traditional and nontraditional forms is located at the bottom of the table, followed by the 

percentages at which the traditional or nontraditional orthography occurs. Even though je suis is 

not a single term, its frequent use and wide variability is of interest. 

 

Table 4.23 

Variations of Je Suis 

Forms 20s 50s 

 N N 
je suis 145 120 

jsuis 50  

chui 30 20 

j'suis 12 1 

jsui 8  

jss 7  

jsusi 3  

je sui  3  

j suis 2 1 (table continues) 
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Variations of Je Suis (continued) 

Forms 20s 50s 
 N N 
je susi 2  

chu 1 1 

chsuis  3 

chuis  3 

je suus  1 

jesuis  1 

Total 263 151 

Traditional Orthography 145 (55.1%) 120 (79.5%) 

Nontraditional Orthography 118 (44.9%) 31 (20.5%) 
 

While the subject-verb pair je suis is not a single term, its frequent use and wide 

variability is of interest. There are 263 occurrences of je suis in the twentysomethings group and 

151 occurrences of je suis in the fiftysomethings group. The proportion of traditional to 

nontraditional orthography varies between the two age groups, much like it does in the 

previously-examined case of j’ai, as the twentysomethings produce 55.1% traditional 

orthography and 44.9% nontraditional orthography, while the fiftysomethings produce 79.5% 

traditional orthography and 20.5% nontraditional orthography. This follows the perception that 

computer-mediated communication contains a widespread “permissiveness” by mostly young 

people who frequent these synchronous chat environments (Anis, 2007, p. 90). It also supports 

the idea that “the use of unconventional spellings in messages . . . [is] informal, or intended for 

young people and their peers” (Anis, 2007, p. 90).   

Regarding nontraditional orthography, there are 118 occurrences of variants of je suis 

produced by the twentysomethings, and 29 occurrences of variants of je suis produced by the 

fiftysomethings. Even though the number of occurrences is different between the 
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twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings, the different forms of variants represented by both 

groups are similar (ten different variants of je suis for the twentysomethings and eight different 

variants of je suis for the fiftysomethings). This indicates that both age groups tend to produce a 

similar number of types of variants. 

 The most frequent variants of je suis are the forms where the two terms are merged into 

one spelling. This is called an “amalgamated spelling,” which is a “sequence of words written 

without the commas or spaces that normally separate them” (Anis, 2007, p. 101). The following 

variants of je suis in this category are followed by the frequency of occurrences for the 

twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings, respectively: jsuis (50 and 0), chui (30 and 20), jsui 

(8 and 0), jss (7 and 0), jsusi (3 and 0), chu (1 and 1), chsuis (0 and 3), chuis (0 and 3), and jesuis 

(0 and 1). These variants represent 99 of 118, or 83.9%, of occurrences for the twentysomethings 

and 28 of 31, or 90.3%, of occurrences for the fiftysomethings. The total proportion of use for 

merging je suis into one spelling is in the majority for both age groups.   

Some of the variants that represented amalgamated spellings of je suis also represent the 

deletion of the silent letter e at the end of the term je. For example, the authors of the variants 

jsuis, jsui, jss, and jsusi dropped the silent vowel e in je. The deletion of silent letters, or 

mutograms, for vowels is especially common for e muet (silent e) (Anis, 2007, p. 100). In these 

examples, along with the variants j’suis (which occurs 12 times for the twentysomethings and 

once for the fiftysomethings) and j suis (which occurs twice for the twentysomethings and once 

for the fiftysomethings), the letter j acts as a syllabogram. The letter j represents a syllabogram, 

since it is “the use of a letter . . . to represent the phonetic sequence that constitutes its realization 

in spoken language . . . [and that] allow[s] a drastic reduction of the number of characters” (Anis, 

2007, pp. 102-103). The deletion of the silent e, or e muet, occurs in 82 of 118 occurrences 
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(69.5%) for the twentysomethings and in 2 of 31 (6.5%) for the fiftysomethings; thus, age may 

be a factor in this type of expression of je suis since the twentysomethings prefer dropping the 

silent letter e, while the fiftysomethings disprefer dropping the silent letter e.  

Some of the variants that represent amalgamated spellings of je suis also represent the 

deletion of the silent letter s at the end of the term suis. For example, the authors of the variants 

chui, jsui, jsusi, and chu dropped (or moved) the silent vowel s in suis. The deletion of silent 

letters, or mutograms, for consonants is a common type of orthographic variation (Anis, 2007, p. 

100). In addition, the twentysomethings express the variants je sui (three times) and je susi 

(twice). The deletion of the silent s occurs in 47 of 118 occurrences (39.8%) for the 

twentysomethings and in 21 of 31 (67.7%) for the fiftysomethings; thus, age may be a factor in 

this type of expression of je suis since the fiftysomethings prefer dropping the silent letter s more 

than the fiftysomethings. This type of orthographic variation is common in computer-mediated 

communication due to the nature of the French language, where consonants at the end of words 

are typically silent. 

Some of the variants that represent amalgamated spellings of je suis also represent the 

spoken forms of this expression. This phenomenon mirrors the orthographic representations of 

pas, oui, bien, non, bonjour, bonsoir, and coucou that mimic the spoken forms of the term. The 

following variants of je suis, which represent spoken forms of the term, represent occurrences for 

the twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings, respectively: chui (30 and 20), jsui (8 and 0), chu 

(1 and 1), chsuis (0 and 3), chuis (0 and 3), and je sui (3 and 0). The total number of occurrences 

for spoken forms of je suis is 42 of 118 (35.6%) for the twentysomethings and 27 of 31 (87.1%) 

for the fiftysomethings. This would indicate that the fiftysomethings prefer using spoken forms 

of je suis more than the fiftysomethings while communicating in synchronous chat 
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environments. Of note is the use of the phonetic representation ch to represent the spoken form 

of je followed by a word beginning with the letter s, as seen in the variants chui, chu, chsuis, and 

chuis. Within the general category of amalgamated spellings is the “phonostylistic variation, 

which often occurs in the example of je suis written as chui” (Anis, 2007, p. 101). These variants 

represent how nontraditional forms can mimic spoken forms of communication (van 

Compernolle & Williams, 2007). The spoken forms of the term are also called phonetic 

realizations, which are a common feature of chat interfaces. As described previously, the 

phonetic spelling mirrors the spoken form of the word, as one creates the spelling essentially by 

writing the word the way it sounds. 

The variant jss, which is produced only by twentysomethings in 7 of 118 occurrences 

(5.9%), represents vowel deletion as well as an amalgamated spelling of je suis. As seen 

previously, vowel deletion was the most common orthographic variation produced by both age 

groups in variants of bonjour and bonsoir. In French nonmoderated chat, a common example of 

vowel deletion includes tt for tout, which was examined previously (Abraham & Williams, 

2011). Vowel deletion, also called the suppression of vowels, is related to the consonantal 

skeleton of the French language, where almost always the first and last consonant of each word 

is preserved (Anis, 2007). 

One final category of variants for je suis includes that where there appears to be a 

seemingly unintentional placement or use of one letter. This category includes what Pierozak 

calls non orthographique and ergographique forms, as they are not produced intentionally (van 

Compernolle & Williams, 2007). The fiftysomethings produce the variant je suus once, which 

may indicate the unintentional use of the letter u instead of the letter i; however, this is neither 

verified nor confirmed. The twentysomethings produced the previously-examined variants jsusi, 
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used three times, and je susi, used twice, which may indicate the unintentional placement of the 

letters s and i (for the variants jsuis and je suis); however, this is also neither verified nor 

confirmed. Since these variants are produced in five of 118 occurrences (4.2%) by the 

twentysomethings and in only one of 31 occurrences (3.2%) by the fiftysomethings, it seems as 

though they were created unintentionally.  

 

4.24  Variants of Dans 

Table 4.24 quantifies variants of dans. The traditional form of dans is at the top of the 

table, followed by its variants. In the twentysomethings’ column, the variants are organized from 

most to least frequent. The total number of traditional and nontraditional forms is located at the 

bottom of the table, followed by the percentages at which the traditional or nontraditional 

orthography occurs. 

 

Table 4.24 

Variants of Dans 

Forms 20s 50s 

 N N 
dans 170 147 

ds 22 18 

dan 4 2 

Total 196 167 

Traditional Orthography 170 (86.7%) 147 (88.0%) 

Nontraditional Orthography   26 (13.3%)   20 (12.0%) 
 

 There are 196 occurrences of dans in the twentysomethings group and 167 occurrences of 

dans in the fiftysomethings group. The proportion of traditional to nontraditional orthography for 
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both groups is similar, as the twentysomethings produce 86.7% traditional orthography and 

13.3% nontraditional orthography, while the fiftysomethings produce 88.0% traditional 

orthography and 12.0% nontraditional orthography. Since both age groups produce a similar 

amount of nontraditional spellings, age does not seem to be a factor in the variable expression of 

dans. 

Regarding nontraditional orthography, there are 26 occurrences of variants of dans 

produced by the twentysomethings, and 20 occurrences of variants of dans produced by the 

fiftysomethings. In addition to the fact that the number of occurrences is similar between both 

age groups, the different forms of variants represented by both age groups is the same, since both 

age groups produce two different variants for the term dans. This does not coincide with the 

perception that computer-mediated communication contains a widespread “permissiveness” by 

mostly young people who frequent these synchronous chat environments (Anis, 2007, p. 90). It 

also does not support the idea that “the use of unconventional spellings in messages . . . [is] 

informal, or intended for young people and their peers” (Anis, 2007, p. 90).   

 Shortened forms of the term dans are represented by both of the occurrences of 

orthographic variation produced by both age groups. This is similar to the case of the single-

syllable word pour, which is heavily represented by shortened forms of the term. The following 

variants of dans represent occurrences for the twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings, 

respectively: ds (22 and 18) and dan (4 and 2). The total number of occurrences of shortened 

forms of dans is 26 of 26 occurrences (100%) for the twentysomethings and 20 of 20 

occurrences (100%) for the fiftysomethings. This would indicate that both age groups 

exclusively prefer using shortened forms of dans while communicating in synchronous chat 

environments.  The participants who prefer these shortened spellings may be attempting to save 
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time in this synchronous chat environment (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007). As described 

previously, this conciseness, which is a form of truncation, is one characteristic that represents 

neography, or unconventional spellings, because of its time-saving benefit for participants in 

real-time, text-based communication situations (Anis, 2007).  

 Of the shortened forms above, vowel deletion is the most common type of orthographic 

variation produced by both age groups in variants of dans. In French nonmoderated chat, a 

common example of vowel deletion includes tt for tout, which was examined previously 

(Abraham & Williams, 2011). Vowel deletion, also called the suppression of vowels, is related to 

the consonantal skeleton of the French language, where almost always the first and last 

consonant of each word is preserved (Anis, 2007). The variant of dans that exhibits vowel 

deletion is that which was previously seen to occur in the highest frequency for both age groups: 

ds (22 occurrences, or 84.6%, for twentysomethings and 18 occurrences, or 90%, for 

fiftysomethings). The variant ds also displays the deletion of the silent letter n, along with its 

preceeding vowel a. The deletion of silent letters, or mutograms, for consonants and for vowels 

was seen previously in the examples of pas, bien, and tout (Anis, 2007, p. 100). Nasal vowels are 

often omitted in computer-mediated communication, as seen in these variants where n is deleted 

or replaced (Abraham & Williams, 2011).  

Of the shortened forms above, the variant dan occurs less frequently than the variant ds 

for the expression of dans. The variant dan, where the final letter s is dropped, is another type of 

orthographic variation produced by both age groups (in four of 26 occurrences, or 15.4%, by 

twentysomethings and in two of 20, or 10.0%, by fiftysomethings). The deletion of silent letters, 

or mutograms, for consonants is one form of orthographic variation (Anis, 2007, p. 100). This 
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type of orthographic variation is common in computer-mediated communication due to the 

nature of the French language, where consonants at the end of words are typically silent. 

 

4.25  Variants of Tout Le Monde 

 Table 4.25 quantifies variants of tout le monde. The traditional form of tout le monde is at 

the top of the table, followed by its variants. In the twentysomethings’ column, the variants are 

organized from most to least frequent. A shaded region represents no occurrence of the variant. 

The total number of traditional and nontraditional forms is located at the bottom of the table, 

followed by the percentages at which the traditional or nontraditional orthography occurs. Even 

though tout le monde is not a single term, its frequent use in computer-mediated discourse and 

wide variability is of interest. 

 

Table 4.25 

Variants of Tout le Monde 

Forms 20s 50s 

 N N 
tout le monde 69 77 

tt le monde 33 12 

tous le monde 9 1 

tlm 6  

tous les monde 4 1 

tt l'monde 3  

tt lmond 2  

tt le mnd 2  

tt lmonde 2  

tous lemonde 2  (table continues) 
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Variants of Tout le Monde (continued) 

Forms 20s 50s 

 N N 
tout lmonde 2  

tou le monde 2  

tou lmonde 1  

tlmonde 1  

tle monde 1  

tt le mde 1  

tt monde 1  

tt mnd 1  

t l m 1  

tyt le monde 1  

tout le mande 1 1 

tout me monde  1 

tout lemonde  1 

toiut le monde  1 

Total 145 95 

Traditional Orthography 69 (47.6%) 77 (81.1%) 

Nontraditional Orthography 76 (52.4%) 18 (18.9%) 
 

 While the phrase tout le monde is not a single term, its frequent use and wide variability 

is of interest. There are 145 occurrences of tout le monde in the twentysomethings group and 95 

occurrences of tout le monde in the fiftysomethings group. The proportion of traditional 

orthography is lower for the twentysomethings (47.6%) than for the fiftysomethings (81.1%), as 

compared to the use of nontraditional orthography, indicating that the fiftysomethings have a 

higher preference for using the traditional form of tout le monde than the twentysomethings. The 

fiftysomethings express tout le monde the majority of the time in the traditional form, while the 
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twentysomethings express tout le monde the majority of the time in the nontraditional form. This 

coincides with the perception that computer-mediated communication contains a widespread 

“permissiveness” by mostly young people who frequent these synchronous chat environments 

(Anis, 2007, p. 90). It also supports the idea that “the use of unconventional spellings in 

messages . . . [is] informal, or intended for young people and their peers” (Anis, 2007, p. 90).  

 Regarding nontraditional orthography, the twentysomethings use variants of tout le 

monde in 52.4% of cases, which is higher than the fiftysomethings who use variants of tout le 

monde in 18.9% of cases. There are 76 occurrences of variants of tout le monde produced by the 

twentysomethings, and 18 occurrences of variants of tout le monde produced by the 

fiftysomethings. The most preferred variant is tt le monde for both age groups, produced in 33 of 

76 occurrences, or 43.4%, by the twentysomethings, and in 12 of 18 occurrences, or 66.7%, by 

the fiftysomethings. In addition, the twentysomethings produce the following variants of tout le 

monde, where the term tout is also spelled tt, followed by the number of occurrences: tt l’monde 

(3), tt lmond (2), tt le mnd (2), tt lmonde (2), tt le mde (1), tt monde (1), and tt mnd (1). Thus, in 

all variants of tout le monde where tout is spelled tt, the twentysomethings produce a total of 45 

of 76 occurrences, or 59.2%. For all variants of tout le monde where tout is spelled tt, both age 

groups produce the majority of occurrences for nontraditional spellings. This mirrors the variants 

of the term tout examined previously, where both age groups preferred the spelling tt in the 

majority of cases. 

 All variants of tout le monde where tout is spelled tt exhibit the orthographic variation 

called partial vowel deletion. In French nonmoderated chat, a common example of full vowel 

deletion includes tt for tout (Abraham & Williams, 2011). Vowel deletion, also called the 
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suppression of vowels, is related to the consonantal skeleton of the French language, where 

almost always the first and last consonant of each word is preserved (Anis, 2007).  

In addition to the vowel deletion in tout (of tout le monde) is the deletion of the letter e in 

le, and sometimes the full omission of the definite article le, in tout le monde. The 

twentysomethings produce the following variants of tout le monde, where the letter e in le is 

deleted, or where the definite article le is fully ommitted, followed by the number of 

occurrences: tt l’monde (3), tt lmond (2), tt lmonde (2), tout lmonde (2), tou lmonde (1), tt monde 

(1), and tt mnd (1). Thus, the twentysomethings produce a total of 12 of 76 occurrences, or 

15.8%, where the letter e in le is deleted, or where the definite article le is ommitted, in the 

variable expression of tout le monde. 

The next most frequent nontraditional form of tout le monde involves the replacement of 

tout with tous, which is produced by both age groups. The following variants of tout le monde 

are followed by the frequency of occurrence for the twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings, 

respectively: tous le monde (9 and 1), tous les monde (4 and 1), and tous lemonde (2 and 0). 

These variants are exhibited in 15 of 76 occurrences, or 19.7%, by twentysomethings and in 2 of 

18, or 11.1%, by fiftysomethings. 

Another type of orthographic variation for tout le monde is the use of the acronym tlm. 

The acronyms lol for laughing out loud and mdr for mort(e) de rire, which were previously 

examined, are used quite frequently in chat environments and in electronic communication 

(Anis, 2007). Since the acronyms lol and mdr are considered types of truncation, the acronym 

tlm for tout le monde is also a type of truncation (Abraham & Williams, 2011). The 

twentysomethings produce the acronym tlm in 6 occurrences and t l m in once occurrence, for a 

total of 7 occurrences, or 9.2% of cases for variants of tout le monde. 
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Another type of orthographic variation exhibited in variants of tout le monde is the 

deletion of the silent letter t (at the end of tout) by the twentysomethings. The deletion of silent 

letters, or mutograms, for consonants is one form of orthographic variation (Anis, 2007, p. 100). 

This type of orthographic variation is common in computer-mediated communication due to the 

nature of the French language, where consonants at the end of words are typically silent. This 

type of orthographic variation also mimics spoken French, which is a common feature in 

electronic discourse (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007). The variant tou can also be 

considered a truncation, which is a common feature of chat interfaces, since the final t is dropped 

from the word (Anis, 2007). The twentysomethings produce the variants tou le monde twice and 

tou lmonde once, for a total of 3 occurrences (3.9%) of variants of tout le monde. The 

fiftysomethings do not produce this type of variant. Age may play a role in the variable 

expression of tout le monde with regard to the deletion of the final silent letter t in tout. 

In addition to variants of tout le monde where tout is replaced by tt or tou, there are other 

shortened forms of tout le monde produced by the twentysomethings. Not including the examples 

where tout was replaced by tt or tou, these variants are also produced by the twentysomethings, 

once each: tlmonde, tle monde, and tyt le monde. The variant tout lmonde was also produced 

twice by the twentysomethings, totaling five of 76 occurrences and representing 6.6% of variants 

of tout le monde.  

 Some of the previously-examined variants of tout le monde produced by 

twentysomethings also contain a syllabogram. A syllabogram is “the use of a letter . . . to 

represent the phonetic sequence that constitutes its realization in spoken language . . . [and that] 

allow[s] a drastic reduction of the number of characters” (Anis, 2007, pp. 102-103). The 

twentysomethings produce the variants tlmonde and tle monde, where the letter t represents a 
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syllabogram for tout, once each. The twentysomethings also produce the variants tt l’monde, 

ttlmond, ttlmonde, tout lmonde, tou lmonde, and tlmonde, where the letter l represents a 

syllabogram for le, once each. The total frequency of occurrence of syllabograms demonstrated 

by twentysomethings in the variable expression of tout le monde is 8 of 76, or 10.5%.  

 Many of the variants analyzed previously are forms where two or three of the terms in the 

expression tout le monde are merged into one spelling. This is called an “amalgamated spelling,” 

which is a “sequence of words written without the commas or spaces that normally separate 

them” (Anis, 2007, p. 101). Amalgamated spellings are represented by the following variants, 

produced by twentysomethings and fiftysomethings, respectively: tt l’monde (3 and 0), tt lmond 

(2 and 0), tt lmonde (2 and 0), tous lemonde (2 and 0), tout lmonde (2 and 0), tou lmonde (1 and 

0), tlmonde (1 and 0), tle monde (1 and 0), tout lemonde (0 and 1). Thus, amalgamated spellings 

are produced in 14 of 76 occurrences, or 18.4%, for twentysomethings and in only one of 18 

occurrences, or 5.6%, for fiftysomethings. This reveals that the twentysomethings prefer the use 

of amalgamated spellings more than the fiftysomethings; thus, age is a factor in the preference 

for using amalgamated spellings in the variable expression of tout le monde. 

 There is one sociostylistic expression for tout le monde in this corpus of data, expressed 

once by the twentysomethings, which is tyt le monde, where the vowels ou are replaced by the 

letter y. In this variant, rather than dropping the ou (as in the case of tt for tout), or dropping the t 

(as in the case of tou for tout), which seem to be more common forms of nontraditional 

orthography for tout in tout le monde, the author chose to replace ou with y. This sociostylistic 

form shows “playful tweaking of graphophonemic representation” (Abraham & Williams, 2011, 

p. 632). This example exhibits what Pierozak calls péri-othographique forms, as it is produced 

intentionally for stylistic purposes (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007, p. 60). This expression 
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mirrors some of the previously-seen orthographic representations of pas and oui, which may be 

used to “make the message more expressive, to exhibit the user’s ego, to play with language and 

communication, to contest standards, to express solidarity with a group, or to manifest adherence 

to a counterculture” (Anis, 2007, p. 90). The fiftysomethings do not produce the replacement of 

ou with y; therefore, age may be a sociolinguistic variable in the variable expression of tout le 

monde.  

One final category of variants for tout le monde includes that where there appears to be a 

seemingly unintentional addition or use of one letter or space. This category includes what 

Pierozak calls non orthographique and ergographique forms, as they are not produced 

intentionally (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007). The variant tou le mande occurs once for 

each age group, where the o in monde seems to be unintentionally replaced with an a; however, 

this could also mirror the phonetic orthography, so the possibility of unintentional use is neither 

verified nor confirmed. The variants tout me monde and touit le monde occur once each for the 

fiftysomethings, and seem to exhibit the unintentional use of the letter m in me (for le) and the 

unintentional addition of the letter i in touit (for tout). In the example of tout lemonde, the 

deletion of the space between le monde seems to be unintentional. All these examples seem to be 

the results of typographical errors; however, in all cases, this is neither verified nor confirmed.  

Age does not seem to be a factor, since there were only a total of three occurrences for the 

fiftysomethings and one occurrence for the twentysomethings.  

 

4.26  Variants of Discourse Particles 

Table 4.26 quantifies the total number of discourse particles expressed in the corpus of 

data. Since discourse particles are widely used in computer-mediated discourse, they are 
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included in this study. The discourse particles are organized alphabetically, rather than by 

frequency (as in the case for the other tables). A shaded region represents no occurrence of the 

variant. The total number of discourse particles is located at the bottom of the table. The frequent 

use of discourse particles and their wide variability in computer-mediated discourse is of interest. 

 

Table 4.26 

Variants of Discourse Particles 

Forms 20s 50s 

 N N 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa 1  

aaaaah 1  

aë  1 

afrrr  1 

ah  212 

AH 1 1 

Ah  1 

aha 1  

ahah  1 1 

ahahah  1 

ahh 2 4 

ahhh 3 6 

ahhhh 1 5 

ahhhhh  1 

ahhhhhh 1  

aie  4 

Aie  1 

aïe  1 

aieee 1 1 

aieuh 2  (table continues) 
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Variants of Discourse Particles (continued) 

Forms 20s 50s 
 N N 
aieeeuuuuuuuuu  1 

aieuuuuu  1 

aiiiieee 1  

alalalala 1  

alala  1  

areuh  1 

Areuuuu  1 

arf 4 4 

arff 1 5 

arfff  8 

arffff  3 

arffffeuuuuu  1 

arfffff  5 

arffffff  2 

arffffffeuuuuuu  1 

arrrfffff  1 

ayé  2 

B* 2  

Ba 1  

baaa  1  

baaaaah 1  

bam 2  

ban 8  

bho  1  

bhoo 1  

bof 11 6 

bofff 1  

bom 1  (table continues) 
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Variants of Discourse Particles (continued) 

Forms 20s 50s 
 N N 

bouhhh  1 

bouhhhhh  1 

bouhhhhhhhh  1 

bouhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh  1 

brrrrrrr  1 

BWAHA 1  

BZZZZ 1  

chut  6 

chutt  8 

chuttt  2 

chuttttt  3 

chuuut  1 

chuuuttt  1 

eh  1 14 

Eh 1 1 

ehoo 1  

einh 1  

einhhhh 1  

enfgin  1 

erf 7 1 

enfouille  1 

erm 1  

euu 1  

euuu 1  

euh 27 16 

euhh 1 1 

euhH 1  

euhhh 1 1 (table continues) 
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Variants of Discourse Particles (continued) 

Forms 20s 50s 
 N N 

euhhhhhhhh  1 

Fa  1 

fffff  1 

ffffff  1 

fffffff  1 

ffffffffffffff  1 

'fin 1  

fuzzzzz  1 

ggggg  1 

gna  2 

gnagna  1 

Gna gna gna  1 

grr  1 

grrr 1 3 

grrrr 1 4 

grrrrrr  6 

grrrrrrr  1 5 

grrrrrrrr  1 

grrrrrrrrr  1 2 

grrrrrrrrrr  2 

grrrrrrrrrrr  1 

grrrrrrrrrrrrr  1 

grrrrrrrrrrrrrr  1 

grrrrrrrrrrrrrrr  1 

grrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr 1 1 

ha 26 45 

haaa  1 

haaaa 1 1 (table continues) 
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Variants of Discourse Particles (continued) 

Forms 20s 50s 
 N N 

Haaaaaaaa  1 

haha 4  

hahah 1  

hahaha 1  

hahahahah 1  

han 7  

Hannn 2  

hannn  1 

hannnn  1 

Hannnnn  1 

hannnnn 1  

Hannnnnn  1 

Hannnnnnnnnnn  1 

hé  30 

he  5 

heee 1  

hééé  1 

hehe 1  

héhé 5 1 

hehehe  2 

heing 2  

heingg 1  

heinn  1 

heinnn  1 

heins  1 

hep 1  

HEU  1 

heu 10 21 (table continues) 
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Variants of Discourse Particles (continued) 

Forms 20s 50s 
 N N 

heuh  2 

heuhhh  1 

heuu 1 1 

heuuu  1 4 

heuuuu 1  

heuuuuuuuu  1 

hey  1 

hey hey 3  

heyyy  1 

hhum  1 

hien 2  

hin 5 3 

hin^^ 1  

hinhinhin 1  

hmmm 2 1 

ho  12 

Ho 1  

hohoh 1  

hohooo 1  

holala 1  

holélé 1  

hoo  2 

hooo  3 

hooop 2  

hop 3 3 

hOp 1  

Hop 1  

hou hou  1 (table continues) 
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Variants of Discourse Particles (continued) 

Forms 20s 50s 
 N N 

houla 1 2 

houlààà  1 

houlàààà  1 

houlààààà  2 

houlàààààà  2 

houlaaaa  1 

houlaaaaa  1 

houlaaaaaaaa  1 

houlala  1 

houlla  6 

hoy  1 

hu² 11  

hugh  21 

huhu 1  

hum 10 11 

humm  1 8 

hummm  8 

hummmm 1 4 

io  1  

iop 1  

jff  1 

klklkl 1  

krkrkrkr 1  

kekrkrkrkr  1 

laaa  2 

lala  4 

lalal  1 

lalala 1  (table continues) 
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Variants of Discourse Particles (continued) 

Forms 20s 50s 
 N N 
lla  1 

llala  1 

lo 1  

m'e'nfin 1  

m’enfin  1 

meuh 3  

meuhh  2 

meuuh 2  

Mhmm 2  

mhmm 1  

mhmmmm 1  

Mmm   1 

mmm  1 

mmmm  2 

mouahaha 2  

muh 1  

niarffff  1 

nifffffff  1 

oép 1  

off 1  

oh 14 29 

Oh  1 

ohh 1 2 

ohhh  1 3 

ohhhh 1  

ohhhhhhhhhhh  1 

ohlala  1 

ohohohoh  1 (table continues) 
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Variants of Discourse Particles (continued) 

Forms 20s 50s 
 N N 
oin oin   1 

ola  1 

OO 1  

Oo 12  

oO 8  

oô 2  

ooo 2  

Ooo 1  

OOOOOh 1  

orf 1  

ouaaafff  1 

ouaouh  1 

Ouep 1  

ouet 1  

ouf 3 8 

ouff  2 

oufff  1 

oufffff  3 

ouffffffffffffff  1 

ouhhh la  1 

ouh la 1  

oula  6 

oulà 3  

oulaaa  1 

ou laaa 1  

ou laaaaa  1 

ou lalaa  1 

ouou 1  (table continues) 
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Variants of Discourse Particles (continued) 

Forms 20s 50s 
 N N 
ourf 1  

owiii 1  

Owii  1  

Oy 1  

paf  1  

paff 1  

peuufff  1 

pf 6 3 

pff 12 2 

pfff 6 15 

pffff 2 8 

pfffff 1 6 

pffffff  5 

pfffffff  1 3 

pffffffffff 1 2 

pfiou 2  

pft  2 

pftt  1 

pftttttricheuse  1 

plop 3  

Plop 1  

ploum  1 

pluchh 1  

Pppph  1 

pppph  1 

PPPPPPPPPPPPPPP  1 

psss 1  

psssss  1  (table continues) 
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Variants of Discourse Particles (continued) 

Forms 20s 50s 
 N N 

raaaa 1  

raaaaa  1  

rahhhh 1  

rah la laaa  1 

reeee  1 

reeeee  1 

reeeeee 1  

Reeeeeeee  1 

reeeeeee   1 

re-hugh  2 

reuh 1  

Reuh 2  

reuuu 1  

rew 1  

rha 1  

rhhaa 1  

rhhhoooo  1 

rhhooooo  1 

rho  1 

rhoo 1 4 

rhooo 3 8 

Rhooo 1 1 

rhoooo 1 3 

Rhoooo  1 

rhooooo  2 

rhoooooo  5 

rhooooooo  3 

rhoooooooo  1 (table continues) 
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Variants of Discourse Particles (continued) 

Forms 20s 50s 
 N N 
rin 1  

roh 2  

Roh 2  

rohh  1  

Rohhh 1  

ronnnnnnn²²²²²²²²²²²ronnnnnnn  1 

ronronron  1 

roo 4 2 

rooh 1  

rooo 7 1 

roooh 2  

roooo  2 

rooooo  3 

roooooo  1 

roooooooo  1 

roooooooooo  1 

rouhe 1  

rraaa 1  

rre  1 

rreeeee  1 

rrrrrrrrrrrrrrr  1 

rtt  1 

snif  1 1 

sniff  1 

snifff 2 4 

sniffff  2 

sniffffff  1 

sniiiffff  1 (table continues) 
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Variants of Discourse Particles (continued) 

Forms 20s 50s 
 N N 
tchoup 1  

tchoupppp 1  

toc  2 

tralala 1  

tsoin tsoin  1 

tss  1 

tsss 9 5 

tssss 3 5 

tsssss  1 

ttss  1 

vahouuu  1 

vroummmmmmm  1 

vroummm vroummm  2 

wahoooooooo  1 

waouhhh  1 

waouuuuu  1 

woua  1 

wouha  1 

Wouhaouuu  1 

Wouhaouuuu  1 

wqaou 1  

yop 12  

youpi  1 

youpii  1 

zoom  1 

zut  1 

zzzzzzz  1 

zzzzzzzzzzz  1 

Total 417 849 
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Discourse particles “provide links and connections between units of discourse” (Abraham 

& Williams, 2011, p. 639). This sociolinguistic phenomenon was previously discussed in the 

analyses of the terms bien and bon, which can be used as discourse particles in computer-

mediated communication and also in nonelectronic discourse. Discourse particles are “much 

more common in nonmoderated chat, which reflects the nature of spoken discourse” (Abraham 

& Williams, 2011, p. 641).  

 In Table 4.26, the discourse particles are organized alphabeticallly, rather than by 

frequency (as in the case of the other tables). The case of the letters used in each spelling was 

preserved to visually illustrate the discourse particles as they were expressed by the authors. 

Since discourse particles have a semantic function and are markers of spoken discourse, the table 

is used to quantify the total number of discourse particles, as opposed to the orthography as 

traditional or nontraditional. Many discourse particles, such as the laughter particles ahah, haha, 

héhé, and so on, display sound characteristics, or onomotopeia. Since discourse particles are 

context-dependent, this goes beyond the scope of this study. Therefore, only the primary 

orthographic phenomena such as the reduplication of letters, the repetition (or reduplication) of 

the term, and the use of numerals, symbols, accents and punctuation are analyzed below. 

The total number of discourse particles produced by the twentysomethings is 417, while 

the fiftysomethings produce 849 discourse particles. Thus, the total frequency of occurrences by 

the fiftysomethings is over twice as much as the twentysomethings. Since discourse particles are 

markers of spoken discourse, yet are written in computer-mediated communication, this goes 

against the perception that computer-mediated communication contains a widespread 

“permissiveness” by mostly young people who frequent these synchronous chat environments 
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(Anis, 2007, p. 90). It also contradicts the idea that “the use of unconventional spellings in 

messages . . . [is] informal, or intended for young people and their peers” (Anis, 2007, p. 90).   

 The orthographic variation in discourse particles that both age groups prefer is called the 

reduplication of letters (Anis, 2007). Reduplications are a kind of “playful tweaking of 

graphophonemic representation” (Abraham & Williams, 2011, p. 632). This type of orthographic 

variation is exhibited in some of the most frequently-used discourse particles, such as ahhh, arfff, 

chutt, euhhh, grrrrrr, haaa, heuuu, houlaaaa, hummm, ohhh, oufff, oulaaa, pfff, rhooo, rooo, 

snifff, and tsss. The twentysomethings produce the reduplication of letters in 155 of 417, or 

37.2%, of discourse particles. The fiftysomethings produce the reduplication of letters in 330 of 

849, or 38.8%, of discourse particles. Even though the fiftysomethings produce discourse 

particles more than the twentysomethings, the proportion of the reduplication of letters is very 

similar between both age groups. In this type of orthographic variant of discourse particles, age 

may not play a role in the variable expression of discourse particles. 

 The second most common type of orthographic variation in discourse particles is the 

repetition, or reduplication, of the term. This type of orthographic variation is exhibited in some 

of the most frequently-used discourse particles, such as ahah, alala, gnagna, haha, hehe, hey 

hey, hinhinhin, hohoh, holala, hou hou, houlala, huhu, klklkl, krkrkrkr, lala, mouahaha, ohlala, 

oin oin, ou lalaa, ouou, rah la laaa, ronronron, tralala, tsoin tsoin, and vroummm vroummm.  

The twentysomethings produce the repetition, or reduplication, of the term in 32 of 417, or 7.7%, 

of discourse particles. The fiftysomethings produce the repetition, or reduplication, of the term in 

25 of 849, or 2.9%, of discourse particles. The twentysomethings produce this type of variant 

more than twice as much as the fiftysomethings. Even though the proportion of the reduplication 

of letters is very similar between both age groups, the proportion of the repetition, or 
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reduplication, of the term is more preferred by twentysomethings than by fiftysomethings. In this 

type of orthographic variant of discourse particles, age may play a role in the variable expression 

of discourse particles. 

 There are a few discourse particles that combine the reduplication of letters with the 

repetition, or reduplication, of the term. These crossover discourse particles are listed along with 

the frequency of occurrence for the twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings, respectively: 

hohooo (1 and 0), ou lalaa (0 and 1), rah la laaa (0 and 1), ronnnnnnn²²²²²²²²²²²ronnnnnnn (0 and 

1), and vroummm vroummm (0 and 2). The twentysomethings produce these crossover types of 

discourse particles in only one of 417, or 0.2%, of discourse particles. The fiftysomethings 

produce these crossover types of discourse particles in five of 849, or 0.6%, of discourse 

particles. Even though this type of variant occurs infrequently for both groups, the 

fiftysomethings produce these crossover types of discourse particles three times more than the 

twentysomethings. Thus, in this type of orthographic variant of discourse particles, age may play 

a role in the variable expression of discourse particles. 

 There are a few discourse particles that include the use of symbolic representation. 

Discourse particles that include the use of numerals, symbols, or punctuation are listed along 

with the frequency of occurrence for the twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings, respectively: 

B* (2 and 0), ‘fin (1 and 0), hin^^ (1 and 0), hu² (11 and 0), m’e’nfin (1 and 0), m’enfin (0 and 1), 

re-hugh (0 and 2), and ronnnnnnn²²²²²²²²²²²ronnnnnnn (0 and 1). The twentysomethings produce 

these types of discourse particles in 16 of 417, or 3.8%, of discourse particles. The 

fiftysomethings produce these types of discourse particles in only four of 849, or 0.5%, of 

discourse particles. Even though these types of variants occur infrequently for both groups, the 

twentysomethings produce these types of discourse particles over seven times more than the 
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fiftysomethings. Thus, in orthographic variants of discourse particles that include the use of 

symbolic representation, age may play a role in the variable expression of discourse particles.  

 

4.27  Emoticons 

Table 4.27 quantifies the total number of emoticons expressed in the corpus of data. 

Since emoticons are widely used in computer-mediated discourse, they are included in this study. 

The emoticons are organized by the symbols or characters used, and are labeled with descriptive 

terms such as smiley, frown, “D” smiley, “$” smiley, “o” mouth, “s” mouth, “x” mouth, 

“slanted” mouth, cat ears/eyes, “o” eyes, and so on. Within each category, the emoticons are 

organized by frequency. A shaded region represents no occurrence of the emoticon. The total 

number of emoticons is located at the bottom of the table. The column on the far right quantifies 

the difference of the emoticon use between the two age groups. The frequent use of emoticons 

and their wide variability in computer-mediated discourse is of interest. 

 

Table 4.27 

Emoticons 

Description Form 20s 
N 

50s 
N Difference 

basic smiley :) 493 480 -13 

smiley with wink ;) 124 147 23 

smiley with nose :-)  101 101 

smiley with nose and wink ;-)  97 97 

double smiley :))  58 58 

smiley with dimple/tear :’) 27  -27 

smiley with infinity eyes 8) 12 12 0 

smiley with nose & infinity eyes 8-)  1 1 (table continues) 
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Emoticons (continued) 
    

Description Form 20s 
N 

50s 
N Difference 

smiley, infinity eyes, hair & beard =8)=  1 1 

basic frown :( 97 35 -62 

frown with dimple/tear :’(  53  -53 

basic “D” smiley :D 267 18 -249 

“D” smiley with nose :-D  1 1 

“D” smiley with “x” eyes xD 36  -36 

“D” smiley with “X” eyes XD 17  -17 

“D” smiley triple xDDD 1  -1 

“D” smiley quadruple xDDDD 1  -1 

“D” smiley quintuple xDDDDD 1  -1 

“D” smiley with infinity eyes 8D 3  -3 

“D” smiley with equal eyes =D 2  -2 

basic “d” smiley :d 10  -10 

“d” smiley with “x” eyes xd 7  -7 

“d” smiley with “X” eyes Xd 1  -1 

basic “p” smiley :p 1,116 65 -1,051 

“p” smiley with nose :-p 7 1 -6 

“p” smiley with asterisk :p* 2  -2 

“p” smiley with dimple :p' 1  -1 

basic “P” smiley :P 65  -65 

“P” smiley with percentage eyes %P 4 7 3 

“P” smiley, percentage eyes, nose  %-P  1 1 

basic “$” smiley :$ 94 122 28 

“$” smiley double :$:$  14 14 

“$” smiley triple :$:$:$ 2 14 12 

“$” smiley with nose :-$  9 9 

basic “o” mouth :o 132 21 -111 

“o” mouth with nose :-o  3 3 (table continues) 
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Emoticons (continued) 
    

Description Form 20s 
N 

50s 
N Difference 

“o” mouth octuplet :oooooooo 1  -1 

basic “s” mouth :s 135  -135 

basic “S” mouth :S 1  -1 

basic “x” mouth :x 62 85 23 

“x” mouth double :x:x 24 50 26 

“x” mouth triple :x:x:x 25 21 -4 

“x” mouth (4+ times) :x:x . . . :x 16 18 2 

“x” mouth (hybrid) :x [+ 
symbol]  18 18 

basic “x” mouth reversed x: 1  -1 

“x” mouth reversed triple x:x:x:  2 2 

“x” mouth reversed (4+ times) x:x: . . . x:  4 4 

“x” mouth with nose double face :-x / :-x:  3 3 

basic “x/x” face x/x  1 1 

“r/:r” face r / :r  3 3 

basic “slanted” mouth :/ 75 37 -38 

“slanted” mouth with nose :-/ 2 1 -1 

basic “l” face :l 2  -2 

equal eyes & arrow smile => 3  -3 

basic cat ears/eyes ^^ 460 3 -457 

cat ears/eyes with asterisk ^^* 2  -2 

cat ears/eyes with straight lips ^_^ 1  -1 

cat ears/eyes with straight lips 
(framed) [[^_^]]  1 1 

glasses Â¬Â¬ 1  -1 

small eye, big eye, straight lips o_O 7  -7 

big eye, small eye, straight lips O_o 6  -6 

“o” eyes & straight lips o_o 1  -1 

“O” eyes & straight lips O_O 1  -1 (table continues) 
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Emoticons (continued) 
    

Description Form 20s 
N 

50s 
N Difference 

“o” eyes, lifted eyebrow & straight 
lips ô_o 1  -1 

"Oo" eyes Oo 20  -20 

"Oo" eyes with eyebrows Ôő 1  -1 

“T” eyes & straight lips T_T 2  -2 

“V” eyes & straight lips V_V 1  -1 

"vv" eyes vv 1  -1 

music ^zic^>+  1 1 

section sign, period, hyphen, 
degree §.-°  1 1 

section sign triple §§§  1 1 

Total  3,427 1,458 -1,969 
 

Emoticons are symbolic representations of emotion that are commonly used in electronic 

discourse. Emoticons are created using punctuation, symbols, letters, and numerals to display 

various facial expressions. This phenomenon is used in electronic discourse to express emotion 

and enhance the meaning of the communication.  

 In table 4.27, the emoticons are organized by the symbols or characters used, and are 

labeled with descriptive terms. Within each category, the emoticons are organized by frequency. 

The case of the letters used in the emoticons was preserved to visually illustrate the expression of 

emotion by the authors. Since emoticons are used to express emotion, and are not individual 

terms, the table is used to quantify the total number of emoticons, as opposed to traditional or 

nontraditional orthography. Emoticons display visual characteristics, and not spoken or phonetic 

representations. Thus, the frequency of use of emoticons is analyzed below for both age groups. 
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The total number of emoticons produced by the twentysomethings is 3,427, while the 

fiftysomethings produce 1,458 emoticons. Thus, the total frequency of occurrences by the 

twentysomethings is over twice as much as the fiftysomethings. Since emoticons are used to 

represent emotion in electronic discourse, and are not individual terms, but rather the 

combination of punctuation, symbols, letters, and numerals, they are unconventional by 

definition. The higher use of emoticons by the twentysomethings follows the perception that 

computer-mediated communication contains a widespread “permissiveness” by mostly young 

people who frequent these synchronous chat environments (Anis, 2007, p. 90). It also indicates 

that “the use of unconventional spellings in messages . . . [is] informal, or intended for young 

people and their peers” (Anis, 2007, p. 90).   

 The most frequently-used category of emoticons by both age groups is called the smiley. 

The smiley, used in a total of 1,553 occurrences across both age groups, is where the closed 

parenthesis visually represents a smile. This type of emoticon is exhibited in a variety of ways, 

such as the basic smiley :), the smiley with wink ;), the smiley with nose :-), the smiley with nose 

and wink ;-), the double smiley :)), the smiley with dimple/tear :’), the smiley with infinity eyes 8), 

the smiley with nose and infinity eyes 8-), and the smiley, infinity eyes, hair and beard =8)=. The 

twentysomethings produce smiley emoticons in a total of 656 of 3427, or 19.1%, of emoticons. 

The fiftysomethings produce smiley emoticons in 897 of 1458, or 61.5%, of emoticons. There is 

a total difference of 241 uses between both age groups. The fiftysomethings use smiley 

emoticons over three times as much as the twentysomethings; thus, the fiftysomethings prefer 

smiley emoticons more than the twentysomethings. With regard to the smiley, age may play a 

role in the preference and use of this type of emoticon. 
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 The second most frequently-used category of emoticons by both age groups is called the 

“p” smiley. The “p” smiley, used in a total of 1,192 occurrences across both age groups, is 

where the lower-case letter p visually represents the tongue sticking out of the mouth. This type 

of emoticon is exhibited in a variety of ways, such as the basic “p” smiley :p, the “p” smiley 

with nose :-p, the “p” smiley with asterisk :p*, and the “p” smiley with dimple :p’. The 

twentysomethings produce “p” smiley emoticons in a total of 1,126 of 3,427, or 32.9%, of 

emoticons. The fiftysomethings produce “p” smiley emoticons in 66 of 1,458, or 4.5%, of 

emoticons. There is a total difference of 1,060 uses between both age groups. The 

twentysomethings use “p” smiley emoticons over seven times as much as the fiftysomethings; 

thus, the twentysomethings prefer “p” smiley emoticons more than the fiftysomethings. With 

regard to the “p” smiley, age may play a role in the preference and use of this type of emoticon. 

 The third most frequently-used category of emoticons by both age groups is called the cat 

ears/eyes. The cat ears/eyes, used in a total of 467 occurrences across both age groups, is where 

two of the circumflex accents, or upward arrows, ^^ visually represent two “interested” eyes or 

two ears in an active state of listening. This type of emoticon is exhibited in a variety of ways, 

such as the basic cat ears/eyes ^^, the cat ears/eyes with asterisk ^^*, the cat ears/eyes with 

straight lips ^_^, and the cat ears/eyes with straight lips (framed) [[^_^]]. The twentysomethings 

produce cat ears/eyes emoticons in a total of 463 of 3,427, or 13.5%, of emoticons. The 

fiftysomethings produce cat ears/eyes emoticons in only four of 1,458, or 0.3%, of emoticons. 

There is a total difference of 459 uses between both age groups. The twentysomethings use cat 

ears/eyes emoticons exactly 45 times as much as the fiftysomethings; thus, the twentysomethings 

prefer cat ears/eyes emoticons, while the fiftysomethings disprefer this type of emoticon. With 
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regard to the cat ears/eyes, age may play a role in the preference and use of this type of 

emoticon. 

 The next most frequently-used category of emoticons by both age groups is called the 

“D” smiley. The “D” smiley, used in a total of 345 occurrences across both age groups, is where 

the upper-case letter D visually represents a large, open-mouthed smile. This type of emoticon is 

exhibited in a variety of ways, such as the basic “D” smiley :D, the “D” smiley with nose :-D, 

the “D” smiley with “x” eyes xD (as well as reduplication of the letter D), the “D” smiley with 

infinity eyes 8D, and the “D” smiley with equal eyes =D. The twentysomethings produce “D” 

smiley emoticons in a total of 326 of 3,427, or 9.5%, of emoticons. The fiftysomethings produce 

“D” smiley emoticons in 19 of 1,458, or 13.0%, of emoticons. There is a total difference of 309 

uses between both age groups. The twentysomethings use “D” smiley emoticons slightly less 

than the fiftysomethings; however, both age groups use this type of emoticon in nearly 10.0% of 

occurrences. With regard to the “D” smiley, age may not play a significant role in the preference 

and use of this type of emoticon. 

 Another frequently-used category of emoticons by both age groups is called the “x” 

mouth. The “x” mouth, used in a total of 319 occurrences across both age groups, is where the 

lower-case letter x visually represents a crossed mouth, or negative expression. This type of 

emoticon is exhibited in a variety of ways, such as the basic “x” mouth :x, reduplicated forms of 

the “x” mouth :x:x (double, triple, and more than quadruple), and the “x” mouth (hybrid) where 

:x is followed by a symbol. The twentysomethings produce “x” mouth emoticons in a total of 

127 of 3,427, or 3.7%, of emoticons. The fiftysomethings produce “x” mouth emoticons in 192 

of 1,458, or 13.2%, of emoticons. There is a total difference of 65 uses between both age groups. 

The fiftysomethings use “x” mouth emoticons over three times as much as the 
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twentysomethings; thus, the fiftysomethings prefer this type of emoticon more than the 

twentysomethings. With regard to the “x” mouth, age may play a role in the preference and use 

of this type of emoticon. 

 One more frequently-used category of emoticons by both age groups is called the “$” 

smiley. The “$” smiley, used in a total of 255 occurrences across both age groups, is where the 

dollar sign $ visually represents a squiggly mouth, or an awkward smile. This type of emoticon is 

exhibited in a variety of ways, such as the basic “$” smiley :$ and reduplicated forms of the “$” 

smiley :$:$ (double and triple), as well as the “$” smiley with nose. The twentysomethings 

produce “$” smiley emoticons in a total of 96 of 3,427, or 2.8%, of emoticons. The 

fiftysomethings produce “$” smiley emoticons in 159 of 1,458, or 10.9%, of emoticons. There is 

a total difference of 63 uses between both age groups. The fiftysomethings use “$” smiley 

emoticons over three times as much as the twentysomethings in proportion to total use of 

emoticons; thus, the fiftysomethings prefer this type of emoticon more than the 

twentysomethings. With regard to the “$” smiley, age may play a role in the preference and use 

of this type of emoticon. 

 All remaining emoticons are used in less than 10% of occurrence for either the 

twentysomethings or the fiftysomethings in each category. Thus, they will not be analyzed 

individually. However, some of these dispreferred emoticons are related to the most preferred 

emoticons described above. For example, the opposite emoticon to the smiley is the frown, where 

the open parenthesis visually represents a frown. The frown is only used in a total of 185 

occurrences across both age groups, while the smiley is used in 1,553 occurrences across both 

age groups; thus, the frown is clearly dispreferred to the smiley. Another example is the “P” 

smiley, which is the upper-case form of the “p” smiley. The “P” smiley is only used in a total of 
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77 occurrences across both age groups, while the “p” smiley is used in 1,192 occurrences across 

both age groups; thus, the “P” smiley is clearly dispreferred to the “p” smiley. Even though the 

lower-case “p” smiley is preferred to the upper-case “P” smiley, the opposite is true regarding 

the upper-case “D” smiley, which is preffered to the lower-case “d” smiley. The “d” smiley is 

only used in a total of 18 occurrences for the twentysomethings, while the “D” smiley is used in 

345 occurrences across both age groups; thus, the “d” smiley is clearly dispreferred to the “D” 

smiley. Another example is the “x” mouth reversed, where the colon follows the letter x, which 

is dispreferred to the “x” mouth. The “x” mouth reversed is only used in a total of 7 occurrences 

across both age groups, while the “x” mouth is used in a total of 319 occurrences across both age 

groups; thus, the “x” mouth reversed is dispreferred to the “x” mouth. Thus, the specific 

characteristics of the punctuation, symbols, letters, and numbers used in emoticons may play a 

role in the preferred usage of each individual emoticon. 

 

4.28 Summary 

In the results presented above, there are two basic trends that emerged: 1) close alignment 

between the two age groups regarding the use of a high, medium, or low rate of traditional versus 

nontraditional orthography and 2) a stark contrast or divergence, with no clear preference. Many 

complex features and phenomena were explained in detail following each table in Chapter 4 

(Results and Analysis). In Chapter 5 (Discussion), the key findings from these results are 

discussed. 
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION 

 

5.1  Key Findings 

After examining the proportions of traditional and nontraditional orthography for the 

twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings, as well as the specific nontraditional variants that are 

produced by each age group, several patterns emerged regarding orthographic variation of the 

terms selected in this study of synchronous computer-mediated French discourse. Regarding the 

proportions of traditional and nontraditional orthography produced by both age groups, these 

patterns include close alignment (less than 10% difference) of use of the nontraditional forms by 

both age groups, as well as low, medium, and high agreement of nontraditional orthography 

produced by both age groups. Regarding the specific nontraditional variants that are used by 

each age group, the orthographic phenomena generally include trunctations, reduplications, 

phonetic realizations, and symbolic realizations. Each of the patterns will be addressed 

individually, beginning with the close alignment of use of the nontraditional forms by both age 

groups. 

 

5.2  Proportions of Traditional and Nontraditional Orthography 

Of the 23 most frequently-used terms in this corpus of data, 12 terms (or 52.2%) align 

very closely (less than 10% difference) in terms of use of the nontraditional forms by both age 

groups; on the other hand, 11 terms (or 47.8%) do not align very closely (more than 10% 

difference) in terms of use of the nontraditional forms by both age groups. Thus, the 

twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings produce the nontraditional orthography in a similar 
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fashion in 52.2% of the terms, and in a non-similar fashion in 47.8% of the terms. In other 

words, the proportions of traditional and nontraditional orthography are similar in approximately 

half of the terms used by twentysomethings and fiftysomethings, and are different in 

approximately half of the terms used between both age groups. Table 5.1 below presents an age-

based comparison of orthographic variation. 

 

Table 5.1 

Age-Based Comparison of Orthographic Variation 

Table Term 20s T (%) 50s T 
(%) 20s NT (%) 50s NT 

(%) 

4.1 pas 86.6 93.4 13.4 6.6 

4.2 laughing out loud 0.0 0.0 100.0 100.0 

4.3 mort(e) de rire 0.0 1.0 100.0 100.0 

4.5 oui 54.7 60.9 45.3 39.1 

4.6 bien 51.3 48.4 48.7 51.6 

4.7 moi 94.5 94.0 5.5 6.0 

4.8 tout, tous, toute, toutes 71.4 86.2 28.6 13.8 

4.9 toi 95.6 92.0 4.4 8.0 

4.10 bonjour 60.9 83.2 39.1 16.8 

4.11 bisou(s) 72.2 72.6 27.8 27.4 

4.12 bise(s) 67.5 85.4 32.5 14.6 

4.14 bonsoir 67.8 87.5 32.2 12.5 

4.15 bon, bons, bonne, bonnes 96.5 98.9 3.5 1.1 

4.16 mais 88.5 97.7 11.5 2.3 

4.17 pour 88.1 99.6 11.9 0.4 

4.18 non 60.0 82.5 40.0 17.5 

4.19 j'ai 58.3 75.2 41.7 24.8 

4.20 salut 50.0 75.3 50.0 24.7 

4.21 coucou 76.8 59.8 23.2 40.2 (table continues) 
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Age-Based Comparison of Orthographic Variation 

Table Term 20s T (%) 50s T 
(%) 20s NT (%) 50s NT 

(%) 
4.22 merci 87.2 86.5 12.8 13.5 

4.23 je suis 55.1 79.5 44.9 20.5 

4.24 dans 86.7 88.0 13.3 12.0 

4.25 tout le monde 47.6 81.1 52.4 18.9 
 

 Table 5.1 quantifies the percentages of traditional and nontraditional forms produced by 

the twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings for each term. The first column provides the table 

numbers for reference purposes. The second column provides the term examined, organized from 

most to least frequently occurring. The last four columns represent traditional orthography used 

by the twentysomethings (20s T), traditional orthography used by the fiftysomethings (50s T), 

nontraditional orthography used by the twentysomethings (20s NT), and nontraditional 

orthography used by the fiftysomethings (50s NT). All of the figures provided represent 

percentages. Table 5.2 is set up similarly to Table 5.1. In table 5.1, the nonshaded regions 

represent very close alignment (less than 10% difference) in terms of use of the nontraditional 

forms by both age groups. The shaded regions represent uses that do not align very closely (more 

than 10% difference) in terms of nontraditional orthography produced by both age groups.  

The twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings produce the nontraditional orthography in 

a similar fashion for nearly half of the terms. The nonshaded regions, which represent the 12 of 

the 23 terms (or 52.2%) that align very closely in terms of use of the nontraditional forms by 

both age groups, include the following terms: pas, laughing out loud, mort(e) de rire, oui, bien, 

moi, toi, bisou(s), bon, mais, merci, and dans. Of these 12 terms, there are four pairs of terms that 

are closely-related. For example, the vast majority of spellings for laughing out loud and mort(e) 
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de rire are the acronyms lol and mdr, which are commonly used acronyms to express laughter in 

synchronous online French discourse (of which mdr is the French equivalent of the English 

expression lol). The first-person pronoun moi and the second-person pronoun toi can be used in 

discourse to address oneself or another individual. One of the 12 terms is part of a negative 

expression (pas), while another term is an affirmative expression (oui). The adjective bon and the 

adverb bien can also be used as discourse particles. 

The twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings produce the nontraditional orthography in 

a non-similar fashion for nearly half of the terms. The shaded regions, which represent the 11 of 

the 23 terms (or 47.8%) that do not align very closely in terms of use of the nontraditional forms 

by both age groups, include the following terms: tout, bonjour, bise(s), bonsoir, pour, non, j’ai, 

salut, coucou, je suis, and tout le monde. Of these 11 terms, eight of the terms are closely-related. 

For example, bonjour, bonsoir, salut and coucou are used as greetings. J’ai and je suis are 

subject-verb pairs. Tout can be expressed in all its forms (masculine singular, masculine plural, 

feminine singular, and feminine plural) when used independently, but is only used in the 

masculine singular form in the expression tout le monde.  

Another pattern that emerged from examining the proportions of traditional and 

nontraditional orthography for both age groups is the low, medium, and high agreement of 

nontraditional orthography produced by both age groups. Table 5.2 below presents low (under 

10.0%), medium (45.0-55.0%), and high (90.0-100%) agreement of nontraditional orthography 

for both age groups. Of the 23 most frequently-used terms in this corpus of data, three terms (or 

13.0%) are produced in nontraditional forms in under 10.0% of occurrences; thus, the 

twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings produce the nontraditional orthography under 10.0% 

of the time for 13.0% of the terms. Only one term (or 4.3%) is produced in nontraditional forms 
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in 45.0-55.0% of occurrences; thus, the twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings produce the 

nontraditional orthography 45.0-55.0% of the time for 4.3% of the terms. Two terms (or 8.7%) 

are produced in nontraditional forms in over 90.0% of occurrences; thus, the twentysomethings 

and the fiftysomethings produce the nontraditional orthography over 90% of the time for 8.7% of 

the terms. 

 

Table 5.2 

Low, Medium, and High Agreement of Nontraditional Orthography* 

Table Term 20 T (%) 50 T 
(%) 20 NT (%) 50 NT 

(%) 

4.1 pas 86.6 93.4 13.4 6.6 

4.2 laughing out loud 0.0 0.0 100.0 100.0 

4.3 mort(e) de rire 0.0 1.0 100.0 100.0 

4.5 oui 54.7 60.9 45.3 39.1 

4.6 bien 51.3 48.4 48.7 51.6 

4.7 moi 94.5 94.0 5.5 6.0 

4.8 tout, tous, toute, toutes 71.4 86.2 28.6 13.8 

4.9 toi 95.6 92.0 4.4 8.0 

4.10 bonjour 60.9 83.2 39.1 16.8 

4.11 bisou(s) 72.2 72.6 27.8 27.4 

4.12 bise(s) 67.5 85.4 32.5 14.6 

4.14 bonsoir 67.8 87.5 32.2 12.5 

4.15 bon, bons, bonne, bonnes 96.5 98.9 3.5 1.1 

4.16 mais 88.5 97.7 11.5 2.3 

4.17 pour 88.1 99.6 11.9 0.4 

4.18 non 60.0 82.5 40.0 17.5 

4.19 j'ai 58.3 75.2 41.7 24.8 

4.20 salut 50.0 75.3 50.0 24.7 

4.21 coucou 76.8 59.8 23.2 40.2 (table continues) 
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Low, Medium, and High Agreement of Nontraditional Orthography* (continued) 

Table Term 20 T (%) 50 T 
(%) 20 NT (%) 50 NT 

(%) 
4.22 merci 87.2 86.5 12.8 13.5 

4.23 je suis 55.1 79.5 44.9 20.5 

4.24 dans 86.7 88.0 13.3 12.0 

4.25 tout le monde 47.6 81.1 52.4 18.9 
* Types of agreement: 1. low (blue); 2. medium (red); 3. high (green) 
 The information colored blue in Table 5.2 represents the low agreement (under 10.0%) of 

nontraditional orthography produced by both age groups. Of the 23 most frequently-used terms 

in this corpus of data, the 3 terms (or 13.0%) that are produced in the nontraditional forms in 

under 10.0% of occurrences are moi, toi, and bon. The first- and second- pronouns moi and toi, 

which can be used in discourse to address oneself or another individual, are produced by both 

age groups in nontraditional forms in 4.4 – 8.0% of occurrences. The adjective bon, which can 

also be used as a discourse particle, is produced by both age groups in nontraditional forms in 

1.1-3.5% of occurrences. This indicates that both age groups overwhelmingly prefer to produce 

the terms moi, toi, and bon in the traditional forms as opposed to the nontraditional forms. 

The information colored red in Table 5.2 represents the medium agreement (45.0 – 

55.0%) of nontraditional orthography produced by both age groups. Of the 23 most frequently-

used terms in this corpus of data, the one term (or 4.3%) that is produced in nontraditional forms 

in 45.0-55.0% of occurrences is bien. The adverb bien, which can also be used as a discourse 

particle, is produced by both age groups in nontraditional forms in 48.7-51.6% of occurrences. 

This indicates that both age groups are similar in their production of traditional and 

nontraditional forms of the term bien. 

 The information highlighted in green in Table 5.2 represents the high agreement (over 

90.0%) of nontraditional orthography produced by both age groups. Of the 23 most frequently-
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used terms in this corpus of data, the two terms (or 8.7%) that are produced in the nontraditional 

forms in over 90% of occurrences are the expressions laughing out loud and mort(e) de rire. 

These two expressions are typically written as the acronyms lol and mdr, which are used to 

express laughter in synchronous online French discourse (of which mdr is the French equivalent 

of the English expression lol). The expression laughing out loud is produced by both age groups 

in nontraditional forms in 100% of occurrences; however, the expression mort(e) de rire is 

produced by the twentysomethings in nontraditional forms in 100% of occurrences, and is 

produced by the fiftysomethings in nontraditional forms in 99.0% of occurrences. This indicates 

that both age groups overwhelmingly prefer to produce the terms laughing out loud and mort(e) 

de rire in nontraditional forms, as opposed to the traditional forms. 

 

5.3  Nontraditional Variants Used by Each Age Group 

Regarding the specific nontraditional variants that are preferred and dispreferred by each 

age group, the orthographic phenomena generally include trunctations, reduplications, phonetic 

realizations, and symbolic realizations. Truncations include vowel deletion (partial), vowel 

deletion (full), apheresis (when the beginning of the word is omitted), apocope (when the end of 

the word is omitted), amalgamated spellings (when multiple words are combined), and acronyms 

(when the first letter of each word is used to represent a combination of words). Reduplications 

include repetitions of the same letter as well as repetitions of all or part of the term. Phonetic 

realizations are when spellings mimic the spoken forms of the term. Symbolic realizations are 

when numerals, symbols (or logograms), punctuation, and accents are used to represent all or 

part of the term. Table 5.3 below indicates age-based use of various types of truncation for the 

terms in this study.  
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Table 5.3 

Age-Based Comparison of Truncation* 

 Types of 
truncation 1. 1. 2. 2. 3. 3. 4. 4. 5. 5. 6. 6. 

Table Term 20s 50s 20s 50s 20s 50s 20s 50s 20s 50s 20s 50s 
4.1 pas X X X X   X X X    
4.2 laughing out loud X X      X X X X X 
4.3 mort(e) de rire X X X X     X  X X 
4.5 oui X X   X X   X X   
4.6 bien X X       X X   
4.7 moi X     X       
4.8 tout (all forms) X X X X   X X     
4.9 toi X            
4.10 bonjour X X X X X  X   X   
4.11 bisou(s) X        X X   
4.12 bise(s) X      X   X   
4.14 bonsoir X X X X X X   X    
4.15 bon (all forms) X X X    X X X X   
4.16 mais       X X     
4.17 pour X  X X         
4.18 non X X X X   X X X X   
4.19 j'ai X X X X    X     
4.20 salut X  X X X  X X  X   
4.21 coucou  X        X   
4.22 merci X X    X  X     
4.23 je suis X X X    X      (table continues) 
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Age-Based Comparison of Truncation* (continued) 

 Types of 
truncation 1. 1. 2. 2. 3. 3. 4. 4. 5. 5. 6. 6. 

Table Term 20s 50s 20s 50s 20s 50s 20s 50s 20s 50s 20s 50s 
4.24 dans X X X X   X X     
4.25 tout le monde X X X      X X X X 
 Total 21 16 13 10 4 4 10 10 10 11 3 3 

 

* Types of truncation: 1. vowel deletion (partial); 2. vowel deletion (full); 3. apheresis; 4. apocope;  
5. amalgamated spellings; 6. acronyms 
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 Table 5.3 illustrates the usage of various type of truncation produced by the 

twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings for each term. The first column provides the table 

numbers for reference purposes. The second column provides the term examined, organized from 

most to least frequently occurring. The last 12 columns represent each type of truncation (listed 

below the table in #1-6) for the twentysomethings (20s) and the fiftysomethings (50s). The letter 

X is used to mark each type of truncation that is produced for the age group indicated. An empty 

box indicates that the age group indicated does not use the type of truncation listed. The bottom 

row indicates the total number of terms used for each type of truncation by each age group. Table 

5.4 is set up in the same fashion as table 5.3, but illustrates the usage of other orthographic 

phenomena.  

Table 5.3 illustrates the usage of six various types of truncation produced by the two age 

groups for 23 different terms. Across both age groups, 115 of 276, or 41.7%, of the terms are 

truncated. The twentysomethings use the orthographic phenomenon of truncation in 61 of 138, or 

44.2%, of terms. The fiftysomethings use the orthographic phenomenon of truncation in 54 of 

138, or 39.1%, of terms. With only a 5.1% difference in total usage of truncations between both 

age groups, the twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings have a similar pattern of use for this 

type of orthographic variation in computer-mediated French discourse. As addressed in the 

analysis, those who prefer shortened spellings may be attempting to save time in synchronous 

chat environments (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007); in addition, conciseness, which is a 

form of truncation, is one characteristic that represents neography, or unconventional spellings, 

because of its time-saving benefit for participants in real-time, text-based communication 

situations (Anis, 2007). In order to examine the specific nontraditional variants that are preferred 

and dispreferred by each age group, each type of truncation will be addressed separately. 
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The first type of truncation listed in Table 5.3 is vowel deletion (partial). Partial vowel 

deletion means that some, but not all, of the vowels are deleted from the term. If the term only 

has one vowel, and the vowel is deleted, it would be designated as part of this category. The 

twentysomethings produce 21 of 23 terms, or 91.3%, using partial vowel deletion, while the 

fiftysomethings produce 16 of 23 terms, or 69.6%, using partial vowel deletion. While both age 

groups use partial vowel deletion for the majority of terms, the twentysomethings prefer partial 

vowel deletion 21.7% more than the fiftysomethings. Some of the most frequently occurring 

examples of partial vowel deletion for the terms examined are ui (for oui), ben (for bien), tte (for 

toute), bonn (for bonne), and tt le monde (for tout le monde). 

The second type of truncation listed in Table 5.3 is vowel deletion (full). Full vowel 

deletion means that all of the vowels are deleted from the term. As explained in the analysis, in 

French nonmoderated chat, a common example of vowel deletion includes tt for tout (Abraham 

& Williams, 2011). Vowel deletion, also called the suppression of vowels, is related to the 

consonantal skeleton of the French language, where almost always the first and last consonant of 

each word is preserved (Anis, 2007). The twentysomethings produce 13 of 23 terms, or 56.5%, 

using full vowel deletion, while the fiftysomethings produce 10 of 23 terms, or 43.5%, using full 

vowel deletion. The twentysomethings use full vowel deletion for the majority of terms, while 

the fiftysomethings use full vowel deletion for the minority of terms. The twentysomethings 

prefer full vowel deletion 13.0% more than the fiftysomethings. Some of the most frequently 

occurring examples of full vowel deletion for the terms examined are tt (for tout), ts (for tous), 

bjr (for bonjour), bsr (for bonsoir), bn (for bon), pr (for pour), nn (for non), j (for j’ai), slt (for 

salut), and ds (for dans). 
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The third type of truncation listed in Table 5.3 is called apheresis. As explained in the 

analysis, apheresis means the “deletion of the beginning of a word, for example lu for salut” 

(Anis, 2007). The twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings both produce 4 of 23 terms, or 

17.4%, using apheresis. Thus, both age groups use apheresis, or the deletion of the beginning of 

a word, for nearly one-fifth of the most frequently-used terms. Some of the most frequently 

occurring examples of apheresis for the terms examined are ui (for oui), soir (for bonsoir), and 

lut (for salut). 

The fourth type of truncation listed in Table 5.3 is called apocope. As explained in the 

analysis, apocope means the “deletion of the end of a word, for example ciné for cinéma” (Anis, 

2007). The twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings both produce 10 of 23 terms, or 43.5%, 

using apocope. Thus, both age groups use apocope, or the deletion of the end of a word, for 

nearly half of the most frequently-used terms. Some of the most frequently occurring examples 

of apocope for the terms examined are pa (for pas), tou (for tout or tous), mai (for mais), no (for 

non), j (for j’ai), and salu (for salut). 

The fifth type of truncation listed in Table 5.3 is called amalgamated spellings. As 

explained in the analysis, an amalgamated spelling is a “sequence of words written without the 

commas or spaces that normally separate them” (Anis, 2007, p. 101). Since the majority of the 

terms examined are individual terms, amalgamated spellings would include any time another 

word or part of another word is attached to the original term (such as ouiet which appears to be 

the combination of oui et). The twentysomethings produce 10 of 23 terms, or 43.5%, using 

amalgamated spellings, while the fiftysomethings produce 11 of 23 terms, or 47.8%, using 

amalgamated spellings. While both age groups use amalgamated spellings for approximately the 

same number of terms, the fiftysomethings prefer amalgamated spellings 4.3% more than the 
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twentysomethings. The most frequently occurring examples of amalgamated spellings for the 

terms examined are jsuis and j’suis (for je suis) and jai (for j’ai),  

The sixth type of truncation listed in Table 5.3 is called acronyms. An acronym is when 

the first letter of each word is used to represent a combination of words. As discussed previously, 

two of the 23 terms examined, laughing out loud and mort(e) de rire, are overwhelmingly 

produced by both age groups in the acronym forms lol and mdr; however, a third phrase is also 

expressed by both age groups in the acronym form: tout le monde as tlm. The twentysomethings 

and the fiftysomethings both produce 3 of 23 terms, or 13.0%, using acronyms. Thus, both age 

groups use acronyms for nearly one-tenth of the most frequently-used terms. Some of the most 

frequently occurring examples of acronyms for the terms examined are lol (for laughing out 

loud), mdr (for mort(e) de rire), and tlm (for tout le monde). 

There are additional patterns that reveal preferences for both age groups between similar 

types of truncation. Regarding vowel deletion, both age groups prefer partial vowel deletion over 

full vowel deletion. Both age groups use partial vowel deletion in 37 of 46, or 80.4%, of terms; 

however, both age groups use full vowel deletion in 23 of 46, or 50.0% of terms. Thus, both age 

groups prefer partial vowel deletion 30.4% more than full vowel deletion. Regarding deleting the 

beginning or the end of the term, both age groups prefer apocope (deleting the end of the term) 

over apheresis (deleting the beginning of the term). Both age groups use apheresis in eight of 46, 

or 17.4%, of terms; however, both age groups use apocope in 20 of 46, or 43.5% of terms. Thus, 

both age groups prefer apocope 26.1% more than apheresis. Regarding amalgamated spellings 

(which merge words together) and acronyms (which merge the first letter of multiple words into 

one abbreviated spelling), both age groups prefer amalgamated spellings over acronyms. Both 

age groups use amalgamated spellings in 21 of 46, or 45.7%, of terms; however, both age groups 
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use acronyms in six of 46, or 13.0% of terms. Thus, both age groups prefer amalgamated 

spellings 32.7% more than acronyms. 

Regarding the specific nontraditional variants that are used by each age group, other 

types of orthographic phenomena include reduplications, phonetic realizations, and symbolic 

realizations. The reduplication of letters means that the same letter is repeated within the 

orthography of the term. The reduplication of the term means that all or part of the term is 

repeated within the orthography of the term. Phonetic realizations are when spellings mimic the 

spoken forms of the term. Symbolic realizations are when numerals, symbols (or logograms), 

punctuation, and accents are used to represent all or part of the term. Table 5.4 below indicates 

age-based usage of these four types of orthographic phenomena.  

 

Table 5.4 

Age-Based Comparison of Various Orthographic Phenomena* 

 Orthographic phenomena 1. 1. 2. 2. 3. 3. 4. 4. 

Table Term 20s 50s 20s 50s 20s 50s 20s 50s 
4.1 pas     X X X X 

4.2 laughing out loud X X  X    X 

4.3 mort(e) de rire X X  X   X  

4.5 oui X X X  X X X  

4.6 bien X X   X X X X 

4.7 moi X X   X X X X 

4.8 tout, tous, toute, toutes X X   X X X  

4.9 toi X X   X X   

4.10 bonjour X    X X X  

4.11 bisou(s) X X   X X X X 

4.12 bise(s) X X  X X X X X (table continues) 
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Age-Based Comparison of Various Orthographic Phenomena* (continued) 

 Orthographic phenomena 1. 1. 2. 2. 3. 3. 4. 4. 

Table Term 20s 50s 20s 50s 20s 50s 20s 50s 

4.14 bonsoir X X   X X X X 

4.15 bon, bons, bonne, bonnes  X   X X X  

4.16 mais X X   X X X X 

4.17 pour         

4.18 non X X  X X X  X 

4.19 j'ai  X   X X  X 

4.20 salut X    X X X  

4.21 coucou X X   X X X  

4.22 merci X X   X X  X 

4.23 je suis  X   X X X X 

4.24 dans     X X   

4.25 tout le monde     X X   

 Total 16 17 1 4 20 20 15 12 
 
*Orthographic phenomena: 1. reduplication of letters; 2. reduplication of term; 3. phonetic 
realizations; 4. symbolic realizations  
 
 
 Table 5.4 illustrates the usage of various types of orthographic phenomena produced by 

the twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings for each term. The first column provides the table 

numbers for reference purposes. The second column provides the term examined, organized from 

most to least frequently occurring. The last eight columns represent various types of orthographic 

phenomena (listed below the table in #1-4) for the twentysomethings (20s) and the 

fiftysomethings (50s). The letter X is used to mark each type of orthographic phenomenon that is 

produced for the age group indicated. An empty box indicates that the age group indicated does 

not use the type of orthographic phenomenon listed. The bottom row indicates the total number 

of terms used for each type of orthographic phenomenon by each age group.  
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Table 5.4 illustrates the usage of four various types of orthographic phenomena produced 

by the two age groups for 23 different terms. Across both age groups, 105 of 184, or 57.1%, of 

the terms are produced in nontraditional forms that fall into the four categories of the 

reduplication of letters, the reduplication of the term, phonetic realizations, and symbolic 

realizations. The twentysomethings use these four types of orthographic phenomena in 52 of 92, 

or 56.5%, of terms. The fiftysomethings use these four types of orthographic phenomena in 53 of 

92, or 57.6%, of terms. With only a 1.1% difference in total usage of these four types of 

orthographic phenomena between both age groups, the twentysomethings and the 

fiftysomethings have a very similar pattern of use for these four types of orthographic variation 

in computer-mediated French discourse.  

The reduplication of letters, the reduplication of the term, phonetic realizations, and 

symbolic realizations could be categorized as “stylized spellings.” Unlike truncations, which 

may save the author time by expressing spellings in shortened forms, these four types of 

orthographic variation have a variety of functions. The reduplication of letters and the 

reduplication of the term cause morphological extensions or expansions to the term. Phonetic 

realizations mimic the spoken forms of the term. Symbolic realizations modify the orthography 

of the term to include numerals, symbols (or logograms), and punctuation. Each of these types of 

orthographic phenomena creates “stylized spellings” in the modified orthography. These 

examples exhibit what Pierozak calls péri-othographique forms, as they are produced 

intentionally for stylistic purposes (van Compernolle & Williams, 2007, p. 60). Sociostylistic 

variation may be used to “make the message more expressive, to exhibit the user’s ego, to play 

with language and communication, to contest standards, to express solidarity with a group, or to 

manifest adherence to a counterculture” (Anis, 2007, p. 90). In order to examine the specific 
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nontraditional variants that are preferred and dispreferred by each age group, each type of 

stylized orthography will be addressed separately. 

The first type of orthographic phenomenon listed in Table 5.4 is the reduplication of 

letters. The reduplication of letters is a kind of “playful tweaking of graphophonemic 

representation” (Abraham & Williams, 2011, p. 632). The reduplication of letters means that 

there is repetition of one or more letters within the term. The twentysomethings produce 16 of 23 

terms, or 69.6%, using the reduplication of letters, while the fiftysomethings produce 17 of 23 

terms, or 73.9%, using the reduplication of letters. While both age groups use the reduplication 

of letters for the majority of terms, the fiftysomethings prefer the reduplication of letters 4.3% 

more than the twentysomethings. Some of the most frequently occurring examples of the 

reduplication of letters for the terms examined are lool and loll (for laughing out loud, prefered 

by twentysomethings and fiftysomethings, respectively), and mdrr . . . r (for mort(e) de rire), 

bisousss (for bisou(s)), and noon (for non). 

The second type of orthographic phenomenon listed in Table 5.4 is the reduplication of 

the term. The reduplication of the term means that there is repetition of all or part of the term. 

The twentysomethings produce only one of 23 terms, or 4.3%, using the reduplication of the 

term, while the fiftysomethings produce four of 23 terms, or 17.4%, using the reduplication of 

the term. While both age groups use the reduplication of the term in the minority of terms, the 

fiftysomethings prefer the reduplication of the term 13.1% more than the twentysomethings. The 

most frequently occurring example of the reduplication of the term for the terms examined is 

lololol (for laughing out loud).  

The third type of orthographic phenomenon listed in Table 5.4 is called phonetic 

realizations. Phonetic realizations mean that the spellings mimic the spoken form of the term. 
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The spoken forms of the term, or “phonetic realizations,” are a common feature of chat interfaces 

(Anis, 2007, p.90). As described previously, the phonetic spelling mirrors the spoken form of the 

word, as one creates the spelling essentially by writing the word the way it sounds. Both age 

groups produce 20 of 23 terms, or 87.0%, using phonetic realizations. Both age groups use 

phonetic realizations for the majority of orthographic representation of the terms. Some of the 

most frequently occurring examples of phonetic realizations for the terms examined are pa and 

po (for pas), ouais and vi (for oui by twentysomethings and fiftysomethings, respectively), bah 

(for bien), mwa and moua (for moi by twentysomethings and fiftysomethings, respectively), tou 

(for tout), twa and toua (for toi by twentysomethings and fiftysomethings, respectively), bizoux 

(for bisou(s)), biz (for bise(s)), bsoir (for bonsoir), mé (for mais), nan (for non), g (for j’ai), 

kikou (for coucou), mici (for merci), chui (for je suis), and dan (for dans). 

The fourth type of orthographic phenomenon listed in Table 5.4 is called symbolic 

realizations. Symbolic realizations are when numerals, symbols (or logograms), punctuation, and 

accents are used to represent all or part of the term. Symbols are types of neography, or 

unconventional spelling, called “logograms” (Anis, 2007, p. 105). The twentysomethings 

produce 15 of 23 terms, or 65.2%, using symbolic realizations, while the fiftysomethings 

produce 12 of 23 terms, or 52.2%, using the symbolic realizations. While both age groups use 

symbolic realizations to represent the majority of terms, the twentysomethings prefer symbolic 

realizations of the term 13.0% more than the fiftysomethings. A variety of examples of symbolic 

realizations for the terms examined are pas$* and pô (for pas), £o£ (for laughing out loud), 

mdr^^ (for mort(e) de rire), *oui$* (for oui), b1 (for bien), bonjour* (for bonjour), bizouxxxx 

(for bisou(s)), bzz,bzz (for bise(s)), ‘soir (for bonsoir), slt> (for salut), and kik1kou (for coucou).  
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There are additional patterns that reveal preferences for both age groups between similar 

types of orthographic phenomena. Regarding reduplication, both age groups prefer the 

reduplication of letters over the reduplication of the term. Both age groups use the reduplication 

of letters in 33 of 46, or 71.7%, of terms; however, both age groups use the reduplication of the 

term in only five of 46, or 10.9% of terms. Thus, both age groups prefer the reduplication of 

letters 60.8% more than the reduplication of the term. Regarding phonetic realizations and 

symbolic realizations, both age groups prefer phonetic realizations (mimicking the spoken forms 

of the term) over symbolic realizations (including numerals, symbols, punctuation, and accents 

in the spelling of the term). Both age groups use phonetic realizations in 40 of 46, or 87.0%, of 

terms; however, both age groups use symbolic realizations in 27 of 46, or 58.0% of terms. Thus, 

both age groups prefer phonetic realizations 29.0% more than symbolic realizations.  

 

5.4  Discourse particles 

Due to their high variability and nonstandard characteristics, discourse particles are 

treated separately from the 23 terms examined above. As discussed in the analysis, discourse 

particles “provide links and connections between units of discourse” (Abraham & Williams, 

2011, p. 639). Discourse particles are “much more common in nonmoderated chat, which reflects 

the nature of spoken discourse” (Abraham & Williams, 2011, p. 641). Since discourse particles 

have a semantic function and are markers of spoken discourse, the total number of discourse 

particles is quantified (rather than traditional or nontraditional orthography). Only the primary 

orthographic phenomena such as the reduplication of letters, the reduplication of the term, and 

the use of numerals, symbols, accents, and punctuation are examined for discourse particles.  
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As seen in the analysis, the twentysomethings produce discourse particles in 417 

occurrences, while the fiftysomethings produce discourse particles in 849 occurrences. Thus, the 

total frequency of occurrences by the fiftysomethings is over twice as much as the 

twentysomethings. The reduplication of letters is exhibited in some of the most frequently-used 

discourse particles, such as ahhh, arfff, chutt, euhhh, grrrrrr, haaa, heuuu, houlaaaa, hummm, 

ohhh, oufff, oulaaa, pfff, rhooo, rooo, snifff, and tsss. The twentysomethings produce the 

reduplication of letters in 155 of 417, or 37.2%, of discourse particles, while the fiftysomethings 

produce the reduplication of letters in 330 of 849, or 38.8%, of discourse particles. The 

reduplication of the term is exhibited in some of the most frequently-used discourse particles, 

such as ahah, alala, gnagna, haha, hehe, hey hey, hinhinhin, hohoh, holala, hou hou, houlala, 

huhu, klklkl, krkrkrkr, lala, mouahaha, ohlala, oin oin, ou lalaa, ouou, rah la laaa, ronronron, 

tralala, tsoin tsoin, and vroummm vroummm. The twentysomethings produce the reduplication of 

the term in 32 of 417, or 7.7%, of discourse particles, while the fiftysomethings produce the 

reduplication of the term in 25 of 849, or 2.9%, of discourse particles. The use of numerals, 

symbols, accents, and punctuation are exhibited in the following discourse particles: B*, ‘fin, 

hin^^, hu², m’e’nfin, m’enfin, re-hugh, and ronnnnnnn²²²²²²²²²²²ronnnnnnn. The twentysomethings 

produce these types of discourse particles in 16 of 417, or 3.8%, of discourse particles. The 

fiftysomethings produce these types of discourse particles in only 4 of 849, or 0.5%, of discourse 

particles. Table 5.5 below quantifies age-based usage of these three types of orthographic 

phenomena.  
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Table 5.5 

Age-Based Comparison of Discourse Particles* 

 Orthographic phenomena 1. 1. 2. 2. 3. 3. 

Table Term 20s 50s 20s 50s 20s 50s 
4.26 (discourse particles) 37.2 38.8 7.7 2.9 3.8 0.5 

 Average percentage 38.0 38.0 5.3 5.3 2.2 2.2 

*Orthographic phenomena: 1. reduplication of letters; 2. reduplication of term; 3. symbolic 
realizations  
 Table 5.5 quantifies the percentages of discourse particles produced by the 

twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings for each of the orthographic phenomena listed below 

the table. The first column provides the table number for reference purposes. The second column 

refers to all discourse particles used (rather than any individual term). The last six columns 

represent each orthographic phenomenon listed, as well as the percentages of use by the 

twentysomethings (20s) and the fiftysomethings (50s). All of the figures provided represent 

percentages. The final row provides the average of use for each orthographic phenomenon by 

both age groups. 

 Table 5.5 illustrates that the reduplication of letters is the most preferred type of 

orthographic variation used by both age groups in the expression of discourse particles. Both age 

groups use the reduplication of letters in an average of 38.0% of discourse particles. The 

fiftysomethings use the reduplication of letters only 1.6% more than the twentysomethings. 

Thus, both age groups demonstrate a similar pattern of use for the reduplication of letters in 

discourse particles. Both age groups use the reduplication of the term in an average of 5.3% of 

discourse particles. The twentysomethings use the reduplication of the term 4.8% more than the 

fiftysomethings. Thus, the twentysomethings use the reduplication of the term in discourse 

particles more than the fiftysomethings. The least preferred type of orthographic variation used 
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by both age groups in the expression of discourse particles is the use of symbolic realizations. 

Both age groups use symbolic realizations in an average of 2.2% of discourse particles. The 

twentysomethings use symbolic realizations 3.3% more than the fiftysomethings. Thus, the 

twentysomethings use symbolic realizations in discourse particles more than the fiftysomethings. 

 

 

5.5  Emoticons 

Due to their high variability and nonstandard characteristics, emoticons are also treated 

separately from the 23 terms examined above. As discussed in the analysis, emoticons are 

symbolic representations of emotion that are commonly used in electronic discourse. Emoticons 

are created using punctuation, symbols, letters, and numerals to display various facial 

expressions. This phenomenon is used in electronic discourse to express emotion and enhance 

the meaning of the communication.  

 Since emoticons are used to express emotion, and are not individual terms, the total 

number of emoticons is quantified (rather than traditional or nontraditional orthography, which 

does not apply to this type of electronic discourse). Emoticons display visual characteristics, and 

not spoken or phonetic representations. Only the most frequently used emoticons are examined, 

where the emoticons are used in more than 10% of occurrences for either age group. These 

frequently used emoticons include the smiley, the “p” smiley, cat ears/eyes, the “D” smiley, the 

“x” mouth, and the “$” smiley. 

As seen in the analysis, the twentysomethings produce emoticons in 3,427 occurrences, 

while the fiftysomethings produce emoticons in 1,458 occurrences. Thus, the total frequency of 

occurrences by the twentysomethings is over twice as much as the fiftysomethings. The various 
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forms of smiley emoticons are produced by the twentysomethings in a total of 656 of 3427, or 

19.1%, of emoticons, and by the fiftysomethings in 897 of 1458, or 61.5%, of emoticons. The 

various forms of “p” smiley emoticons are produced by twentysomethings in a total of 1,126 of 

3,427, or 32.9%, of emoticons, and by the fiftysomethings in 66 of 1,458, or 4.5%, of emoticons. 

The various forms of the cat ears/eyes emoticons are produced by the twentysomethings in a 

total of 463 of 3,427, or 13.5%, of emoticons, and by the fiftysomethings in only 4 of 1,458, or 

0.3%, of emoticons. The “D” smiley emoticons are produced by twentysomethings in a total of 

326 of 3,427, or 9.5%, of emoticons, and by the fiftysomethings in 19 of 1,458, or 13.0%, of 

emoticons. The “x” mouth emoticons are produced by twentysomethings in a total of 127 of 

3,427, or 3.7%, of emoticons, and by the fiftysomethings in 192 of 1,458, or 13.2%, of 

emoticons. The “$” smiley emoticons are produced by twentysomethings in a total of 96 of 

3,427, or 2.8%, of emoticons, and by the fiftysomethings in 159 of 1,458, or 10.9%, of 

emoticons. Table 5.6 below quantifies the usage of these six most frequently used types of 

emoticons. 
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Table 5.6  

Age-Based Comparison of Emoticons* 

 Orthographic phenomenon 1. 1. 2. 2. 3. 3. 4. 4. 5. 5. 6. 6. 

Table Term 20s 50s 20s 50s 20s 50s 20s 50s 20s 50s 20s 50s 
4.27 (emoticons) 19.1 61.5 32.9 4.5 13.5 0.3 9.5 13.0 3.7 13.2 2.9 10.9 

 Average percentage 40.3 40.3 18.7 18.7 6.9 6.9 11.3 11.3 8.5 8.5 6.9 6.9 
 
*Emoticons: 1. smiley; 2. “p” smiley; 3. cat eyes/ears; 4. “D” smiley; 5. “x” mouth; 6. “$” smiley 
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 Table 5.6 quantifies the percentages of emoticons produced by the twentysomethings and 

the fiftysomethings for each type of emoticon listed below the table. The first column provides 

the table number for reference purposes. The second column refers to all emoticons used (rather 

than any individual emoticon). The last 12 columns represent each emoticon listed, as well as the 

percentages of use by the twentysomethings (20s) and the fiftysomethings (50s). All of the 

figures provided represent percentages. The bottom row provides the average of use for each 

emoticon by both age groups. 

Table 5.6 illustrates the six most frequently-used emoticons, as they are used in over 10% 

of occurrences. Of the top six types of emoticons, the three most preferred by both age groups 

are the smiley, the “p” smiley, and the “D” smiley. The smiley emoticons are the most preferred 

types of emoticons used by both age groups in computer-mediated discourse. Both age groups 

use the smiley emoticons in an average of 40.3% of emoticons. The fiftysomethings use the 

smiley emoticons 42.4% more than the twentysomethings. Thus, the two age groups vary widely 

in their use of the smiley emoticons. The next most preferred types of emoticons are the “p” 

smiley emoticons, which both age groups produce in an average of 18.7% of emoticons. The 

twentysomethings use the “p” smiley emoticons 28.4% more than the fiftysomethings. Thus, the 

two age groups vary widely in their use of the “p” smiley emoticons. The next most preferred 

types of emoticons are the “D” smiley emoticons, which both age groups produce in an average 

of 11.3% of emoticons. The fiftysomethings use the “D” smiley emoticons only 3.5% more than 

the twentysomethings. Thus, the two age groups exhibit a similar pattern of use for the “D” 

smiley emoticons. 

Of the top six types of emoticons, the three least preferred by both age groups are the “x” 

mouth, the cat eyes/ears, and the “$” smiley, which are used in under 10% of occurrences. The 
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“$” smiley emoticons are the least preferred types of emoticons used by both age groups in 

computer-mediated discourse. Both age groups use the “$” smiley emoticons in an average of 

6.9% of emoticons. The fiftysomethings use the “$” smiley emoticons 8.0% more than the 

twentysomethings. Thus, the two age groups vary in their use of the “$” smiley emoticons. The 

next least preferred types of emoticons are the cat eyes/ears emoticons, which both age groups 

produce in an average of 6.9% of emoticons. The twentysomethings use the cat eyes/ears 

emoticons 13.2% more than the fiftysomethings. Thus, the two age groups vary widely in their 

use of the cat eyes/ears emoticons. The next least preferred types of emoticons are the “x” 

mouth emoticons, which both age groups produce in an average of 8.5% of emoticons. The 

fiftysomethings use the “x” mouth emoticons 9.5% more than the twentysomethings. Thus, the 

two age groups vary widely in their use of the “x” mouth emoticons. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 

 

6.1 Returning to the Research Questions 

 The two main research questions that motivated the present study are the following 

(reproduced from p. 1): (1) To what extent are the proportions of traditional and nontraditional 

orthography similar or different between twentysomethings and fiftysomethings? and (2) To 

what extent are specific nontraditional variants produced by twentysomethings and 

fiftysomethings? 

 Based on the results presented and discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, it is clear that the 

twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings produce nontraditional orthography in a similar 

fashion (less than 10.0% difference) in 52.2% of the terms examined (including pas, laughing 

out loud, mort(e) de rire, oui, bien, moi, toi, bisou(s), bon, mais, merci, and dans), and in a non-

similar fashion (more than 10.0% difference) in 47.8% of the terms examined (including tout, 

bonjour, bise(s), bonsoir, pour, non, j’ai, salut, coucou, je suis, and tout le monde). Both age 

groups produce the nontraditional orthography for moi, toi, and bon in under 10% of 

occurrences, for bien in 45.0-55.0% of occurrences, and for laughing out loud (lol) and mort(e) 

de rire (mdr) in 99.0-100% of occurrences.  

 Regarding the specific nontraditional variants that are produced by each age group, the 

following types of orthographic phenomena are used by the twentysomethings and the 

fiftysomethings, respectively: partial vowel deletion (91.3% and 69.6%), phonetic realizations 

(87.0% and 87.0%), the reduplication of letters (69.6% and 73.9%), and symbolic realizations 

(65.2% and 52.2%), full vowel deletion (56.5% and 43.5%), amalgamated spellings (43.5% and 
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47.8%), and apocope (43.5% and 43.5%). Regarding the specific nontraditional variants that are 

used by each age group, the following types of orthographic phenomena are produced by the 

twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings, respectively: apheresis (17.4% and 17.4%), the 

reduplication of the term (4.3% and 17.4%), and acronyms (13.0% and 13.0%). 

 Several general patterns emerge for both age groups when examining the use of specific 

types of orthographic variation. Regarding truncation, partial vowel deletion is more frequently 

used than full vowel deletion, apocope is implemented more than apheresis, and amalgamated 

spellings occur more often than acronyms. Regarding other types of orthographic variation, the 

reduplication of letters is more frequently used than the reduplication of the term, and phonetic 

realizations are employed more often than symbolic realizations. These patterns are echoed in the 

use of discourse particles, where the reduplication of letters is used more frequently than the 

reduplication of the term; moreover, symbolic realizations are use least frequently with discourse 

particles. 

 Other patterns appear between the most frequently-used variants by both age groups. 

Regarding truncation, partial vowel deletion is demonstrated in the variant tt le monde (for tout le 

monde); moreover, full vowel deletion is demonstrated in the variant tt (for tout). With regard to 

the common greetings and salutations bonjour, bonsoir, and salut, all three are reduced to their 

consonantal skeletons: bjr, bsr, and slt. The variants pr for pour and ds for dans also exhibit full 

vowel deletion. All of these examples are the most frequently-used variants for the terms by both 

age groups.  

 There are other patterns regarding truncation. In the case of apheresis for two-syllable 

words, the first syllable is often dropped (such as soir for bonsoir and lut for salut); however, in 

the case of apocope, whether it is a one- or two-syllable word, the final silent consonant is most 
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often dropped (rather than the final syllable). Regarding acronyms, lol for laughing out loud and 

mdr for mort(e) de rire are the top two variants for the terms by both age groups; however, the 

acronym tlm for tout le monde is quite infrequently used by twentysomethings and is not used at 

all by fiftysomethings. 

 Regarding the reduplication of letters, in variants of lol for laughing out loud, the 

twentysomethings prefer to reduplicate the letter o (such as lool), while the fiftysomethings 

prefer to reduplicate the letter l (such as loll). In variants of mdr for mort(e) de rire, both age 

groups reduplicate the letter r; however, the twentysomethings prefer reduplicating two r’s (such 

as mdrr), while the fiftysomethings prefer reduplicating four or more r’s (such as mdrr . . . r). 

Even though both groups use reduplication as their top variants for the acronyms lol and mdr, 

each age group has a distinctive mark on the way in which they choose to reduplicate the letters 

for each variant. 

 A similar pattern occurs in phonetic realizations, where each age group’s most frequent 

variant is a phonetic realization for a term, but the manifestation of that phonetic realization 

appears differently between the two age groups. For example, for the terms pas, oui, and bise(s), 

the twentysomethings and fiftysomethings create the following most frequently used variants, 

respectively, pa and po, ouais and vi, biz and bizes. The same pattern occurs for the terms moi 

and toi, where the twentysomethings prefer to produce the spellings mwa and twa, while the 

fiftysomethings prefer to produce the spellings moua and toua. 

 Another pattern emerges between discourse particles and emoticons. The fiftysomethings 

use twice as many discourse particles as the twentysomethings, while the twentysomethings use 

twice as many emoticons as the fiftysomethings. Both age groups prefer the reduplication of 

letters over the reduplication of the term in discourse particles. The twentysomethings use more 
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symbolic realizations than fiftysomethings in discourse particles and terms that are not discourse 

particles. And finally, while both age groups use emoticons, the twentysomethings prefer to use 

the “p” smiley, while the fiftysomethings prefer to use the basic smiley. 

 There are many examples where the two age groups align in their use of nontraditional 

orthography for some of the most frequently used terms in electronic French discourse. 

However, where the two groups are not aligned, one can find unique expressions that 

characterize each individual age group. Regardless of similarities and differences between the 

two age groups, or variants that are used more frequently then others, there are general realities 

about orthographic variation that are universal. According to Anis, orthographic variations 

“demonstrate common human characteristics, documented for a variety of languages, including 

tendencies toward economy of expression and language play, seen earlier in many varieties of 

speech and paper-based writing, among children, young people, and adults, as well as in various 

modes of CMC and other new media” (Anis, 2007, p. 110).  

 

6.2 Directions for Further Research 

 There are potential areas of interest that go beyond this study of the proportions of 

traditional and nontraditional orthography for the twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings, as 

well as the specific nontraditional variants that are used by each age group. The following are 

potential areas of interest that go beyond the scope of this study: (1) the use of negation, (2) the 

use of phonetic spellings that significantly alter the original spellings, (3) the exclusive use of 

syllabograms to replace terms and subject-verb pairs, (4) the use of verlan, (5) the use of 

reduplication of “interior” versus “exterior” letters, (6) the attachment of an individual letter to a 

term in order to represent a prefix or term, (7) the full or partial deletion of the definite article in 
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common expressions, (8) the use of stylized endings that markedly alter the pronunciation of the 

term, (9) the use of spellings that mimic languages other than French, (10) the most commonly-

used discourse particles in computer-mediated discourse, (11) the vertical or horizontal direction 

of emoticons, and (12) unintentional orthographic errors.  

 One potential area of interest that goes beyond the scope of this current study is the use of 

negation. For example, the term pas had the highest frequency of use by both age groups; 

however, while variants of pas were examined in detail, the use of the negative particle ne was 

not taken into account. One could re-examine the corpus of data to quantify the use of the 

negative particle ne with the term pas for each age group, followed by a comparison of its use 

between the twentysomethings and the fiftysomethings. In addition, the subject-verb pairs j’ai 

and je suis were examined for orthographic variation; however, neither of the subject-verb pairs 

were examined to see which were followed by negative expressions (such as pas, jamais, 

personne, rien, and so on) but did not include the negative particle ne. In a 2007 study by van 

Compernolle and Williams, the dropping of ne in the subject-verb pair j’ai was found to occur in 

the vast majority of cases in nonmoderated chat discourse (see De l’oral à l’électronique: la 

variation orthographique comme ressource sociostylistique et pragmatique dans le français 

électronique, van Compernolle & Williams, 2007). 

 Another potential area of interest is the use of phonetic spellings that significantly alter 

the original spellings. For example, a pattern emerged in phonetic spellings of je suis where je s- 

was replaced by ch-, such as chu, chsuis, and chuis. This could be further examined in other 

subject-verb pairs such as je sais, where the subject pronoun je is followed by a verb beginning 

with the letter s; moreover, this could be explored specifically in cases where ch replaces the 

letter s (such as chalut for salut). Other patterns emerged such as the use of z for j (such as z’ai 
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for j’ai and bon zour for bonjour), the use of z for s (such as bizooo for bisou(s) and bizes for 

bise(s)), the uses of v and w in oui (such as vi, voui, wai, and wé for oui), and the use of k for c 

(such as kikou and kikoo for coucou). This could also be compared to spoken discourse, to 

determine to what extent the phonetic spelling mimics the spoken forms of the subject-verb 

pairs. 

 The exclusive use of syllabograms to replace terms and subject-verb pairs could also be 

another potential area of interest. For example, the letter g was used as a phonetic representation 

of j’ai in this study. This could be further examined for other syllabograms such as c (for c’est, 

s’est, sais, sait, and ses), d (for des), t (for tes and t’es), and so on using this corpus of data. The 

use of syllabograms as phonetic representations could be compared between both age groups. In 

the study mentioned in Chapter 2 by van Compernolle and Williams (2007), the use of g for the 

subject-verb pair j’ai was found to occur in the vast majority of cases in nonmoderated chat 

discourse. 

 The use of verlan also goes beyond the scope of this study, even though some variants 

displayed characteristics of verlan. For example, the variants aps (for pas), ouat (for toi), and 

ziboux (for bisou(s)) were observed in this study, but not analyzed in detail. It is important to 

note that the variant aps (or ap) is commonly used in spoken French in the expression ché ap 

(meaning je ne sais pas), created by a combination of various types of orthographic variation. 

One possible direction for future research could be the close examination of the variant ap (or 

aps) and the preceeding term, to determine to what extent this variant is used in the expression 

ché ap and in other negative expressions. Additionally, while verlan is an orthographic 

phenomenon where the syllables in a term are flipped, it is also used in spoken discourse. A 
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study could be undertaken to compare the use of verlan in written forms with the use of verlan in 

spoken discourse, to see where verlan is most commonly used. 

Further studies can be performed regarding the reduplication of letters as it pertains to the 

use of reduplication of “interior” versus “exterior” letters. In this study, it was evident that the 

twentysomethings preferred reduplication of “interior” letters, or the reduplication of letters 

inside the term, while the fiftysomethings preferred the reduplication of “exterior” letters, or the 

reduplication of letters at the beginning or end of the term. For the same terms, the following 

demonstrate a few examples of reduplication produced by the twentysomethings and the 

fiftysomethings, respectively: lool and loll (for lol, the acronym for laughing out loud), mdrr and 

mmmdrrrr (for mdr, the acronym for mort(e) de rire), ouaaaaah and wiii (for oui), bissous and 

bisouss (for bisou(s)), biises and bizesss (for bise(s)), bonsoiiiir and bonsoirrrr (for bonsoir), 

naaaan and nonnnn (for non). While there are some terms produced by the twentysomethings 

that use “exterior” letters for reduplication, as well as some terms produced by the 

fiftysomethings that use “interior” letters for reduplication, the pattern of twentysomethings 

preferring interior reduplication and of fiftysomethings preferring exterior reduplication is 

evident. Further studies can be done to compare the reduplication of letters between age groups, 

as well as for certain terms, to see if other patterns emerge regarding this type of orthographic 

phenomenon.  

Another possible area for further research concerns the attachment of an individual letter 

to a term in order to represent a prefix or term. In this study, it was not possible to verify or 

confirm if the attachment of an individual letter to a term was a means to representing a prefix or 

term; however, there were some examples where this seemed to be the case, such as xlol (x for 

extra-), vlol (v for very or vraiment), mdsr (s for super-), mouais and mwui (m for mais), and 
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rbisous (r for re-). If there are no current studies regarding this type of orthographic variation, 

one could perform such a study by actively engaging the author to verify if the addition of one 

letter was intended to represent a certain term or prefix. 

The full or partial deletion of the definite article in common expressions is another 

potential area of interest. In this study, the expression tout le monde was represented by the 

spellings tt l’monde, tt lmond, tt lmonde, tout lmonde, tou lmonde, tlmonde, tt monde, and tt mnd. 

These variants of tout le monde exhibit full or partial deletion of the definite article le. The full or 

partial deletion of the definite article le could also be examined in common expressions such as 

tout le temps, tous les jours, and so on. 

The use of stylized endings that markedly alter the pronunciation of the term is another 

potential area of interest that goes beyond the scope of this study. In this study, the term bisou(s) 

was represented by the spellings bizettes, bisouilles, bisouillettes, bizouillettes, bisouiller, 

bisouille, bisoueillettes, bisoullettes, bisouzillettes, and bizouilloux, among others; moreover, the 

term bise(s) was represented by the spellings bisettes, bisette, and bizette. The meaning behind 

the use of –ette(s) and –ouille(s), along with the combination of the two in –ouillette(s), could be 

analyzed. Other terms could be observed for the addition and function of stylized endings such as 

these.  

 The use of spellings that mimic languages other than French may also be an area of 

interest regarding electronic French discourse. In this study, the variants bene (for bien), bizoute 

(for bisou(s)), bonsuarre (for bonsoir), may (for mais), no (for non), and salutti (for salut) 

demonstrate characteristics of other languages, such as Italian and English. In this study, the 

intention to spell the terms could not be verified or confirmed; however, other studies may take 
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into account codeswitching and the use of non-French spellings in computer-mediated French 

discourse. 

 The most commonly used discourse particles in computer-mediated discourse are another 

potential area of interest for further study beyond the scope of this study. This study observed 

characteristics, such as the reduplication of letters, the reduplication of the term, and the use of 

symbolc representations in discourse particles used by both age groups; however, the most 

commonly-used discourse particles and their variants (such as ah, arf, bof, chut, eh, euh, grr, ha, 

han, hé, heu, hin, ho, houla, hum, lala, oh, oo, ouf, oula, pff, rhooo, roo, sniff, tsss, waouhhh, and 

yop) were not discussed in this study. Further studies could quantify the frequencies of these 

discourse particles and their variants to determine which ones are the most frequently-occurring 

discourse particles. The most frequently used discourse particles could be compared between age 

groups. They could also be analyzed in terms of their meanings, to quantify (to the greatest 

degree possible) the kinds of sentiments being expressed in these discourse particles. 

The vertical or horizontal alignment of emoticons is another area that was observed but 

not analyzed in this study. Of the six most frequently used emoticons observed (the smiley, the 

“p” smiley, cat ears/eyes, the “D” smiley, the “x” mouth, and the “$” smiley) all display 

horizontal alignment except for the cat ears/eyes, which display vertical alignment. The vertical 

versus horizontal alignment of emoticons is one area that could be studied further. 

Unintentional orthographic errors comprise another area that could be of interest as a 

direction for future research. In the results and analysis section, the final paragraph for each term 

treated possible unintentional misspellings, typographical errors, and the addition, deletion, or 

misplacement of letters in a term; however, phonetic realizations, truncated spellings, and other 

types of orthographic variation examined were not considered to be possible unintentional 
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misspellings. One could attempt to identify terms that are used multiple times by the same 

author, followed by a comparison of the spellings to determine whether or not the author 

intentionally produced the spelling or made an error in typing.   

Additional areas of interest were observed in the corpus of data but were not included in 

the study of the most frequently used terms and their variants for both age groups. For example, 

the term à was frequently occurring and is one potential area of interest for other studies. In the 

commonly used expression à plus, the term à was often replaced with the logogram @, while the 

word plus was often replaced with the addition symbol +; however, this phrase was not 

addressed in this study. In amalgamated spellings of à followed by other terms, the accent in à 

was typically dropped when the two words were combined.  

Amalgamated spellings of c’est, ce (or c’), se (or s’), de (or d’), que (or qu’), je (or j’), 

and the definite article le (or l’) plus another term were not included in this study, even though 

they were frequently occurring. Typically, these terms would be reduced to one phonetic 

representation or syllabogram and would be combined with the following word. In some cases, 

an apostrophe was used to signal the use of the syllabogram (and was not necessarily used to 

mark elision). The commonly used phrase s’il te plaît exhibited wide variability as an acronym 

and as an amalgamated spelling.  

Other areas of interest that were discluded from this study involve phonetic 

representations that have multiple possible meanings. Since those examples would necessitate 

contextual cues to determine the meaning based on semantics, those frequently occurring terms 

and subject-verb pairs were discluded. For example, the subject-verb pair c’est was frequently 

occurring, but was not addressed in this study due to the semantic possibilities represented by the 

syllabogram c (such as c’est, ses, s’est, sais, and sait). Additional terms and phrases that were 
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frequently occurring but equally problematic include ça (sa), tu es (t’es, t’est, t), and tu as (t’as, 

t’a, ta). The verb phrases j’ai and je suis were selected because there was no ambiguity as to the 

meaning of the variants. 

Words beginning with the letters qu and accented words were also discluded from this 

study. The use of the letter k to replace words beginning with qu was also not included in this 

study, such as que, qui, quoi, quel, quelque(s), quand, and the interrogative phrases qu’est-ce 

que, qu’est-ce qui, qui est-ce que, and qui est-ce qui. Accented words such as très, voilà, après, 

même, désolé, and déjà were frequently occurring but not included because the use of diacritics 

was not specifically addressed in this study, and only a limited amount of published research is 

available in this area of inquiry (see Al-Rashdan, 2010; van Compernolle, 2011). In addition to 

providing analyses of the variable use of diacritics in computer-mediated French discourse, the 

studies by Al-Rashdan (2010) and van Compernolle (2011) happen to compare Internet users 

from different age groups. Other studies positing age as a variable include those by Blattner and 

Williams (2011), Gould (2010), and van Compernolle (2008).  

Although research in the field of computer-mediated French discourse has been 

increasing steadily over the past decade, it is clear that little is still known about this dimension 

of online communication. And while little is known about this dimension of online 

communication, the future may present new realities of online communication and social media 

platforms that one cannot imagine at this time. Thus, it is increasingly critical to equip students 

of French with the tools they need to decode messages in electronic discourse that they may not 

initially comprehend. Problem-solving strategies, creative methods to approaching new 

problems, and independently searching for solutions are embedded in the “flipped classroom” of 

the 21st century. Teachers would no longer be able to rely on lecture-based teachings, and 
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students would no longer be able to rely on rote memorization, once they open their classroom 

doors to the world of project-based, dynamic group learning. The wide variety of orthographic 

variation that students may encounter in online French discourse, especially in social media 

websites, presents an array of opportunities for students to discover the creative expressions of 

the French language in all of its nontraditional forms. 
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